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Introduction The notion of centrality — Depth
1 The notion of centrality — Depth
1.1 The origins – Multivariate medians
The notion of center of an object, be it a set of observations, a physical object or a random
variable X, is difficult to define. Whether definitions refer to a point, pivot or axis around
which anything rotates or revolves1, therefore being inseparable from the notion of symmetry
itself, or to the middle point, as the point or part that is equally distant from all points, sides,
ends or surfaces of something1 there is no canonical way to define it. All definitions, however,
agree on the importance of distance or geometry in the construction of such notion.
From a mathematical point of view, many such notions of center—of a random variable X
having distribution P , say—were defined in the univariate setting and an abundant literature
of so-called univariate location measures exists. The most canonical notion, of course, is the
mean or expectation E[X] =
∫
xdP (x). However, due to the high sensitivity of this particular
location functional, it is often advocated that, should the focus be put on broader and more
robust applicability, the competing notion of median presents much more appeal. Indeed, it
is a well-known fact that, although it suffices to have a single point contaminating a data set
and going to infinity to force the mean to do the same, the median will require, by contrast,
50% of the data to be moved to infinity before it does as well.
The geometry of the quadratic distances that underlines the definition of the mean (that,
alternatively, can be defined as the location minimising the functional x 7→ E[(X−x)2]) makes
it particularly amenable to generalisation in higher dimensions. This is the reason why theory
based upon the multivariate Gaussian distribution has been dominating multivariate analysis
for a long time. Indeed, the multivariate normal distribution is the sole distribution for which
the sample mean is the maximum likelihood estimate of its location parameter (a fact that
can be traced back to Gauss, 1809).
The median of a random variable X, denoted Med(X), is defined through the cumulative
distribution as the point mP such that P
[
X ≤ mP
] ≥ 1/2 and P [X ≥ mP ] ≤ 1/2. Ac-
cordingly, the median Med(X(n)) of a dataset X(n) = {X1, . . . , Xn} ⊂ R will be defined by
substituting the empirical distribution on X(n), P (n) say, to P .
The lack of natural ordering in Rk prevents a straightforward extension of the latter defini-
tions, so that one may wonder what the appropriate analogues in two or more dimensions are.
Regardless of the notion employed, there are, however, certain properties these notions should
satisfy, the first of which being, as in the univariate case, robustness2. Another such condition
is that, under symmetry, the (multivariate) median should coincide with the symmetry cen-
ter. In the univariate case, the notion of symmetry presents no ambiguity (a random vector
X is symmetric about µ if X − µ D= µ − X, where D= denotes equality in distribution) and
univariate location measures typically coincide under symmetry. This is not necessarily so in
higher dimensions as symmetry can be generalised in many ways, see Section 1.3 for details.
1Harrap’s Dictionnary of Contemporary English.
2Many tools for measuring robustness exist. A classical way to compare robustness of location measures
is through their breakdown point (see Hodges (1967) for the univariate definition and Hampel (1971) more
generally).
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Extending the concept of median to the multivariate setup (or a similar approach that
consists in ordering multivariate observations) has generated numerous publications over the
past few years; see, for example, Barnett (1976) or Hettmansperger et al. (1992) for a review
about how to order multivariate data, and Donoho & Gasko (1987) or Small (1990) for a
comprehensive summary of existing multivariate analogues of the median at that time.
The naive3 attempt to take the componentwise median (first used by Hayford (1902) for
geographical considerations) showed that, despite some encouraging robustness properties,
very poor performances were to be expected, particularly in the case of highly correlated
marginals. To add on this drawback, this vector of medians is not equivariant under rotation
or arbitrary affine transformation of the data (see, for example, Bickel, 1964; Barnett, 1976), so
that the way of measuring the data will have a strong impact on the outcome of the procedure
(which is of course to be avoided).
To improve on this definition, many authors independently considered the spatial median4
as a natural generalisation of the univariate median in different situations, see, e.g. Gini &
Galvani (1929), Scates (1933) and Haldane (1948).
Definition 1.1. Let X be a random vector having distribution P on Rk. The spatial median
of X is the location µˆS(P ) ∈ Rk that minimises EP
[||X−µ||], where ||.|| denotes the standard
Euclidian norm.
Note that the distribution P may be that of the empirical distribution P (n) of n i.i.d. data
points X1, . . . , Xn sharing the same distribution P . Locating the spatial median, in that case,
amounts to finding the solution of
µˆ(n) = arginfµ∈Rk
n∑
i=1
||Xi − µ||.
This problem, for which there now exist plenty of algorithmic solutions (see, for example,
Vardi & Zhang, 2001), is actually far much older than the introduction of the multivariate
median. Indeed, minimising a weighted sum of the Euclidian distances from m points in
Rk was already known, in industrial applications, as the optimal location problem of Weber
(1909). The problem actually goes back to Fermat in the seventeenth century (for m = 3
and equal weights) but was only generalised to its actual form by Simpson (1750) (see Kuhn,
1973). It is interesting to note that Kemperman (1987), following the same idea, discussed the
median of a finite measure on an arbitrary Banach space and proved, under strict convexity
of the underlying space and provided the distribution is not supported on a straight line,
uniqueness of the resulting location functional5.
Other celebrated instances of multivariate medians include the simplicial volume median
from Oja (1983) and a median-functional obtained through a “peeling” approach (see Barnett
3Actually, the second-most naive approach, if one considers the poorly defined tentative extension through
the cdf, defining “a” (non-unique) median as a location m such that P [X ≤ m] ≥ 1/2 and P [X ≥ m] ≤ 1/2,
for the partial order x ≤ y ⇔ xi ≤ yi for each marginal i.
4The denomination mediancenter is used in Gower (1974) and the first reference as a “spatial median” can
be found in Brown (1983).
5Uniqueness in the Euclidian case of Rk was treated by Milasevic & Ducharme (1987). This is in strict
contrast with the univariate case where uniqueness does not hold in general.
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(1976), the comment by Plackett (1976) and Green (1981)). Based on univariate measures of
outlyingness, Stahel (1981) and, independently, Donoho (1982) used projection pursuit ideas
to generalise the univariate weighted location estimator of Mosteller & Tukey (1977) and
defined a robust location estimator as a weighted average, with weights based on outlyingness
measures. A final example is the projection median, which was studied in Tyler (1994).
A classical requirement for location estimators/functionals is the affine-equivariance prop-
erty.
Property 1.2. Let X be a random vector on Rk having distribution P ∈ P and µˆ(P ) be
a multivariate location functional. Then µˆ(.) : P → Rk is said to be affine-equivariant if
µˆ
(
PAX+b
)
= Aµˆ(P ) + b, where PAX+b denotes the distribution of AX + b for the k × k
invertible matrix A and b ∈ Rk.
As it turns out, the median from Definition 1.1 is not affine-equivariant for a non-orthogonal
matrix A in general. This is the reason why Chakraborty & Chaudhuri (1996, 1998) and
Chakraborty et al. (1998) proposed a data-driven transformation-retransformation technique
turning the spatial median into an affine-equivariant location functional. A similar approach
was adopted in Hettmansperger & Randles (2002), where the initial data is first standardised
using Tyler’s M-estimator of scatter (Tyler, 1987).
1.2 Existing notions – Depth functions
Many of the definitions introduced in the previous section share a common construction. Most
of them indeed define a multivariate median (in Rk) as a location optimising some criterion,
that, in some sense, reflects the centrality of a point x with respect to the underlying distri-
bution. This motivated the development of general ways to measure centrality via depth func-
tions. Such mappings provide, in turn, new multivariate medians. They also—and contrary
to the naive approach to multivariate location that looks only for the most central point—
allow for (i) comparing relative centrality of two locations and, consequently, (ii) providing
a center-outward ordering (that would, in turn, make possible the definition of multivariate
quantiles, see Serfling, 2002).
More precisely, letting P denote the class of distributions over the Borel sets B ∈ Bk of
Rk, a depth function is a mapping D(.,.) : Rk × P → R : (x, P ) 7→ D(x, P )6 that, intuitively,
associates with any location x a value reflecting its centrality with respect to distribution
P . Several recent reviews on data depth include Liu et al. (2006) (and in particular the
introductive chapter by Serfling, 2006), Cascos (2009), Romanazzi (2009), Mosler (2012) or
the theoretical approach from Zuo & Serfling (2000).
The most celebrated of these mappings, halfspace depth, is now described in its population
version.
The earliest notion of depth dates back to Tukey (1975) (see also Tukey, 1977). Initially
introduced as a tool to picture the data, the halfspace depth became increasingly popular and
6Some rare depth functions will only be defined for a subset of P. Also, the notation D(x, P ) := DP (x) is
often used to emphasise the fact thatthe depth function measure the centrality of x for the underlying, often
fixed, distribution P .
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was quickly widely used in many procedures, due to its numerous useful properties and its
intuitive interpretation.
In the univariate case, the median (of some distribution with cdf F ) is univocally char-
acterised as the location maximising D(x, F ) = min
(
F (x), 1− F (x−)), where F (x−) denotes
the left-sided limit of F at x. Generalising this last quantity to the multivariate case, the
halfspace depth of x ∈ Rk is defined as the “minimal” probability of any closed halfspace
containing x7.
Definition 1.3. Let x ∈ Rk. Let X be a random vector on Rk with distribution P ∈ P. The
halfspace depth of x with respect to P is
HDP (x) := inf
u∈Sk−1
P [u′(X − x) ≥ 0].
Germ of this definition, in the bivariate case and only interested in the associated mul-
tivariate median, can be traced back to Hotelling (1929). The halfspace depth is actually a
special case of particular applications used in economic game theory called “index functions”;
see Small (1987). Rousseeuw & Ruts (1999) cover many of the properties of halfspace depth.
Many other such functions have been introduced in the literature. A (tentatively exhaus-
tive, in historical order of introduction) list include simplicial depth (Liu, 1987, 1988, 1990),
majority depth Liu & Singh (1993), projection depth (Zuo & Serfling, 2000; Hu et al., 2011),
Mahalanobis depth (Liu, 1992), zonoid depth (Koshevoy & Mosler, 1997), simplicial volume
depth and Lp depth (Zuo & Serfling, 2000), spatial depth (Vardi & Zhang, 2000), spatial rank
depth (Gao, 2003), spherical depth (Elmore et al., 2006), and lens depth (Liu & Modarres,
2011).
A few other depth functions were defined elsewhere in the literature but were not considered
in the list above as they do not meet one of the following natural requirements: (i) Although
locating the center of a data set is important, the notion of depth should be defined as
generally as possible and should, in particular, be able to deal with continuous distributions
P . (ii) The argument is actually valid the other way around as depth should not be only
limited to the latter type of distributions. (iii) Finally, depth functions that, even under the
strongest hypothesis of symmetry on the distribution (that is, in circumstances where the
center can be unequivocally defined) may fail to assign maximal value to the symmetry center
should not be considered.
The incriminated depth functions were the likelihood/probing depth from Fraiman et al.
(1997) and Fraiman & Meloche (1999), the interpoint distance depth from Lok & Lee (2011)
(see also Bartoszyn´ski et al., 1997) or the convex hull peeling depth and the proximity depth
(also known as Delaunay depth) from Hugg et al. (2006).
1.3 Statistical depth functions – A paradigmatic approach
Each depth function from the previous section has its own advantages and drawbacks (depend-
ing, also, on the objectives at hand), so that one might find it difficult to know which depth
7Note that the bivariate halfspace depth of a point is equivalent to the sign test statistic of Hodges (1955).
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function to use. To discriminate between the many depth definitions, Zuo & Serfling (2000)
stated four desirable properties that depth functions should ideally satisfy. Without loss of
generality, only non-negative and bounded functions are considered. The four properties are
(P1) affine-invariance: The depth of a point x ∈ Rk should not depend on the underlying
coordinate system nor on the scales used;
(P2) Maximality at center : For a symmetric distribution, the depth function should attain its
maximum value at the center of symmetry;
(P3) Monotonicity relative to deepest point : For a distribution possessing a unique deepest
point, the depth of a point x ∈ Rk should be decreasing as x moves away along any ray from
that point;
(P4) Vanishing at infinity : The depth of a point x ∈ Rk should converge to zero as ||x||
approaches infinity.
The notion of symmetry used in Property (P2), although defined unambiguously in the
univariate case, may differ from one concept to another. They include, in decreasing order of
generality, halfspace symmetry (X is halfspace symmetric about µ if P [H] ≥ 1/2 for any closed
halfspace containing µ), angular symmetry (X is angularly symmetric about µ if (X−µ)/||X−
µ|| D= (µ−X)/||X−µ||), central symmetry (X is centrally symmetric about µ if X−µ D= µ−X),
and spherical symmetry (X is spherically symmetric about µ if (X − µ) D= O(X − µ) for any
orthogonal matrix O).
Let P denote the set of all distributions on Rk and PX the distribution of the random
vector X. In view of the previous requirements, Zuo & Serfling (2000) adopted the following
definition of statistical depth function.
Definition 1.4. The bounded mapping D(.,.) : Rk × P → R+ is called a statistical depth
function if it satisfies the four following properties :
(P1) for any k × k invertible matrix A, any k-vector b, any x ∈ Rk and any random vector
X ∈ Rk, D(Ax+ b, PAX+b) = D(x, PX);
(P2) if µ is a center of (central, angular or halfspace) symmetry of P ∈ P, then it holds that
D(µ, P ) = supx∈Rk D(x, P );
(P3) for any P ∈ P having deepest point µ, D(x, P ) ≤ D((1− λ)µ+ λx, P ) for any x in Rk
and any λ ∈ [0, 1];
(P4) for any P , D(x, P )→ 0 as ||x|| → ∞.
Other proposals of such paradigmatic approach to depth functions have been introduced
elsewhere in the literature. Comparison of depth functions based on different criterions, among
which the “stochastic order preservation” was provided in Zuo (2003a). Also, Dyckerhoff
(2002) (see also Mosler, 2012) did not use property (P2) but also added the technical property
(P5) upper semicontinuity : For any P ∈ P, the upper level sets Dα(P ) = {x ∈ Rk|D(x, P ) ≥
α} are closed for all α > 0.
Under (P3), the sets Dα(P ) (commonly known as the depth regions) are nested and star-
shaped about the deepest point, should it exist. They are of particular interest, as they bring
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much information about the spread, shape and symmetry of the underlying distribution (see
Serfling, 2004a). The depth contours (boundary of the depth regions) even characterise, under
very mild conditions, the underlying distribution8 (see Kong & Zuo (2010) and references
therein). When the depth function D(.,.) satisfies the more stringent assumption
(P3’) Quasiconcavity : For any P ∈ P, D(., P ) is a quasiconcave function, that is, its upper
level sets Dα(P ) are convex for all α > 0,
the resulting depth function is often called a convex statistical depth function. Definition 1.4
plays a central role in the literature and is the most widely accepted abstract definition of
statistical depth function. All depth functions introduced in the previous section are statistical
depth functions in that sense, although some restrictions (on P, on the symmetry used, etc.)
may be required.
Upper semicontinuity (P5) was proved to actually hold for all the depth functions intro-
duced here (see Liu & Singh, 1993; Mizera & Volauf, 2002; Mosler, 2012; Gao, 2003; Elmore
et al., 2006; Liu & Modarres, 2011). Results about convexity are more sparse. (P3’) holds for
halfspace depth (Rousseeuw & Ruts, 1999) but does not, for example, for simplicial depth.
2 Depths outside the location setting: regression and para-
metric depths
The successful story of depth in the location setup has motivated extending the concept to
other parametric setups. Several proposals exist in the regression model and a full parametric
approach to the notion of centrality has been developed in the early noughties.
2.1 Regression depths
Parallel to the extension from the univariate to the multivariate median, where a structural
property of the one-dimensional median serves as ground to define a multidimensional counter-
part, alternative characterizations of (halfspace) depth are required for proper generalisation.
A first equivalence result can be found in Carrizosa (1996), where it is proved that
HDP (x) = inf
y∈Rk
P
({
a : |y − a| ≥ |x− a|}),
that is, the halfspace depth of x is the smallest probability (among all fixed choices of y)
of the set of points that are closer to x than to y.9 The latter equality allows extension to
problems with non-Euclidian metrics or dissimilarity measures δ(x, y) by defining the depth
of an element x as
HDP (x) = inf
y
P
[{a : δ(y, a) ≥ δ(x, a)}].
8Partial results on the question whether the depth function uniquely determines the underlying distribution
are available in the literature: see Struyf & Rousseeuw (1999); Koshevoy (2002, 2003); Mosler & Hoberg (2006);
Hassairi & Regaieg (2008).
9This quantity is often used in the Operational Research literature to address facility location problem,
much in the spirit of Weber’s problem, see Section 1.1.
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Parallel extension to the (single-output) regression setup goes as follows. Given a probability
measure P on Rk ×R, corresponding to a multivariate random variable (X,Y )′, the depth of
the hyperplane Ha,b ≡ y = a′x+ b is defined as
RDP (Ha,b) = inf
(c,d)∈Rk×R
P
({
(x, y) ∈ Rk × R : |y − a′x− b| ≥ |y − c′x− d|}).
Both depths above received very little attention in the literature as only few properties were
explored.
Equivalently, in the sample case, Tukey depth of x can also be seen as the minimal relative
number of points that need to be removed before x ceases to be a Pareto optimum (for the
distance function f(x, .) = ||x − .||) with respect to the remaining dataset10. This motivates
the celebrated regression depth introduced in Rousseeuw & Hubert (1999), admitting the
following definition in the sample case11.
Definition 2.1. The regression depth RD(Ha,b, P
(n)) of an hyperplane Ha,b with respect to
the dataset {(xi, yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ Rk × R (whose empirical distribution is denoted P (n)) is
the minimal relative number of points that need to be removed to make (a, b) a non-Pareto
optimum of the residual function f : (Rk × R)2 → R+ : ((a, b), (x, y)) → |y − a′x − b| with
respect to the remaining dataset.
As usual, maximizing the depth function will provide a median-type estimate of regres-
sion. Bounds on the minimal depth of this estimator are provided, for the bivariate case, in
Rousseeuw & Hubert (1999), through the construction of the “catline”, an hyperplane with
minimal depth 1/3. Although the population version of the latter definition does not seem
easy to define, it will be given as a by-product of the general tangent depth introduced below.
2.2 Parametric depths
Mizera (2002) based on the same ideas of Pareto optimality a concept of global depth, that
extends location and regression depths to an arbitrary parametric model. Consider a random
k-vector X with a distribution P = Pϑ0 in the parametric family P =
{
Pϑ| ϑ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rk
}
(k may differ from k). Let (ϑ, x) 7→ Fϑ(x) be a mapping that measures the “quality” of the
parameter value θ for the observation x. A natural definition of depth is
Definition 2.2. Let ϑ ∈ Θ. The global depth of ϑ, GDP (n)(ϑ), with respect to the empirical
distribution of the i.i.d random sample X1, . . . , Xn with common distribution P ∈ P is the
minimal relative number of points that need to be removed before ϑ is no longer a Pareto
optimum of f(ϑ, x) = Fϑ(x) with respect to the remaining dataset.
Now, while this definition still remains uninspiringly limited to the sample case, the fol-
lowing restriction will allow a full treatment of parametric depth. Assuming that the objective
function Fϑ(x) is differentiable and convex with respect to ϑ, it is easy to show (see Mizera
(2002) for details) that GDP (n)(ϑ) = min||u||=1 ]{i : u′∇ϑFϑ(Xi) ≥ 0} = HDP (n)∇ϑF
(0k), where
10Recall that a point x is a Pareto optimum for the function f(·, ·) with respect to some dataset A if there
exists no y such that f(y, a) ≤ f(x, a) for all a ∈ A, with a strict inequality for at least one element of A.
11Population version is easy to obtain but lacks intuitive appeal hence is omitted here.
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P
(n)
∇ϑF denotes the empirical distribution of ∇ϑFϑ(Xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0k = (0, . . . , 0)′ ∈ Rk.
This amounts to looking at the depth of 0k among the directions ∇ϑFϑ(Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, of
maximal increase of ϑ 7→ Fϑ(x).
The following concept then typically attributes large depth to “good” parameter values,
that is, to parameter values ϑ that are close to ϑ0.
Definition 2.3. The tangent depth of ϑ with respect to P ∈ P is TDP (ϑ) = HDP∇ϑFϑ(X)(0),
where P∇ϑFϑ(X) denotes the distribution of ∇ϑFϑ(X) under X ∼ P .
Tangent depth reduces to the particular cases of classical (location) halfspace depth for
ϑ = x and f(x, y) = ||x− y||, and of regression depth, for which ϑ = (a, b) and f((a, b), (x, y))
is as in Definition 2.1. Actually, any modification of the objective function F to h(F ), with
h : R+ → R+ smooth and monotone increasing would lead to the same definition.
In order to make explicit the link existing between halfspace depth and parametric depth in
the location setting, we will adopt in the sequel the notation HDP (θ), thereby seeing halfspace
depth as a measure of appropriateness of the location parameter θ in P . Note the difference
with ϑ, symbol which will be used in a generic parametric model.
Choosing appropriately the objective function (ϑ, x) 7→ Fϑ(x) may be difficult in some
setups. Denoting Lϑ(x) for the likelihood function, the general, likelihood-based, approach
consists in taking Fϑ(x) = − logLϑ(x); see, e.g., Mizera & Mu¨ller (2004); Mu¨ller (2005).
In the location and regression cases considered above, it can be seen that Gaussian or tν-
likelihoods lead to the halfspace and regression depth, respectively.
A particular example of application of tangent depth can be found in Mizera & Mu¨ller
(2004), where location-scale depth of ϑ = (µ, σ) ∈ R × R+0 with respect to the univariate
distribution P is developed, based on Definition 2.3, and explored. Interestingly, the proposed
depth can be seen as the bivariate halfspace depth of projected observations in the Poincare´
plane model embedded with the Lobachevski geometry.
3 Scatter, shape and concentration parameters
In the multivariate setting, the family of elliptical distributions plays a central role and has
dominated statistical inference (in parametric models) for the most part of the last four
decades. Recall thatX is said to follow an elliptical distribution P = PX with location θ(∈ Rk)
and scatter Σ(∈ Pk, the set of k× k, positive definite matrices) if and only if X D= θ+ Σ1/2Z,
where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zk)
′ is spherically symmetric about the origin of Rk (that is, OZ D= Z for
any k × k orthogonal matrix O). To achieve identifiability of the model, an extra condition
has to be imposed on the density of Z1 and takes different form in the literature, depending
on the statistical problem at hand, see Chapter I for one such condition.
The scatter parameter Σ entirely encodes the dispersion pattern of the distribution as well
as the geometry of the density contours. Next to location parameters, scatters (as well as
shape and concentration, see below) matrices are without a doubt the most central quantities
in modern statistics. Understanding these parameters is crucial in many inference problems
including, for example, linear and quadratic discriminant analysis, principal component anal-
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ysis (PCA), etc. Note also that scatter functionals allow to define univocally scatter matrices
in non-elliptical settings (Independent component analysis, see Oja et al. (2006) and references
therein, being one instance).
It is therefore surprising that little efforts were made to provide depth notions for dispersion
parameters. The necessity to compare scatters matrices was already acknowledged in Serfling
(2004b). The author indeed calls for an extension of the Mizera & Mu¨ller (2004) location-scale
depth concept described above into a location-scatter one in the multivariate setting.
The only depth in that direction is the one proposed by Zhang (2002) or the concept, close
in spirit, from Chen et al. (2017). Both concepts, however, are not studied from a geometric
point of view and, in particular, pay no attention to the depth regions and their properties.
Doing so, most properties of the function are not explored.
Parallely, a scaled version of the scatter Σ, i.e. the associated shape, is the parameter of
interest in many multivariate statistics problems. It is indeed often sufficient to know Σ up to
a positive scalar factor S(Σ), its scale, to conduct inference. These include, for example, PCA,
for which the eigendirections are not affected by any scaling of the scatter matrix. Moreover,
under the situation where second-order moments are infinite, shape – unlike Σ – remains well-
defined and still fixes the geometry that permits PCA. To the best of our knowledge, there
does not exist any concept of depth for shape parameters.
Lastly, the concentration parameter (formally defined, when it exists, as Σ−1), also plays a
major role in various domains of statistics, such as graphical models. For example, Gaussian
graphical models are used in economics, social sciences or natural sciences to model the rela-
tionships between different variables of interest in the form of a graph, for which (Σ−1)i,j = 0
whenever nodes i and j are independent conditionally to all other nodes (see, for example Ho-
jsgaard et al. (2012), and references within). Again, no depth function exists for a parameter
of that type.
4 Objectives and structure of the thesis
Halfspace depth (and, to a lesser extent, simplicial depth) plays a predominant role in the depth
literature due to its geometric nature, able to capture local variations in the distributions.
Understanding the geometric properties of a depth function as well as those of its associated
depth regions proves crucial in assessing the existence of depth-based medians (that is, a value
of the parameter with maximal depth) as well as in designing efficient algorithms to compute
them.
The main hurdles in providing meaningful depth notions for dispersion parameters are
twofold. First, the set of (scatter, shape or volatility) parameters is of an intricate geometric
nature. Those sets can be formally defined as curved Riemannian manifolds. Contrary to the
location case, the non-flat structure of these sets makes the study and definition of depths not
straightforward. Second, for location, there exists a confounding between the sample space
of observations and parameter space (both are Rk). This allows to consider each observation
as a potential location parameter and to construct depth notions out of this “dual” nature.
This is not so in the dispersion setting, where the parameter sets – formally, Pk, the set of
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k×k positive definite matrices for Σ and Σ−1, and VS,k, the subset of Pk of matrices satisfying
S(Σ) = 1 for VS,k, where S is a scale functional (formally defined later) – are distinct from
Rk.
The goal of this manuscript is to develop and study depth notions in, broadly, the dispersion
setting, that is, for scatter, shape or concentration matrices. This thesis consists (besides this
general Introduction) in two chapters that consider two different approaches. Each chapter has
been written in such a way that it can be read independently and provides a self-contained
study. In particular, each chapter is based on a paper that has been accepted by or is in
revision for an international journal but has been rewritten and rearranged to suit the more
detailed exposition of this manuscript.
The first chapter builds on the scatter depth concept from Chen et al. (2017) and Zhang
(2002) and provides generalised depth functions for scatter, shape and concentration param-
eters. It focuses, in particular, on the properties of the proposed depths and of their depth
regions. Of a halfspace nature, the concept requires minimal assumptions and avoids ellip-
tical or absolute continuity constraints. The detailed study requires considering Frobenius
and Riemannian topology on Pk and VS,k. In the spirit of Zuo & Serfling (2000), a paradig-
matic approach to scatter depth is also developed and all depth functions are illustrated with
simulated and real-data examples.
The second chapter introduces a depth function for shape matrices that is of a sign
nature. In particular, it involves data points only through their directions from the center of
the distribution. The resulting depth median (the deepest matrix) plays the role of estimate
of shape and is a depth-based version of the celebrated M -estimator of shape from Tyler
(1987). The terminology of Tyler shape depth is therefore used. Properties of the depth are
studied. They include invariance, quasi-concavity, and continuity of the depth function, as
well as existence and almost sure consistency of a shape median and Fisher consistency in
the elliptical setting. Depth-based hypothesis testing for shape parameters is also investigated
and the robustness properties of these tests are assessed. Again, practical illustrations are
provided throughout.
Finally, a short conclusion closes this thesis, while an Appendix collects all proofs from
both chapters.
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Halfspace depths for scatter, concentration and
shape matrices
Halfspace Depths for Scatter, Concentration and
Shape Matrices1
Abstract We propose halfspace depth concepts for scatter, concentration and shape matrices.
For scatter matrices, our concept is similar to those from Chen et al. (2017) and Zhang (2002).
Rather than focusing, as in these earlier works, on deepest scatter matrices, we thoroughly
investigate the properties of the proposed depth and of the corresponding depth regions. We do
so under minimal assumptions and, in particular, we do not restrict to elliptical distributions
nor to absolutely continuous distributions. Interestingly, fully understanding scatter halfspace
depth requires considering different geometries/topologies on the space of scatter matrices.
We also discuss, in the spirit of Zuo & Serfling (2000), the structural properties a scatter
depth should satisfy, and investigate whether or not these are met by scatter halfspace depth.
Companion concepts of depth for concentration matrices and shape matrices are also proposed
and studied. We show the practical relevance of the depth concepts considered in a real-data
example from finance.
Keywords: Curved parameter space; Elliptical distributions; Robustness; Scatter matrices;
Shape matrices; Statistical Depth.
1This chapter is a joint work with Davy Paindaveine. The manuscript has been accepted for publication,
although in a different form, in The Annals of Statistics.
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1 Introduction
Statistical depth measures the centrality of a given location in Rk with respect to a sample of
k-variate observations, or, more generally, with respect to a probability measure P over Rk.
The most famous depths include the halfspace depth (Tukey, 1975), the simplicial depth (Liu,
1990), the spatial depth (Vardi & Zhang, 2000) and the projection depth (Zuo, 2003b), see the
Introduction to this thesis above for more details. In the last decade, depth has also known
much success in functional data analysis, where it measures the centrality of a function with
respect to a sample of functional data. Some instances are the band depth (Lo´pez-Pintado
& Romo, 2009), the functional halfspace depth (Claeskens et al., 2014) and the functional
spatial depth (Chakraborty & Chaudhuri, 2014). The large variety of available depths made
it necessary to introduce an axiomatic approach identifying the most desirable properties of a
depth function; see Zuo & Serfling (2000) in the multivariate case and Nieto-Reyes & Battey
(2016) in the functional one.
Statistical depth provides a center-outward ordering of the observations that allows to
tackle in a robust and nonparametric way a broad range of inference problems; see Liu et al.
(1999). For most depths, the deepest point is a robust location functional that extends the
univariate median to the multivariate or functional setups; see, in particular, Cardot et al.
(2017) for a recent work on the functional spatial median. Beyond the median, depth plays
a key role in the classical problem of defining multivariate quantiles; see, e.g., Hallin et al.
(2010) or Serfling (2010). In line with this, the collections of locations in Rk whose depth
does not exceed a given level are sometimes called quantile regions; see, e.g., He & Einmahl
(2017) in a multivariate extreme value theory framework. In the functional case, the quan-
tiles in Chaudhuri (1996) may be seen as those associated with functional spatial depth; see
Chakraborty & Chaudhuri (2014). Both in the multivariate and functional cases, supervised
classification and outlier detection are standard applications of depth; we refer, e.g., to Cuevas
et al. (2007), Paindaveine & Van Bever (2015), Dang & Serfling (2010), Hubert et al. (2015)
and to the references therein.
In Mizera (2002), statistical depth was extended to a virtually arbitrary parametric frame-
work. In a generic parametric model indexed by an `-dimensional parameter ϑ, the resulting
tangent depth DPn(ϑ0) measures how appropriate a parameter value ϑ0 is, with respect to the
empirical measure Pn of a sample of k-variate observations X1, . . . , Xn at hand, as one could
alternatively do based on the likelihood LPn(ϑ0). Unlike the MLE of ϑ, the depth-based esti-
mator maximising DPn(ϑ) is robust under mild conditions; see Section 4 of Mizera (2002). The
construction, that for linear regression provides the Rousseeuw & Hubert (1999) depth, proved
useful in various contexts. However, tangent depth requires evaluating the halfspace depth of
a given location in R`, hence can only deal with low-dimensional parameters. In particular,
tangent depth cannot cope with covariance or scatter matrix parameters (` = k(k + 1)/2),
unless k is as small as 2 or 3.
The crucial role played by scatter matrices in multivariate statistics, however, makes it
highly desirable to have a satisfactory depth for such parameters, as phrased by Serfling
(2004b), that calls for an extension of the Mizera & Mu¨ller (2004) location-scale depth concept
into a location-scatter one. While computational issues prevent from basing this extension
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on tangent depth, a more ad hoc approach such as the one proposed in Zhang (2002) is
suitable. Recently, another concept of scatter depth, that is very close in spirit to the one
from Zhang (2002), was introduced in Chen et al. (2017). Both proposals dominate tangent
depth in the sense that, for k-variate observations, they rely on projection pursuit in Rk
rather than in Rk(k+1)/2, which allowed Chen et al. (2017) to consider their depth even in
high dimensions, under, e.g., sparsity assumptions. Both works, however, mainly focus on
asymptotic, robustness and/or minimax convergence properties of the sample deepest scatter
matrix. The properties of these scatter depths thus remain largely unknown, which severely
affects the interpretation of the sample concepts.
In the present chapter, we consider a concept of halfspace depth for scatter matrices that
is close to the Zhang (2002) and Chen et al. (2017) ones. Unlike these previous works, how-
ever, we thoroughly study the properties of the scatter depth and of the corresponding depth
regions. We do so under minimal assumptions and, in particular, we do not restrict to ellipti-
cal distributions nor to absolutely continuous distributions. Interestingly, fully understanding
scatter halfspace depth requires considering different geometries/topologies on the space of
scatter matrices. Like Donoho & Gasko (1992) and Rousseeuw & Ruts (1999) did for location
halfspace depth, we study continuity and quasi-concavity properties of scatter halfspace depth,
as well as the boundedness, convexity and compacity properties of the corresponding depth
regions. Existence of a deepest halfspace scatter matrix, which is not guaranteed a priori, is
also investigated. We further discuss, in the spirit of Zuo & Serfling (2000), the structural
properties a scatter depth should satisfy and we investigate whether or not these are met by
scatter halfspace depth. Moreover, companion concepts of depth for concentration matrices
and shape matrices are proposed and studied. To the best of our knowledge, our results are
the first providing structural and topological properties of depth regions outside the classical
location framework. Throughout, numerical results illustrate our theoretical findings. Finally,
we show the practical relevance of the depth concepts considered in a real-data example from
finance.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we define scatter halfspace depth and
investigate its affine invariance and uniform consistency. We also obtain explicit expressions
of this depth for two distributions we will use as running examples throughout this chapter.
In Section 3, we derive the properties of scatter halfspace depth and scatter halfspace depth
regions when considering the Frobenius topology on the space of scatter matrices, whereas we
do the same for the geodesic topology in Section 4. In Section 5, we identify the desirable
properties a generic scatter depth should satisfy and investigate whether or not these are
met by scatter halfspace depth. In Sections 6 and 7, we extend this depth to concentration
and shape matrices, respectively. In Section 8, we treat a real-data example from finance.
Numerical results are provided throughout the chapter to illustrate the various theorems,
while the global Appendix to this thesis collects all proofs from this manuscript.
Before proceeding, we list here, for the sake of convenience, some notation to be used
throughout. The collection of k × k matrices, k × k invertible matrices, and k × k sym-
metric matrices will be denoted as Mk, GLk, and Sk, respectively (all matrices in this
manuscript are real matrices). The identity matrix in Mk will be denoted as Ik. For
any A ∈Mk, diag(A) will stand for the k-vector collecting the diagonal entries of A, whereas,
for any k-vector v, diag(v) will stand for the diagonal matrix such that diag(diag(v)) = v.
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For p ≥ 2 square matrices A1, . . . , Ap, diag(A1, . . . , Ap) will stand for the block-diagonal ma-
trix with diagonal blocks A1, . . . , Ap. Any matrix A in Sk can be diagonalised into A =
O diag(λ1(A), . . . , λk(A))O
′, where λ1(A) ≥ . . . ≥ λk(A) are the eigenvalues of A and where
the columns of the k × k orthogonal matrix O = (v1(A), . . . , vk(A)) are corresponding unit
eigenvectors (as usual, eigenvectors, and possibly eigenvalues, are only partly identified, but
this will not play a role in the sequel). The spectral interval of A is Sp(A) := [λk(A), λ1(A)].
For any mapping f : R → R, we let f(A) = O diag(f(λ1(A)), . . . , f(λk(A)))O′. If Σ is a
scatter matrix, in the sense that Σ belongs to the collection Pk of symmetric and positive
definite k × k matrices, then this defines log(Σ) and Σt for any t ∈ R. In particular, Σ1/2
is the unique A ∈ Pk such that Σ = AA′, and Σ−1/2 is the inverse of this symmetric and
positive definite square root. Throughout, T will denote a location functional, that is, a
function mapping a probability measure P to a real k-vector TP . A location functional T is
affine-equivariant if TPA,b = ATP + b for any A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, where the probability
measure PA,b is the distribution of AX+ b when X has distribution P . A much weaker equiv-
ariance concept is centro-equivariance, for which TPA,b = ATP + b is imposed for A = −Ik
and b = 0 only. For a probability measure P over Rk and a location functional T , we will
let αP,T := min(sP,T , 1− sP,T ), where sP,T := supu∈Sk−1 P [{x ∈ Rk : u′(x−TP ) = 0}] involves
the unit sphere Sk−1 := {x ∈ Rk : ‖x‖2 = x′x = 1} of Rk. We will say that P is smooth
at θ(∈ Rk) if the P -probability of any hyperplane of Rk containing θ is zero and that it is
smooth if it is smooth at any θ. Finally,
D
= will denote equality in distribution.
2 Scatter halfspace depth
We start by recalling the classical concept of location halfspace depth. To do so, let P be a
probability measure over Rk and X be a random k-vector with distribution P , which allows us
throughout to write P [X ∈ B] instead of P [B] for any k-Borel set B. The location halfspace
depth of θ(∈ Rk) with respect to P is then
HDlocP (θ) := inf
u∈Sk−1
P [u′(X − θ) ≥ 0].
The corresponding depth regions RlocP (α) := {θ ∈ Rk : HDlocP (θ) ≥ α} form a nested fam-
ily of closed convex subsets of Rk. The innermost depth region, namely M locP := {θ ∈
Rk : HDlocP (θ) = maxη∈Rk HDlocP (η)} (the maximum always exists; see, e.g., Proposition 7
in Rousseeuw & Ruts, 1999), is a set-valued location functional. When a unique representa-
tive of M locP is needed, it is customary to consider the Tukey median θP of P , that is defined
as the barycenter of M locP . The Tukey median has maximal depth (which follows from the
convexity of M locP ) and is an affine-equivariant location functional.
In this chapter, for a location functional T , we define the T -scatter halfspace depth of Σ(∈
Pk) with respect to P as
HDscP,T (Σ) := inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σu ],
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σu ]). (2.1)
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This extends to a probability measure with arbitrary location the centered matrix depth
concept from Chen et al. (2017). If P is smooth, then the depth in (2.1) is also equivalent to
the (Tukey version of) the dispersion depth introduced in Zhang (2002), but for the fact that
the latter, in the spirit of projection depth, involves centering through a univariate location
functional (both Zhang (2002) and Chen et al. (2017) also propose bypassing centering through
a pairwise difference approach that will be discussed in Section 5). While they were not
considered in these prior works, it is of interest to introduce the corresponding depth regions
RscP,T (α) :=
{
Σ ∈ Pk : HDscP,T (Σ) ≥ α
}
, α ≥ 0. (2.2)
We will refer to RscP,T (α) as the order-α (T -scatter halfspace) depth region of P . Obviously, one
always has RscP,T (0) = Pk. Clearly, the concepts in (2.1)-(2.2) give practitioners the flexibility
to freely choose the location functional T ; numerical results below, however, will focus on the
depth HDscP (Σ) and on the depth regions R
sc
P (α) based on the Tukey median θP , that is the
natural location functional whenever halfspace depth objects are considered.
To get a grasp of the scatter depth HDscP (Σ), it is helpful to start with the univariate
case k = 1. There, the location halfspace deepest region is the “median interval” M locP =
arg maxθ∈R min(P [X ≤ θ], P [X ≥ θ]) and the Tukey median θP , that is, the midpoint of M locP ,
is the usual representative of the univariate median. The scatter halfspace deepest region is
then the median interval M scP := arg maxΣ∈R+0 min(P [(X − θP )
2 ≤ Σ ], P [(X − θP )2 ≥ Σ ])
of (X − θP )2; call it the median squared deviation interval IMSD[X] (or IMSD[P ]) of X ∼
P . Below, parallel to what is done for the median, MSD[X] (or MSD[P ]) will denote the
midpoint of this MSD interval. In particular, if IMSD[P ] is a singleton, then scatter halfspace
depth is uniquely maximised at Σ = MSD[P ] = (MAD[P ])2, where MAD[P ] denotes the
median absolute deviation of P . Obviously, the depth regions RscP (α) form a family of nested
intervals, [Σ−α ,Σ+α ] say, included in P1 = R+0 . It is easy to check that, if P is symmetric about
zero with an invertible cumulative distribution function F and if T is centro-equivariant, then
HDscP (Σ) = HD
sc
P,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
F (
√
Σ)− 12 , 1− F (
√
Σ)
)
and (2.3)
RscP (α) = R
sc
P,T (α) =
[
(F−1(12 +
α
2 ))
2, (F−1(1− α2 ))2
]
. (2.4)
This is compatible with the fact that the maximal value of Σ 7→ HDscP (Σ) (that is equal to 1/2)
is achieved at Σ = (MAD[P ])2 only.
For k > 1, elliptical distributions provide an important particular case. We will say
that P = PX is k-variate elliptical with location θ(∈ Rk) and scatter Σ(∈ Pk) if and only
if X
D
= θ+ Σ1/2Z, where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zk)
′ is (i) spherically symmetric about the origin of Rk
(that is, OZ
D
= Z for any k × k orthogonal matrix O) and is (ii) standardised in such a way
that MSD[Z1] = 1 (one then has TP = θ for any affine-equivariant location functional T ).
Denoting by Φ the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal, the k-variate
normal distribution with location zero and scatter Ik is then the distribution of X := W/b,
where b := Φ−1(34) and W is a standard normal random k-vector. In this Gaussian case, we
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obtain
HDscP,T (Σ) = inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P
[|u′X| ≤ √u′Σu ], P [|u′X| ≥ √u′Σu ])
= 2 min
(
Φ
(
bλ
1/2
k (Σ)
)− 12 , 1− Φ(bλ1/21 (Σ))). (2.5)
One can check directly that HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ HDscP,T (Ik) = 1/2, with equality if and only if Σ
coincides with the “true” scatter matrix Ik (we refer to Theorem 5.1 for a more general result).
Also, Σ belongs to the depth region RscP,T (α) if and only if Sp(Σ) ⊂ [(1bΦ−1(12 + α2 ))2, (1bΦ−1(1−
α
2 ))
2].
Provided that the location functional used is affine-equivariant, extension to an arbitrary
multinormal is based on the following affine-invariance result, which ensures in particular that
scatter halfspace depth will not be affected by possible changes in the marginal measurement
units (a similar result is stated in Zhang (2002) for the dispersion depth concept considered
there).
Theorem 2.1. Let T be an affine-equivariant location functional. Then, (i) scatter halfspace
depth is affine-invariant in the sense that, for any probability measure P over Rk, Σ ∈ Pk,
A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, we have HDscPA,b,T (AΣA′) = HDscP,T (Σ), where PA,b is as defined on
page 16. Consequently, (ii) the regions RscP,T (α) are affine-equivariant, in the sense that, for
any probability measure P over Rk, α ≥ 0, A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, we have RscPA,b,T (α) =
ARscP,T (α)A
′.
This result readily entails that if P is the k-variate normal with location θ0 and scatter Σ0,
then, provided that T is affine-equivariant,
HDscP,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
Φ
(
bλ
1/2
k (Σ
−1
0 Σ)
)− 12 , 1− Φ(bλ1/21 (Σ−10 Σ))) (2.6)
and RscP,T (α) is the collection of scatter matrices Σ for which the spectral interval satisfies
Sp(Σ−10 Σ) ⊂ [(1bΦ−1(12 + α2 ))2, (1bΦ−1(1− α2 ))2]. For a non-Gaussian elliptical probability mea-
sure P with location θ0 and scatter Σ0, it is easy to show that HD
sc
P,T (Σ) will still depend
on Σ only through λ1(Σ
−1
0 Σ) and λk(Σ
−1
0 Σ).
As already mentioned, we also intend to consider non-elliptical probability measures. A
running non-elliptical example will be the one for which P is the distribution of a random
vector X = (X1, . . . , Xk)
′ with independent Cauchy marginals. If T is centro-equivariant,
then
HDscP,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(
1/max
s
√
s′Σ−1s
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(√max(diag(Σ)))), (2.7)
where Ψ is the Cauchy cumulative distribution function and where the maximum in s is over
all sign vectors s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k; see Lemma A.1 in the Appendix for a proof.
For k = 1, this simplifies to HDscP,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(√
Σ
) − 12 , 1 − Ψ(√Σ)), which agrees
with (2.3). For k = 2, we obtain
HDscP,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(√
det(Σ)/sΣ
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(√max(Σ11,Σ22))),
where we let sΣ := Σ11 + Σ22 + 2|Σ12|. For a general k, a scatter matrix Σ belongs to RscP,T (α)
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if and only if 1/(s′Σ−1s) ≥ (Ψ−1(12 + α2 ))2 for all s ∈ {−1, 1}k and Σ`` ≤ (Ψ−1
(
1− α2 ))2 for all
` = 1, . . . , k. The problem of identifying the scatter matrix achieving maximal depth, if any
(existence is not guaranteed), will be considered in Section 4. Figure 1 plots scatter halfspace
depth regions in the Gaussian and independent Cauchy cases above. Examples involving dis-
tributions that are not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure will be
considered in the next sections.
Figure 1: Level sets of order α = .2, .3 and .4, for any centro-symmetric T , of (x, y, z) 7→
HDscP,T (Σx,y,z), where HD
sc
P,T (Σx,y,z) is the T -scatter halfspace depth of Σx,y,z =
(
x z
z y
)
with respect
to two probability measures P , namely the bivariate multinormal distribution with location zero and
scatter I2 (left) and the bivariate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals (right). The red
points are those associated with I2 (left) and
√
2I2 (right), which are the corresponding deepest scatter
matrices (see Sections 4 and 5).
The expressions for HDscP,T (Σ) obtained in (2.6)-(2.7) above are validated through a Monte
Carlo exercise below. Such a numerical validation is justified by the following uniform con-
sistency result; see (6.2) and (6.6) in Donoho & Gasko (1992) for the corresponding location
halfspace depth result, and Proposition 2.2(ii) in Zhang (2002) for the dispersion depth concept
considered there.
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a smooth probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Let Pn denote the empirical probability measure associated with a random sample of size n
from P and assume that TPn → TP almost surely as n → ∞. Then supΣ∈Pk |HDscPn,T (Σ) −
HDscP,T (Σ)| → 0 almost surely as n→∞.
This result applies in particular to the scatter halfspace depth HDscP (Σ), as the Tukey
median is strongly consistent without any assumption on P (for completeness, we show this in
the appendix, see Lemma A.5). Of course, the uniform consistency result in Theorem 2.2 holds
in particular if P is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Inspection
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of the proof of Theorem 2.2 reveals that the smoothness assumption is only needed to control
the estimation of TP , hence is superfluous when a constant location functional is used. This
is relevant when the location is fixed, as in Chen et al. (2017).
The Monte Carlo exercise we use to validate these expressions is the following. For each
possible combination of n ∈ {100, 500, 2000} and k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we generated M = 1000
independent random samples of size n (i) from the k-variate normal distribution with location
zero and scatter Ik and (ii) from the k-variate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals.
Letting ΛAk := diag(8, Ik−1), Λ
B
k := Ik, Λ
C
k := diag(
1
8 , Ik−1), and
Ok := diag
(( 1√
2
1√
2
−1√
2
1√
2
)
, Ik−2
)
,
we evaluated, in each sample, the depths HDscPn(Σ`) of Σ` = OkΛ
`
kO
′
k, ` = A,B,C, where Pn
denotes the empirical probability measure associated with the k-variate sample of size n at
hand (each evaluation of HDscPn(·) is done by approximating the infimum in u ∈ Sk−1 by a min-
imum over N = 10000 directions randomly sampled from the uniform distribution over Sk−1).
For each n, k, and each underlying distribution (multinormal or independent Cauchy), Fig-
ure 2 reports boxplots of the corresponding M values of HDscPn(Σ`), ` = A,B,C. Clearly,
the results support the theoretical depth expressions obtained in (2.6)-(2.7), as well as the
consistency result in Theorem 2.2 (the bias for HDscPn(ΣB) in the Gaussian case is explained
by the fact that, as we have seen above, ΣB maximises HD
sc
P (Σ), with a maximal depth value
equal to 1/2).
3 Frobenius topology
Our investigation of the further structural properties of the scatter halfspace depth HDscP,T (Σ)
and of the corresponding depth regions RscP,T (α) depends on the topology that is considered
on Pk. In this section, we focus on the topology induced by the Frobenius metric space (Pk, dF ),
where dF (Σa,Σb) = ‖Σb − Σa‖F is the distance on Pk that is inherited from the Frobenius
norm ‖A‖F =
√
tr[AA′] on Mk. The resulting Frobenius topology (or simply F -topology),
generated by the F -balls BF (Σ0, r) := {Σ ∈ Pk : dF (Σ,Σ0) < r} with center Σ0 and radius r,
gives a precise meaning to what we call below F -continuous functions on Pk, F -open/F -closed
subsets of Pk, etc. We then have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional. Then,
(i) Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is upper F -semicontinuous on Pk, so that (ii) the depth region RscP,T (α)
is F -closed for any α ≥ 0. (iii) If P is smooth at TP , then Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is F -continuous
on Pk.
For location halfspace depth, the result corresponding to Theorem 3.1 above was derived
in Lemma 6.1 of Donoho & Gasko (1992), where the metric on Rk is the Euclidean one. The
similarity between the location and scatter halfspace depths also extends to the boundedness
of depth regions, in the sense that, like location halfspace depth (Proposition 5 in Rousseeuw
& Ruts, 1999), the order-α scatter halfspace depth region is bounded if and only if α > 0.
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
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Figure 2: Boxplots, for various values of n and k, of HDscPn(ΣA) (top row), HD
sc
Pn
(ΣB) (middle
row) and HDscPn(ΣC) (bottom row) based on M = 1000 independent random samples of size n from
the k-variate multinormal distribution with location zero and scatter Ik (left) or from the k-variate
distribution with independent Cauchy marginals (right); we refer to Section 2 for the expressions of ΣA,
ΣB and ΣC .
Then, for any α > 0, RscP,T (α) is F -bounded (that is, it is included, for some r > 0, in the
F -ball BF (Ik, r)).
This shows that, for any probability measure P , HDscP,T (Σ) goes to zero as ‖Σ‖F →∞.
Since ‖Σ‖F ≥ λ1(Σ), this means that explosion of Σ (that is, λ1(Σ)→∞) leads to arbitrarily
small depth, which is confirmed in the multinormal case in (2.5). In this Gaussian case,
however, implosion of Σ (that is, λk(Σ) → 0) also provides arbitrarily small depth, but this
is not captured by the general result in Theorem 3.2 (similar comments can be given for the
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independent Cauchy example in (2.7)). Irrespective of the topology adopted (so that the
F -topology is not to be blamed for this behavior), it is actually possible to have implosion
without depth going to zero. We show this by considering the following example. Let P =
(1−s)P1 +sP2, where s ∈ (12 , 1), P1 is the bivariate standard normal and P2 is the distribution
of
(
0
Z
)
, where Z is univariate standard normal. Then, it can be showed that, for Σn :=
(
1/n 0
0 1
)
and any centro-equivariant T , we have HDscP,T (Σn)→ 1− s > 0 as n→∞.
In the metric space (Pk, dF ), any bounded set is also totally bounded, that is, can be covered,
for any ε > 0, by finitely many balls of the form BF (Σ, ε). Theorems 3.1-3.2 thus show that,
for any α > 0, RscP,T (α) is both F -closed and totally F -bounded. However, since (Pk, dF ) is
not complete, there is no guarantee that these regions are F -compact. Actually, these regions
may fail to be F -compact, as we show through the example from the previous paragraph. For
any α ∈ (0, 1− s), the scatter matrix Σn belongs to RscP,T (α) for n large enough. However, the
sequence (Σn) F -converges to
(
0 0
0 1
)
, that does not belong to RscP,T (α) (since it does not even
belong to P2). Since this will also hold for any subsequence of (Σn), we conclude that, for α ∈
(0, 1−s), RscP,T (α) is not F -compact in this example. This provides a first discrepancy between
location and scatter halfspace depths, since location halfspace depth regions associated with
a positive order α are always compact.
The lack of compacity of scatter halfspace depth regions may allow for probability measures
for which no halfspace deepest scatter exists. This is actually the case in the bivariate mixture
example above. There, letting e1 = (1, 0)
′ and assuming again that T is centro-equivariant,
any Σ ∈ P2 indeed satisfies HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ P [|e′1X| ≥
√
e′1Σe1] = P [|X1| ≥
√
Σ11] = (1 −
s)P [|Z| ≥ √Σ11] < 1 − s = supΣ∈P2 HDscP,T (Σ), where the last equality follows from the fact
that we identified a sequence (Σn) such that HD
sc
P,T (Σn) → 1 − s. This is again in sharp
contrast with the location case, for which a halfspace deepest location always exists; see, e.g.,
Propositions 5 and 7 in Rousseeuw & Ruts (1999). Identifying sufficient conditions under
which a halfspace deepest scatter exists requires considering another topology, namely the
geodesic topology considered in Section 4 below.
The next result states that scatter halfspace depth is a quasi-concave function, which
ensures convexity of the corresponding depth regions; we refer to Proposition 1 (and to its
corollary) in Rousseeuw & Ruts (1999) for the corresponding results on location halfspace
depth.
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Then, (i) Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is quasi-concave, in the sense that, for any Σa,Σb ∈ Pk and t ∈
[0, 1], HDscP,T (Σt)≥min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)), where we let Σt := (1 − t)Σa + tΣb; (ii) for
any α ≥ 0, RscP,T (α) is convex.
Strictly speaking, Theorem 3.3 is not directly related to the F -topology considered on Pk.
Yet we state the result in this section due to the link between the linear paths t 7→ Σt =
(1 − t)Σa + tΣb it involves and the “flat” nature of the F -topology (this link will become
clearer below when we will compare with what occurs for the geodesic topology).
Figure 3 plots, for k = 2, 3, the graphs of t 7→ HDscP (Σt) for Σt := (1−t)ΣA+tΣC , where ΣA
and ΣC are the scatter matrices considered in the numerical exercise performed in Section 2
and where P is either the k-variate normal distribution with location zero and scatter Ik or
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the k-variate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals. The same figure also provides
the corresponding sample plots, based on a single random sample of size n = 50 drawn from
each of these two distributions. All plots are compatible with the quasi-concavity result in
Theorem 3.3. Figure 3 also illustrates the continuity of t 7→ HDscP,T (Σt) for smooth probability
measures P (Theorem 3.1) and shows that continuity may fail to hold in the sample case.
Further illustration of Theorem 3.3 will be provided in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: The dotted curves are the graphs of t 7→ HDscP (Σt), where Σt = (1− t)ΣA+ tΣC involves the
scatter matrices ΣA and ΣC considered in Figure 2, for the k-variate normal distribution with location
zero and scatter I2 (left) and for the k-variate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals (right).
The solid curves are associated with a single random sample of size n = 50 from the corresponding dis-
tributions. Red and blue correspond to the bivariate and trivariate cases, respectively; in the population
Gaussian case, the graph of t 7→ HDscP (Σt) is the same for k = 2 and k = 3, hence is plotted in black.
4 Geodesic topology
Equipped with the inner product <A,B >= tr[A′B], Mk is a Hilbert space. The resulting
norm and distance are the Frobenius ones considered in the previous section. As an open set
in Sk, the parameter space Pk of interest is a differentiable manifold of dimension k(k+ 1)/2.
The corresponding tangent space at Σ, which is isomorphic (via translation) to Sk, can be
equipped with the inner product <A,B> = tr[Σ−1AΣ−1B]. This leads to considering Pk as a
Riemannian manifold, with the metric at Σ given by the differential ds = ‖Σ−1/2dΣ Σ−1/2‖F ;
see, e.g., Bhatia (2007). The length of a path γ : [0, 1]→ Pk is then given by
L(γ) =
∫ 1
0
∥∥∥γ−1/2(t)dγ(t)
dt
γ−1/2(t)
∥∥∥
F
dt.
The resulting geodesic distance between Σa,Σb ∈ Pk is defined as
dg(Σa,Σb) := inf
{
L(γ) : γ ∈ G(Σa,Σb)
}
= ‖ log(Σ−1/2a ΣbΣ−1/2a )‖F , (4.1)
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where G(Σa,Σb) denotes the collection of paths γ from γ(0) = Σa to γ(1) = Σb (the second
equality in (4.1) is Theorem 6.1.6 in Bhatia, 2007). It directly follows from the definition
of dg(Σa,Σb) that the geodesic distance satisfies the triangle inequality. Theorem 6.1.6 in
Bhatia (2007) also states that all paths γ achieving the infimum in (4.1) provide the same
geodesic {γ(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} joining Σa and Σb, and that this geodesic can be parametrised as
γ(t) = Σ˜t := Σ
1/2
a
(
Σ−1/2a ΣbΣ
−1/2
a
)t
Σ1/2a , t ∈ [0, 1]. (4.2)
By using the explicit formula in (4.1), it is easy to check that this particular parametrisation
of this unique geodesic is natural in the sense that dg(Σa, Σ˜t) = tdg(Σa,Σb) for any t ∈ [0, 1].
Below, we consider the natural topology associated with the metric space (Pk, dg), that
is, the topology whose open sets are generated by geodesic balls of the form Bg(Σ0, r) :=
{Σ ∈ Pk : dg(Σ,Σ0) < r}. This topology — call it the geodesic topology, or simply g-
topology — defines subsets of Pk that are g-open, g-closed, g-compact, and functions that are
g-semicontinuous, g-continuous, etc. We will say that a subset R of Pk is g-bounded if and
only if R ⊂ Bg(Ik, r) for some r > 0 (we can safely restrict to balls centered at Ik since the
triangle inequality guarantees that R is included in a finite-radius g-ball centered at Ik if and
only if it is included in a finite-radius g-ball centered at an arbitrary Σ0 ∈ Pk). A g-bounded
subset of Pk is also totally g-bounded, still in the sense that, for any ε > 0, it can be covered
by finitely many balls of the form Bg(Σ, ε); for completeness, we prove this in Lemma A.6
in the Appendix. Since (Pk, dg) is complete (see, e.g., Proposition 10 in Bhatia & Holbrook,
2006), a g-bounded and g-closed subset of Pk is then g-compact.
We omit the proof of the next result as it follows along the exact same lines as the proof of
Theorem 3.1, once it is seen that a sequence (Σn) converging to Σ0 in (Pk, dg) also converges
to Σ0 in (Pk, dF ).
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional. Then,
(i) Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is upper g-semicontinuous on Pk, so that (ii) the depth region RscP,T (α) is
g-closed for any α ≥ 0. (iii) If P is smooth at TP , then Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is g-continuous on Pk.
The following result uses the notation sP,T := supu∈Sk−1 P [u′(X − TP ) = 0] and αP,T :=
min(sP,T , 1− sP,T ) defined in the introduction.
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional. Then,
for any α > αP,T , R
sc
P,T (α) is g-bounded, hence g-compact (if sP,T ≥ 1/2, then this result is
trivial in the sense that RscP,T (α) is empty for any α > αP,T ). In particular, if P is smooth
at TP , then R
sc
P,T (α) is g-compact for any α > 0.
This result complements Theorem 3.2 by showing that implosion always leads to a depth
that is smaller than or equal to αP,T . In particular, in the multinormal and independent
Cauchy examples in Section 2, this shows that both explosion and implosion lead to arbitrarily
small depth, whereas Theorem 3.2 was predicting this collapsing for explosion only. Therefore,
while the behavior of HDscP,T (Σ) under implosion/explosion of Σ is independent of the topology
adopted, the use of the g-topology provides a better understanding of this behavior than the
F -topology.
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It is not possible to improve the result in Theorem 4.2, in the sense that RscP,T (αP,T )
may fail to be g-bounded. For instance, consider the probability measure P over R2 putting
probability mass 1/6 on each of the six points (0,±1/2) and (±2,±2), and let T be a centro-
equivariant location functional. Clearly, αP,T = sP,T = 1/3. Now, letting Σn :=
(
1/n 0
0 1
)
, we
have P [|u′Σ−1/2n X| ≤ 1] ≥ 1/3 and P [|u′Σ−1/2n X| ≥ 1] ≥ 1/3 for any u ∈ S1 (here, X is a
random vector with distribution P ), which entails that
HDscP,T (Σn) = inf
u∈S1
min
(
P
[|u′X| ≤√u′Σnu ], P [|u′X| ≥√u′Σnu ])
= inf
u∈S1
min
(
P [|u′Σ−1/2n X| ≤ 1], P [|u′Σ−1/2n X| ≤ 1]
) ≥ 1
3
= αP,T ,
so that Σn ∈ RscP,T (αP,T ) for any n. Since dg(Σn, I2)→∞, RscP,T (αP,T ) is indeed g-unbounded.
An important benefit of working with the g-topology is that, unlike the F -topology, it
allows to show that, under mild assumptions, a halfspace deepest scatter does exist. More
precisely, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Assume that RscP,T (αP,T ) is non-empty. Then, α∗P,T := supΣ∈Pk HD
sc
P,T (Σ) = HD
sc
P,T (Σ∗) for
some Σ∗ ∈ Pk.
In particular, this result shows that for any probability measure P that is smooth at TP ,
there exists a halfspace deepest scatter Σ∗. For the k-variate multinormal distribution with
location zero and scatter Ik (and any centro-equivariant T ), we already stated in Section 2
that Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is uniquely maximised at Σ∗ = Ik, with a corresponding maximal depth
equal to 1/2. The next result identifies the halfspace deepest scatter (and the corresponding
maximal depth) in the independent Cauchy case.
Theorem 4.4. Let P be the k-variate probability measure with independent Cauchy marginals
and let T be a centro-equivariant location functional. Then, Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is uniquely max-
imised at Σ∗ =
√
kIk, and the corresponding maximal depth is HD
sc
P,T (Σ∗) =
2
pi arctan
(
k−1/4
)
.
For k = 1, the Cauchy distribution in this result is symmetric (hence, elliptical) about zero,
which is compatible with the maximal depth being equal to 1/2 there (Theorem 5.1 below
shows that the maximal depth for absolutely continuous elliptical distributions is always equal
to 1/2). For larger values of k, however, this provides an example where the maximal depth
is strictly smaller than 1/2. Interestingly, this maximal depth goes (monotonically) to zero
as k → ∞. Note that, for the same distribution, location halfspace depth has, irrespective
of k, maximal value 1/2 (this follows, e.g., from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in Rousseeuw &
Struyf, 2004).
In general, the halfspace deepest scatter Σ∗ is not unique. This is typically the case for
empirical probability measures Pn (note that the existence of a halfspace deepest scatter in
the empirical case readily follows from the fact that HDscPn,T (Σ) takes its values in {`/n :
` = 0, 1, . . . , n}). For several purposes, it is needed to identify a unique representative of the
halfspace deepest scatters, that would play a similar role for scatter as the one played by the
Tukey median for location. To this end, one may consider here a center of mass, that is, a
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scatter matrix of the form
ΣP,T := arg min
Σ∈Pk
∫
RscP,T (α∗P,T )
d2g(m,Σ) dm, (4.3)
where dm is a mass distribution on RscP,T (α∗P,T ) with total mass one (the natural choice being
the uniform over RscP,T (α∗P,T )). This is a suitable solution if R
sc
P,T (α∗P,T ) is g-bounded (hence,
g-compact), since Cartan (1929) showed that, in a simply connected manifold with non-positive
curvature (as Pk), every compact set has a unique center of mass; see also Proposition 60
in Berger (2003). Convexity of RscP,T (α∗P,T ) then ensures that ΣP,T has maximal depth. Like
for location, this choice of ΣP,T as a representative of the deepest scatters guarantees affine
equivariance (in the sense that ΣPA,b,T = AΣP,TA
′ for any A ∈ GLk and any b ∈ Rk),
provided that T itself is affine-equivariant. An alternative approach is to consider the scatter
matrix ΣP,T whose vectorised form vec ΣP,T is the barycenter of vecR
sc
P,T (α∗P,T ). While this
is a more practical solution for scatter matrices, the non-flat nature of some of the parameter
spaces in Section 7 will require the more involved, manifold-type, approach in (4.3).
As a final comment related to Theorem 4.3, note that if RscP,T (αP,T ) is empty, then it
may actually be so that no halfspace deepest scatter does exist. An example is provided
by the bivariate mixture distribution P in Section 3. There, we saw that, for any centro-
equivariant T , no halfspace deepest scatter does exist, which is compatible with the fact that,
for any Σ, HDscP,T (Σ) < 1− s = αP,T , so that RscP,T (αP,T ) is empty.
5 An axiomatic approach for scatter depth
Building on the properties derived in Liu (1990) for simplicial depth, Zuo & Serfling (2000)
introduced an axiomatic approach suggesting that a generic location depth DlocP ( · ) : Rk →
[0, 1] should satisfy the following properties: (P1) affine invariance, (P2) maximality at the
symmetry center (if any), (P3) monotonicity relative to any deepest point, and (P4) vanishing
at infinity. Without entering into details, these properties are to be understood as follows: (P1)
means that DlocPA,b(Aθ+ b) = D
loc
P (θ) for any A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, where PA,b is as defined on
page 16; (P2) states that if P is symmetric (in some sense), then the symmetry center should
maximise DlocP ( · ); according to (P3), DlocP ( · ) should be monotone non-increasing along any
halfline originating from any P -deepest point; finally, (P4) states that as θ exits any compact
set in Rk, its depth should converge to zero. There is now an almost universal agreement in
the literature that (P1)-(P4) are the natural desirable properties for location depths.
In view of this, one may wonder what are the desirable properties for a scatter depth.
Inspired by (P1)-(P4), we argue that a generic scatter depth DscP ( · ) : Pk → [0, 1] should satisfy
the following properties, all involving an (unless otherwise specified) arbitrary probability
measure P over Rk:
(Q1) Affine invariance: for any A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, DscPA,b(AΣA′) = DscP (Σ), where PA,b is
still as defined on page 16;
(Q2) Fisher consistency under ellipticity : if P is elliptically symmetric with location θ0 and
scatter Σ0, then D
sc
P (Σ0) ≥ DscP (Σ) for any Σ ∈ Pk;
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(Q3) Monotonicity relative to any deepest scatter : if Σa maximises D
sc
P ( · ), then, for any Σb ∈
Pk, t 7→ DscP ((1− t)Σa + tΣb) is monotone non-increasing over [0, 1];
(Q4) Vanishing at the boundary of the parameter space: if (Σn) F -converges to the boundary
of Pk (in the sense that either dF (Σn,Σ)→ 0 for some Σ ∈ Sk \Pk or dF (Σn, Ik)→∞),
then DscP (Σn)→ 0.
While (Q1) and (Q3) are the natural scatter counterparts of (P1) and (P3), respectively,
some comments are in order for (Q2) and (Q4). We start with (Q2). In essence, (P2) re-
quires that, whenever an indisputable location center exists (as it is the case for symmetric
distributions), this location should be flagged as most central by the location depth at hand.
A similar reasoning leads to (Q2): we argue that, for an elliptical probability measure, the
“true” value of the scatter parameter is indisputable, and (Q2) then imposes that the scatter
depth at hand should identify this true scatter value as the (or at least, as a) deepest one. One
might actually strengthen (Q2) by replacing the elliptical model there by a broader model in
which the true scatter would still be clearly defined. In such a case, of course, the larger the
model for which scatter depth satisfies (Q2), the better (a possibility, that we do not explore
here, is to consider the union of the elliptical model and the independent component model ;
see Ilmonen & Paindaveine, 2011 and the references therein). This is parallel to what happens
in (P2): the weaker the symmetry assumption under which (P2) is satisfied, the better (for
instance, having (P2) satisfied with angular symmetry is better than having it satisfied with
central symmetry only); see Zuo & Serfling (2000).
We then turn to (Q4), whose location counterpart (P4) is typically read by saying that the
depth/centrality DlocP (θn) goes to zero when the point θn goes to the boundary of the sample
space. In the spirit of parametric depth (Mizera, 2002; Mizera & Mu¨ller, 2004), however, it is
more appropriate to look at θn as a candidate location fit and to consider that (P4) imposes
that the appropriateness DlocP (θn) of this fit goes to zero as θn goes to the boundary of the
parameter space. For location, the confounding between the sample space and parameter
space (both are Rk) allows for both interpretations. For scatter, however, there is no such
confounding (the sample space is Rk and the parameter space is Pk), and we argue (Q4) above
is the natural scatter version of (P4): whenever Σn goes to the boundary of the parameter
space Pk, scatter depth should flag it as an arbitrarily poor candidate fit.
Theorem 2.1 states that scatter halfspace depth satisfies (Q1) as soon as it is based on an
affine-equivariant T . Scatter halfspace depth satisfies (Q3) as well: if Σa maximises HD
sc
P,T ( · ),
then Theorem 3.3 indeed readily implies that
HDscP,T ((1− t)Σa + tΣb) ≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) = HDscP,T (Σb)
for any Σb ∈ Pk and t ∈ [0, 1]. The next Fisher consistency result shows that, provided that T
is affine-equivariant, (Q2) is also met.
Theorem 5.1. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk with location θ0 and
scatter Σ0, and let T be an affine-equivariant location functional. Then, (i) HD
sc
P,T (Σ0) ≥
HDscP,T (Σ) for any Σ ∈ Pk, and the equality holds if and only if Sp(Σ−10 Σ) ⊂ IMSD[Z1],
where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zk)
′ D= Σ−1/20 (X − θ0); (ii) in particular, if IMSD[Z1] is a singleton
(equivalently, if IMSD[Z1] = {1}), then Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is uniquely maximised at Σ0.
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While (Q1)-(Q3) are satisfied by scatter halfspace depth without any assumption on P , (Q4)
is not, as the mixture example considered in Section 3 shows (since the sequence (Σn) consid-
ered there has limiting depth 1 − s > 0). However, Theorem 3.2 reveals that (Q4) may fail
only when dF (Σn,Σ)→ 0 for some Σ ∈ Sk \ Pk. More importantly, Theorem 4.2 implies that
T -scatter halfspace depth will satisfy (Q4) at any P that is smooth at TP .
In a generic parametric depth setup, (Q3) would require that the parameter space is convex.
If the parameter space rather is a non-flat Riemannian manifold, then it is natural to replace
the “linear” monotonicity property (Q3) with a “geodesic” one. In the context of scatter
depth, this would lead to replacing (Q3) with
(Q˜3) Geodesic monotonicity relative to any deepest scatter : if Σa maximises D
sc
P ( · ), then,
for any Σb ∈ Pk, t 7→ DscP (Σ˜t) is monotone non-increasing over [0, 1] along the geodesic
path Σ˜t from Σa to Σb in (4.2).
We refer to Section 7 for a parametric framework where (Q3) cannot be considered and
where (Q˜3) needs to be adopted instead. For scatter, however, the hybrid nature of Pk, which is
both flat (as a convex subset of the vector space Sk) and curved (as a Riemannian manifold with
non-positive curvature), allows to consider both (Q3) and (Q˜3). Just like (Q3) follows from
quasi-concavity of the mapping Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ), (Q˜3) would follow from the same mapping
being geodesic quasi-concave, in the sense that HDP,T (Σ˜t) ≥ min(HDP,T (Σa), HDP,T (Σb))
along the geodesic path Σ˜t from Σa to Σb. Geodesic quasi-concavity would actually imply that
scatter halfspace depth regions are geodesic convex, in the sense that, for any Σa,Σb ∈ RscP,T (α),
the geodesic from Σa to Σb is contained in R
sc
P,T (α). We refer to Du¨mbgen & Tyler (2016) for an
application of geodesic convex functions to inference on (high-dimensional) scatter matrices.
Theorem 3.3 shows that Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is quasi-concave for any P . A natural question
is then whether or not this extends to geodesic quasi-concavity. The answer is positive at
any k-variate elliptical probability measure and at the k-variate probability measure with
independent Cauchy marginals.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk or the k-variate probability
measure with independent Cauchy marginals, and let T be an affine-equivariant location
functional. Then, (i) Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is geodesic quasi-concave, so that (ii) RscP,T (α) is geodesic
convex for any α ≥ 0.
We close this section with a numerical illustration of the quasi-concavity results in The-
orems 3.3 and 5.2 and with an example showing that geodesic quasi-concavity may actu-
ally fail to hold. Figure 4 provides, for three bivariate probability measures P , the plots
of t 7→ HDscP (Σt) and t 7→ HDscP (Σ˜t), where Σt = (1−t)Σa+tΣb is the linear path from Σa = I2
to Σb = diag(0.001, 20) and where Σ˜t = Σ
1/2
a (Σ
−1/2
a ΣbΣ
−1/2
a )tΣ
1/2
a is the corresponding
geodesic path. The three distributions considered are (i) the bivariate normal with loca-
tion zero and scatter I2, (ii) the bivariate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals,
and (iii) the empirical distribution associated with a random sample of size n = 200 from
the bivariate mixture distribution P = 12P1 +
1
4P2 +
1
4P3, where P1 is the standard normal,
P2 is the normal with mean (0, 4)
′ and covariance matrix 110I2, and P3 is the normal with
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mean (0,−4)′ and covariance matrix 110I2. Figure 4 illustrates that (linear) quasi-concavity
of scatter halfspace depth always holds, but that geodesic quasi-concavity may fail to hold.
Despite this counterexample, extensive numerical experiments led us to think that geodesic
quasi-concavity is the rule rather than the exception.
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Figure 4: Plots, for various bivariate probability measures P , of the scatter halfspace depth func-
tion Σ 7→ HDscP (Σ) along the linear path Σt = (1 − t)Σa + tΣb (red), the geodesic path Σ˜t =
Σ
1/2
a (Σ
−1/2
a ΣbΣ
−1/2
a )tΣ
1/2
a (blue), and the harmonic path Σ∗t = ((1 − t)Σ−1a + tΣ−1b )−1 (orange),
from Σa = I2 to Σb = diag(0.001, 20); harmonic paths are introduced in Section 6. The probability
measures considered are the bivariate normal with location zero and scatter I2 (top left), the bivari-
ate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals (top right), and the empirical probability measure
associated with a random sample of size n = 200 from the bivariate mixture distribution described in
Section 5 (bottom right). The scatter plot of the sample used in the mixture case is provided in the
bottom left panel.
6 Concentration halfspace depth
In various setups, the parameter of interest is the concentration matrix Γ := Σ−1 rather than
the scatter matrix Σ. For instance, in Gaussian graphical models, the (i, j)-entry of Γ is zero if
and only if the ith and jth marginals are conditionally independent given all other marginals.
It may then be useful to define a depth for inverse scatter matrices. The scatter halfspace
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depth in (2.1) naturally leads to defining the T -concentration halfspace depth of Γ with respect
to P as
HDconcP,T (Γ) := HD
sc
P,T (Γ
−1)
and the corresponding T -concentration halfspace depth regions as RconcP,T (α)
:=
{
Γ ∈ Pk : HDconcP,T (Γ) ≥ α
}
, α ≥ 0. As indicated by an anonymous referee, the defini-
tion of T -concentration halfspace depth alternatively results, through the use of “innovated
transformation” (see, e.g., Hall & Jin, 2010, Fan et al., 2013, or Fan & Lv, 2016), from the
concept of (an affine-invariant) T -scatter halfspace depth.
Concentration halfspace depth and concentration halfspace depth regions inherit the prop-
erties of their scatter antecedents, sometimes with subtle modifications. The former is affine-
invariant and the latter are affine-equivariant as soon as they are based on an affine-equivariant
location functional T . Concentration halfspace depth is upper F - and g-semicontinuous for
any probability measure P (so that the regions RconcP,T (α) are F - and g-closed) and F - and g-
continuous if P is smooth at TP . While the regions R
conc
P,T (α) are still g-bounded (hence also,
F -bounded) for α > αP,T , the outer regions R
conc
P,T (α), α ≤ αP,T , here may fail to be F -
bounded (this is because implosion of Σ, under which scatter halfspace depth may fail to go
below αP,T , is associated with explosion of Σ
−1). Finally, uniform consistency and existence
of a concentration halfspace deepest matrix are guaranteed under the same conditions on P
and T as for scatter halfspace depth.
Quasi-concavity of concentration halfspace depth and convexity of the corresponding re-
gions require more comments. The linear path t 7→ (1− t)Γa + tΓb between the concentration
matrices Γa = Σ
−1
a and Γb = Σ
−1
b determines a harmonic path t 7→ Σ∗t := ((1−t)Σ−1a +tΣ−1b )−1
between the corresponding scatter matrices Σa and Σb. In line with the definitions adopted
in the previous sections, we will say that f : Pk → R is harmonic quasi-concave if f(Σ∗t ) ≥
min(f(Σa), f(Σb)) for any Σa,Σb ∈ Pk and t ∈ [0, 1], and that a subset R of Pk is harmonic
convex if Σa,Σb ∈ R implies that Σ∗t ∈ R for any t ∈ [0, 1]. Clearly, concentration halfspace
depth is quasi-concave if and only if scatter halfspace depth is harmonic quasi-concave, which
turns out to be the case in the elliptical and independent Cauchy cases. We thus have the
following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk or the k-variate probability
measure with independent Cauchy marginals, and let T be an affine-equivariant location
functional. Then, (i) Γ 7→ HDconcP,T (Γ) is quasi-concave, so that (ii) RconcP,T (α) is convex for
any α ≥ 0.
However, concentration halfspace depth may fail to be quasi-concave, since, as we show by
considering the mixture example in Figure 4, scatter halfspace depth may fail to be harmonic
quasi-concave. The figure, that also plots scatter halfspace depth along harmonic paths,
confirms that, while scatter halfspace depth is harmonic quasi-concave for the Gaussian and
independent Cauchy examples there, it is not in the mixture example. In this mixture example,
thus, concentration halfspace depth fails to be quasi-concave and the corresponding depth
regions fail to be convex. This is not a problem per se — recall that famous (location) depth
functions, like, e.g., the simplicial depth from Liu (1990), may provide non-convex depth
regions.
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For completeness, we present the following result which shows that some form of quasi-
concavity for concentration halfspace depth survives.
Theorem 6.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional. Then,
(i) Γ 7→ HDconcP,T (Γ) is harmonic quasi-concave, so that (ii) RconcP,T (α) is harmonic convex for
any α ≥ 0.
Since concentration halfspace depth is harmonic quasi-concave if and only if scatter halfs-
pace depth is quasi-concave, the result is a direct corollary of Theorem 3.3. Quasi-concavity
and harmonic quasi-concavity clearly are dual concepts, relative to scatter and concentration
halfspace depths (which justifies the ∗ notation in the path Σ∗t , dual to Σt). Interestingly,
Γ 7→ HDconcP,T (Γ) is geodesic quasi-concave if and only if Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is, so that concentra-
tion halfspace depth regions are geodesic convex if and only if scatter halfspace depth regions
are.
7 Shape halfspace depth
In many multivariate statistics problems (PCA, CCA, sphericity testing, etc.), it is sufficient
to know the scatter matrix Σ up to a positive scalar factor. In PCA, for instance, all scatter
matrices of the form cΣ, c > 0, indeed provide the same unit eigenvectors v`(cΣ), ` = 1, . . . , k,
hence the same principal components. Moreover, when it comes to deciding how many prin-
cipal components to work with, a common practice is to look at the proportions of explained
variance
∑m
`=1 λ`(cΣ)/
∑k
`=1 λ`(cΣ), m = 1, . . . , k − 1, which do not depend on c either. In
PCA, thus, the parameter of interest is a shape matrix, that is, a normald version, V say, of
the scatter matrix Σ.
The generic way to normalise a scatter matrix Σ into a shape matrix V is based on
a scale functional S, that is, on a mapping S : Pk → R+0 satisfying (i) S(Ik) = 1 and
(ii) S(cΣ) = cS(Σ) for any c > 0 and Σ ∈ Pk. In the following, we will further assume
that (iii) if Σ1,Σ2 ∈ Pk satisfy Σ2 ≥ Σ1 (in the sense that Σ2 − Σ1 is positive semidefinite),
then S(Σ2) ≥ S(Σ1). Such a scale functional leads to factorising Σ(∈ Pk) into Σ = σ2SVS ,
where σ2S := S(Σ) is the scale of Σ and VS := Σ/S(Σ) is its shape matrix (in the sequel, we
will drop the subscript S in VS to avoid overloading the notation). The resulting collection
of shape matrices V will be denoted as PSk . Note that the constraint S(Ik) = 1 ensures that,
irrespective of the scale functional S adopted, Ik is a shape matrix. Common scale functionals
satisfying (i)-(iii) are (a) Str(Σ) = (tr Σ)/k, (b) Sdet(Σ) = (det Σ)
1/k, (c) S∗tr(Σ) = k/(tr Σ−1),
and (d) S11(Σ) = Σ11; we refer to Paindaveine & Van Bever (2014) for references where the
scale functionals (a)-(d) are used. The corresponding shape matrices V are then normalised
in such a way that (a) tr[V ] = k, (b) detV = 1, (c) tr[V −1] = k, or (d) V11 = 1.
In this section, we propose a concept of halfspace depth for shape matrices. More precisely,
for a probability measure P over Rk, we define the (S, T )-shape halfspace depth of V (∈ PSk )
with respect to P as
HDsh,SP,T (V ) := sup
σ2>0
HDscP,T (σ
2V ), (7.1)
where HDscP,T (σ
2V ) is the T -scatter halfspace depth of σ2V with respect to P . The corre-
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sponding depth regions are defined as
Rsh,SP,T (α) := {V ∈ PSk : HDsh,SP,T (V ) ≥ α}
(alike scatter, we will drop the index T in HDsh,SP,T (V ) and R
sh,S
P,T (α) whenever T is the Tukey
median). The halfspace deepest shape (if any) is obtained by maximising the “profile depth”
in (7.1), in the same way a profile likelihood approach would be based on the maximisation
of a (shape) profile likelihood of the form LshV = supσ2>0 Lσ2V . To the best of our knowledge,
such a profile depth construction has never been considered in the literature.
We start the study of shape halfspace depth by considering our running, Gaussian and
independent Cauchy, examples. For the k-variate normal with location θ0 and scatter Σ0
(hence, with S-shape matrix V0 = Σ0/S(Σ0)),
σ2 7→ HDscP,T (σ2V ) = 2 min
(
Φ
(
bσλ
1/2
k (V
−1
0 V )√
S(Σ0)
)
− 1
2
, 1− Φ
(
bσλ
1/2
1 (V
−1
0 V )√
S(Σ0)
))
(see (2.6)) will be uniquely maximised at the σ2-value for which both arguments of the mini-
mum are equal. It follows that
HDsh,SP,T (V ) = 2Φ
(
c(V −10 V )λ
1/2
k (V
−1
0 V )
)− 1,
where c(Υ) is the unique solution of Φ
(
c(Υ)λ
1/2
k (Υ)
) − 12 = 1 − Φ(c(Υ)λ1/21 (Υ)). At the k-
variate distribution with independent Cauchy marginals, we still have that (with the same
notation as in (2.7))
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(
σ/max
s
(s′V −1s)1/2
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(σ√max(diag(V )) ))
is maximised for fixed V when both arguments of the minimum are equal, that is, when
σ2 =
(
maxs(s
′V −1s)/max(diag(V ))
)1/2
. Therefore,
HDsh,SP,T (V ) = 2 Ψ
((
max
s
(s′V −1s) max(diag(V ))
)−1/4 )− 1
=
2
pi
arctan
((
max
s
(s′V −1s) max(diag(V ))
)−1/4 )
.
Figure 5 draws, for six probability measures P and any affine-equivariant T , contour plots
of (V11, V12) 7→ HDsh,StrP,T (V ), whereHDsh,StrP,T (V ) is the shape halfspace depth of V =
(
V11 V12
V12 2−V11
)
with respect to P . Letting ΣA =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, ΣB =
(
4 0
0 1
)
and ΣC =
(
3 1
1 1
)
, the probability mea-
sures P considered are those associated (i) with the bivariate normal distributions with location
zero and scatter ΣA, ΣB and ΣC , and (ii) with the distributions of Σ
1/2
A Z, Σ
1/2
B Z and Σ
1/2
C Z,
where Z has independent Cauchy marginals. Note that the maximal depth is larger in the
Gaussian cases than in the Cauchy ones, that depth monotonically decreases along any ray
originating from the deepest shape matrix and that it goes to zero if and only if the shape
matrix converges to the boundary of the parameter space. Shape halfspace depth contours
are smooth in the Gaussian cases but not in the Cauchy ones.
In both the Gaussian and independent Cauchy examples above, the supremum in (7.1)
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is a maximum. For empirical probability measures Pn, this trivially is always the case
since HDscPn,T (σ
2V ) then takes its values in {`/n : ` = 0, 1, . . . , n}. The following result
implies in particular that a sufficient condition for this supremum to be a maximum is that P
is smooth at TP (which is the case in both our running examples above).
Theorem 7.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Fix V ∈ PSk such that cV ∈ RscP,T (αP,T ) for some c > 0. Then, HDsh,SP,T (V ) = HDscP,T (σ2V V ) for
some σ2V > 0.
The following affine-invariance/equivariance and uniform consistency results are easily
obtained from their scatter antecedents.
Theorem 7.2. Let T be an affine-equivariant location functional. Then, (i) shape halfspace
depth is affine-invariant in the sense that, for any probability measure P over Rk, V ∈ PSk ,
A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk, we have HDsh,SPA,b,T (AVA′/S(AVA′)) = HD
sh,S
P,T (V ), where PA,b is as
defined on page 16. Consequently, (ii) shape halfspace depth regions are affine-equivariant, in
the sense that Rsh,SPA,b,T (α) =
{
AVA′/S(AVA′) : V ∈ Rsh,SP,T (α)
}
for any probability measure P
over Rk, α ≥ 0, A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk.
Theorem 7.3. Let P be a smooth probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Let Pn denote the empirical probability measure associated with a random sample of size n
from P and assume that TPn → TP almost surely as n → ∞. Then supV ∈PSk |HD
sh,S
Pn,T
(V ) −
HDsh,SP,T (V )| → 0 almost surely as n→∞.
Shape halfspace depth inherits the F - and g-continuity properties of scatter halfspace
depth (Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, respectively), at least for a smooth P . More precisely, we have
the following result.
Theorem 7.4. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Then, (i) V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is upper F - and g-semicontinuous on Rsh,SP,T (αP,T ), so that (ii) for
any α ≥ αP,T , the depth region Rsh,SP,T (α) is F - and g-closed. (iii) If P is smooth at TP ,
then V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is F - and g-continuous.
The g-boundedness part of the following result will play a key role when proving the
existence of a halfspace deepest shape.
Theorem 7.5. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional. Then,
for any α > αP,T , R
sh,S
P,T (α) is F - and g-bounded, hence g-compact. If sP,T ≥ 1/2, then this
result is trivial in the sense that Rsh,SP,T (α) is empty for α > αP,T .
Comparing with the scatter result in Theorem 3.2, the shape result for F -boundedness
requires the additional condition α > αP,T (for g-boundedness, this condition was already
required in Theorem 4.2). This condition is actually necessary for scale functionals S for
which implosion of a shape matrix V cannot be obtained without explosion, as it is the case,
e.g., for Sdet (the product of the eigenvalues of an Sdet-shape matrix being equal to one,
the smallest eigenvalue of V cannot go to zero without the largest going to infinity). We
illustrate this on the bivariate discrete example discussed below Theorem 4.2, still with an
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Figure 5: Contour plots of (V11, V12) 7→ HDsh,StrP,T (V ), for several bivariate probability measures P
and an arbitrary affine-equivariant location functional T , where HDsh,StrP,T (V ) is the shape halfspace
depth, with respect to P , of V =
(
V11 V12
V12 2−V11
)
. Letting ΣA =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, ΣB =
(
4 0
0 1
)
and ΣC =
(
3 1
1 1
)
, the
probability measures P considered are those associated (i) with the bivariate normal distributions with
location zero and scatter ΣA, ΣB and ΣC (top, middle and bottom left), and (ii) with the distributions
of Σ
1/2
A Z, Σ
1/2
B Z and Σ
1/2
C Z, where Z has mutually independent Cauchy marginals (top, middle and
bottom right). In each case, the “true” Str-shape matrix is marked in red.
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arbitrary centro-equivariant T . The sequence of scatter matrices Σn = diag(
1
n , 1) there defines
a sequence of Sdet-shape matrices Vn = diag(
1√
n
,
√
n), that is neither F - nor g-bounded.
Since HDsh,SdetP,T (Vn) ≥ HDscP,T (Σn) ≥ 1/3 = αP,T for any n, we conclude that Rsh,SdetP,T (αP,T )
is both F - and g-unbounded. Note also that F -boundedness of Rsh,SP,T (α) depends on S. In
particular, it is easy to check that the condition α > αP,T for F -boundedness is not needed for
the scale functional S∗tr (that is, R
sh,S∗tr
P,T (α) is F -bounded for any α > 0). Finally, one trivially
has that all Rsh,StrP,T (α)’s are F -bounded since the corresponding collection of shape matrices,
PStrk , itself is F -bounded. Unlike F -boundedness, g-boundedness results are homogeneous in S,
which further suggests that the g-topology is the most appropriate one to study scatter/shape
depths.
As announced, the g-part of Theorem 7.5 allows to show that a halfspace deepest shape
exists under mild conditions. More precisely, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.6. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Assume that Rsh,SP,T (αP,T ) is non-empty. Then, α
S
∗P,T := supV ∈PSk HD
sh,S
P,T (V ) = HD
sh,S
P,T (V∗) for
some V∗ ∈ PSk .
Alike scatter, a sufficient condition for the existence of a halfspace deepest shape is thus
that P is smooth at TP . In particular, a halfspace deepest shape exists in the Gaussian and
independent Cauchy examples. In the k-variate independent Cauchy case, it readily follows
from Theorem 4.4 that, irrespective of the centro-equivariant T used, HDsh,SP,T (V ) is uniquely
maximised at V∗ = Ik, with corresponding maximal depth 2pi arctan
(
k−1/4
)
. The next Fisher-
consistency result states that, in the elliptical case, the halfspace deepest shape coincides with
the “true” shape matrix.
Theorem 7.7. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk with location θ0 and
scatter Σ0, hence with S-shape matrix V0 = Σ0/S(Σ0), and let T be an affine-equivariant
location functional. Then, (i) HDsh,SP,T (V0) ≥ HDsh,SP,T (V ) for any V ∈ PSk ; (ii) if IMSD[Z1] is a
singleton (equivalently, if IMSD[Z1] = {1}), where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zk)′ D= Σ−1/20 (X − θ0), then
V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is uniquely maximised at V0.
We conclude this section by considering quasi-concavity properties of shape halfspace depth
and convexity properties of the corresponding depth regions. It should be noted that, for
some scale functionals S, the collection PSk of S-shape matrices is not convex; for instance,
neither PSdetk nor P
S∗tr
k is convex, so that it does not make sense to investigate whether or
not V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is quasi-concave for these scale functionals. It does, however, for Str
and S11, and we have the following result.
Theorem 7.8. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and T be a location functional.
Fix S = Str or S = S11. Then, (i) V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is quasi-concave, that is, for any Va, Vb ∈ PSk
and t ∈ [0, 1], HDsh,SP,T (Vt) ≥ min(HDsh,SP,T (Va), HDsh,SP,T (Vb)), where we let Vt := (1− t)Va + tVb;
(ii) for any α ≥ 0, Rsh,SP,T (α) is convex.
As mentioned above, neither PSdetk nor P
S∗tr
k are convex in the usual sense (unlike for Str
and S11, thus, a unique halfspace deepest shape could not be defined through barycenters
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but would rather require a center-of-mass approach as in (4.3)). However, PSdetk is geodesic
convex, which justifies studying the possible geodesic convexity of RshP,Sdet(α) (this provides a
parametric framework for which the shape version of (Q3) in Section 5 cannot be considered
and for which it is needed to adopt the corresponding Property (Q˜3) instead). Similarly, PS∗trk
is harmonic convex, so that it makes sense to investigate the harmonic convexity of R
sh,S∗tr
P,T (α).
We have the following results.
Theorem 7.9. Let T be an affine-equivariant location functional and P be an arbitrary
probability measure over Rk for which T -scatter halfspace depth is geodesic quasi-concave.
Then, (i) V 7→ HDsh,SdetP,T (V ) is geodesic quasi-concave, so that (ii) Rsh,SdetP,T (α) is geodesic
convex for any α ≥ 0.
Theorem 7.10. Let T be an affine-equivariant location functional and P be an arbitrary
probability measure over Rk for which T -scatter halfspace depth is harmonic quasi-concave.
Then, (i) V 7→ HDsh,S∗trP,T (V ) is harmonic quasi-concave, so that (ii) R
sh,S∗tr
P,T (α) is harmonic
convex for any α ≥ 0.
Figure 6 draws, for an arbitrary affine-equivariant location functional T , contour plots of
(V11, V12) 7→ HDsh,SP,T (VS), for the scale functionals Str, Sdet and S∗tr, where HDsh,SP,T (VS) is the
shape halfspace depth, with respect to P , of the S-shape VS(∈ PS2 ) with upper-left entry V11
and upper-right entry V12. The probability measures P considered are those associated (i)
with the bivariate normal distribution with location zero and scatter ΣC =
(
3 1
1 1
)
, and (ii) with
the distribution of Σ
1/2
C Z, where Z has mutually independent Cauchy marginals. For Str, Sdet
and S∗tr, the figure also shows the linear, geodesic and harmonic paths, respectively, linking the
(“true”) S-shape associated with ΣC and those associated with ΣA =
(
1 0
0 1
)
and ΣB =
(
4 0
0 1
)
.
The results illustrate the convexity of the regions Rsh,StrP,T (α), along with the geodesic (resp.,
harmonic) convexity of the regions Rsh,SdetP,T (α) (resp., R
sh,S∗tr
P,T (α)).
8 A real-data application
We close this chapter with a real-data application. In this section, we analyze the returns of
the Nasdaq Composite and S&P500 indices from February 1st, 2015 to February 1st, 2017.
During that period, for each trading day and for each index, we collected returns every 5
minutes (that is, the difference between the index at a given time and 5 minutes earlier, when
available), resulting in usually 78 bivariate observations per day. Due to some missing values,
the exact number of returns per day varies, and only days with at least 70 observations were
considered. The resulting dataset comprises a total of 38489 bivariate returns distributed over
D = 478 trading days.
The goal of this analysis is to determine which days, during the two-year period, exhibit an
atypical behavior. In line with the fact that the main focus in finance is on volatily, atypicality
here will refer to deviations from the “global” behavior either in scatter (i.e., returns do not
follow the global dispersion pattern) or in scale only (i.e., returns show a usual shape but their
overall size is different). Atypical days will be detected by comparing intraday estimates of
scatter and shape with a global version.
Below, Σˆfull will denote the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) scatter estimate on
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Figure 6: Contour plots of (V11, V12) 7→ HDsh,SP,T (VS), for Str (top), Sdet (middle) and S∗tr (bottom),
where HDsh,SP,T (VS) is the shape halfspace depth, with respect to P , of the S-shape VS(∈ PS2 ) with upper-
left entry V11 and upper-right entry V12, for an arbitrary affine-equivariant location functional T . The
probability measures P considered are those associated (i) with the bivariate normal distribution with
location zero and scatter ΣC =
(
3 1
1 1
)
(left) and (ii) with the distribution of Σ
1/2
C Z, where Z has mutually
independent Cauchy marginals (right). In each case, the (“true”) S-shape associated with ΣC is marked
in red and those associated with ΣA and ΣB from Figure 5 are marked in black. Linear paths (top),
geodesic paths (middle) and harmonic paths (bottom) between these three shapes are drawn.
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the empirical distribution Pfull of the returns over the two-year period, and Vˆfull will stand for
the resulting shape estimate Vˆfull = Σˆfull/Sdet(Σˆfull). For any d = 1, . . . , D, Σˆd and Vˆd will
denote the corresponding estimates on the empirical distribution Pd on day d.
The rationale behind the choice of MCD rather than standard covariance as an estima-
tion method for scatter/shape is twofold. First, the former will naturally deal with outliers
inherently arising in the data (the first few returns after an overnight or weekend break are
famously more volatile and their importance should be downweighted in the estimation pro-
cedure). Second, as hinted above, the global estimate will provide a baseline to measure the
atypicality of any given day, which will be done, among others, using its intraday depth.
It would be natural to use halfspace deepest scatter/shape matrices on Pfull as global esti-
mates for scatter/shape. While locating the exact maxima is a non-trivial task, the MCD
shape estimator has already a high depth value (HDsh,SdetPfull (Vˆfull) = 0.481), which makes it
a very good proxy for the halfspace deepest shape. For the same reason, the scaled MCD
estimator Σ¯full = σ
2
fullVfull with σ
2
full = argmaxσ2HD
sc
Pfull
(σ2Vfull) (that, obviously, satisfies
HDscPfull(Σ¯full) = 0.481) is similarly an excellent proxy for the halfspace deepest scatter. In
contrast, the shape estimate associated with the standard covariance matrix (resp., the deep-
est scaled version of the covariance matrix) has a global shape (resp., scatter) depth of only
0.426.
For each day, the following measures of (a)typicality (three for scatter, three for shape)
are computed: (i) the scatter depth HDscPd(Σ¯full) of Σ¯full in day d, (ii) the shape depth
HDsh,SdetPd (Vˆfull) of Vˆfull in day d, (iii) the scatter Frobenius distance dF (Σˆd, Σˆfull), (iv) the
shape Frobenius distance dF (Vˆd, Vˆfull), (v) the scatter geodesic distance dg(Σˆd, Σˆfull), and (vi)
the shape geodesic distance dg(Vˆd, Vˆfull). Of course, low depths or high distances point to
atypical days. Practitioners might be tempted to base the distances in (iii)-(vi) on standard
covariance estimates, which would actually provide poorer performances in the present outlier
detection exercise (due to the masking effect resulting from using a non-robust global dis-
persion measure as a baseline). Here, we rather use MCD-based estimates to ensure a fair
comparison with the depth-based methods in (i)-(ii).
Figure 7 provides the plots of the quantities in (i)-(vi) above as a function of d, d = 1, . . . , D.
Major events affecting the returns during the two years are marked there. They are (1)
the Black Monday on August 24th, 2015 (orange) when world stock markets went down
substantially, (2) the crude oil crisis on January 20th, 2016 (dark blue) when oil barrel prices
fell sharply, (3) the Brexit vote aftermath on June 24th, 2016 (dark green), (4) the end of
the low volatility period on September 13th, 2016 (red), (5) the Donald Trump election on
November 9th, 2016 (purple), and (6) the announcement and aftermath of the federal rate
hikes on December 14th, 2016 (teal).
Detecting atypical events was achieved by flagging outliers in either collections of scatter
or shape depth values. This was conducted by constructing box-and-whisker plots of those
collections and marking events with depth value below 1.5 IQR of the first quartile. This
procedure flagged events (1), (2) and (6) as outlying in scatter and 21 days — including
events (1), (2), (3) and (5) — as atypical in shape. Most of the resulting 22 outlying days can
be associated (that is, are temporally close) to one of the events (1)-(6) above. For example, 9
days are flagged within the period extending from January 20th, 2016 to February 9th, 2016,
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during which continuous slump in oil prices rocked the marked strongly, with biggest loss for
S&P 500 index on February 9th. Remarkably, out of the 22 flagged outliers, only two (namely
October 1st, 2015 and December 14th, 2015) could not be associated with major events. Event
(4), although not deemed outlying, was added to mark the end of the low volatility period.
Events (1) and (2) are noticeably singled out by all outlyingness measures, displaying low
depth values and high Frobenius and geodesic distances, but the four remaining events tell
a very different story. In particular, event (6) exhibits a low scatter depth but a relatively
high shape depth, which means that this day shows a shape pattern that is in line with the
global one but is very atypical in scale (that is, in volatility size). Quite remarkably, the
four distances considered fail to flag this day as an atypical one. A similar behavior appears
throughout the two-month period spanning July, August and early September 2016 (between
events (3) and (4)), during which the markets have seen a historical streak of small volatility.
This period presents widely varying scatter depth values together with stable and high shape
depth values, which is perfectly in line with what has been seen on the markets, where only the
volatility of the indices was low in days that were otherwise typical. Again, the four distance
plots are blind to this relative behavior of scatter and shape in the period.
Events (3) to (5) are picked up by depth measures and scatter distances, though more
markedly by the former. This is particularly so for event (3), which sticks out sharply in both
depths. The fact that the scatter depth is even lower than the shape depth suggests that
event (3) is atypical not only in shape but also in scale. Interestingly, distance measures fully
miss the shape outlyingness of this event. Actually, shape distances do not assign large values
to any of the events (3) to (6) and, from March 2016 onwards, these distances stay in the
same range — particularly so for the Frobenius ones in (iv). In contrast, the better ability of
shape depth to spot outlyingness may be of particular importance in cases where one wants
to discard the overall volatility size to rather focus on the shape structure of the returns.
To summarise, the detection of atypical patterns in the dispersion of intraday returns
can more efficiently be performed with scatter/shape depths than on the basis of distance
measures. Arguably, the fact that the proposed depths use all observations and not a sole
estimate of scatter/shape allows to detect deviations from global behaviors more sharply. As
showed above, comparing scatter and shape depth values provides a tool that permits the
distinction between shape and scale outliers.
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Figure 7: Plots of (i) HDscPd(Σ¯full), (ii) HD
sh,Sdet
Pd
(Vˆfull), (iii) dF (Σˆd, Σˆfull), (iv) dF (Vˆd, Vˆfull), (v)
dg(Σˆd, Σˆfull) and (vi) dg(Vˆd, Vˆfull), as a function of d, for the MCD scatter and shape estimates described
in Section 8. The horizontal dotted lines in (i)-(ii) correspond to the global depths HDscPfull(Σ¯full) and
HDsh,SdetPfull (Vˆfull), respectively. All depths make use of the Tukey median as a location functional. Vertical
lines mark the six events listed in Section 8.
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Tyler Shape Depth
Tyler Shape Depth1
Abstract In many problems from multivariate analysis (principal component analysis, testing
for sphericity, etc.), the parameter of interest is a shape matrix, that is, a normalised version
of the corresponding scatter or dispersion matrix. In this chapter, we propose a depth concept
for shape matrices which is of a sign nature, in the sense that it involves data points only
through their directions from the center of the distribution. We use the terminology Tyler
shape depth since the resulting estimator of shape — namely, the deepest shape matrix — is
the depth-based counterpart of the celebrated M-estimator of shape from Tyler (1987). We
investigate the invariance, quasi-concavity and continuity properties of Tyler shape depth,
as well as the topological and boundedness properties of the corresponding depth regions.
We study existence of a deepest shape matrix and prove Fisher consistency in the elliptical
case. We derive a Glivenko-Cantelli-type result and establish the almost sure consistency
of the deepest shape matrix estimator. We also consider depth-based tests for shape and
investigate their finite-sample performances through simulations. Finally, we illustrate the
practical relevance of the proposed depth concept on a real data example.
Keywords: Elliptical distribution; Robustness; Shape matrix; Statistical depth; Test for
sphericity.
1This chapter is a joint work with Davy Paindaveine. The manuscript has been (again, in a slightly different
form) conditionally accepted for publication in Biometrika.
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1 Introduction
Location depths measure the centrality of an arbitrary k-vector θ with respect to a probability
measure P = PX over Rk. Letting Sk−1 = {x ∈ Rk : ‖x‖2 = x′x = 1} be the unit sphere
in Rk, the most famous instance is the (Tukey, 1975) halfspace depth2
D(θ, P ) = inf
u∈Sk−1
P [u′(X − θ) ≥ 0], (1.1)
the lower bound of the probability mass of any halfspace whose boundary hyperplane con-
tains θ. The halfspace depth regions {θ ∈ Rk : D(θ, P ) ≥ α} form a family of nested convex
subsets of Rk. The innermost region MP = {θ ∈ Rk : D(θ, P ) = maxξ∈Rk D(ξ, P )} (the
maximum always exists; see Rousseeuw & Ruts, 1999) extends the univariate median interval
to the multivariate case. Whenever a unique representative of MP is needed, one often con-
siders the Tukey median θP defined as the barycentre of MP (from convexity, θP has maximal
depth). The use of θP as a robust alternative to the expectation E(X) is only one out of the
numerous applications of halfspace depth. Many inference problems can indeed be tackled in
a robust and nonparametric way by using the center-outward order resulting from depth; see,
e.g., Liu et al. (1999). Halfspace depth is also important through its links with multivariate
quantiles; see, e.g., Hallin et al. (2010) and the references therein.
Like in the previous chapter, the focus here is not on location parameters as above, but
rather on some specific multivariate dispersion parameters, namely on shape matrices. We
now describe shape in a context where its definition makes a large consensus, that is, in the
elliptical setup. Denoting as Pk the collection of k × k symmetric positive definite matrices
and writing A1/2, with A ∈ Pk, for the unique square root of A in Pk, we will say that P =
PX is elliptical with location θ(∈ Rk), shape V (∈ Pk,tr = {V ∈ Pk : tr(V ) = k}) and
generating variate R if X has the same distribution as θ + RV 1/2U , where U is uniformly
distributed over Sk−1 and is independent of the nonnegative random variable R. The shape V
is identifiable as soon as P [{θ}] < 1. Note that shape matrices may alternatively be normalised
in such a way that they have determinant one or have an upper left entry equal to one; see,
e.g., Paindaveine, 2008).
We also define a scale functional as a mapping S : Pk → R+0 that is (i) normalised
(S(Ik) = 1), (ii) homogeneous (S(cA) = cS(A) for any c > 0), and (iii) monotone (if A,B ∈ Pk
are such that B −A positive semidefinite, then S(B)− S(A) ≥ 0).
Shape is the parameter of interest in many multivariate statistics problems, including prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA), canonical correlation analysis (CCA), testing for sphericity,
etc. In PCA, for instance, since V is proportional to the covariance matrix Σ of X (when it
exists), both V and Σ provide the same principal directions and the same proportions of ex-
plained variance. Moreover, under infinite second-order moments, shape remains well-defined
(unlike Σ) and still fixes the elliptical geometry of the distribution that allows to conduct
PCA.
The paramount importance of shape in multivariate statistics explains the huge litera-
2To emphasise the fact that the depth introduced in this chapter is not of a halfspace nature, we will not
use the same notation HDlocP (·) as before but rather a more generic one: D(·, P ).
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ture dedicated to M-estimation for shape/scatter parameters; see, among many others, Tyler
(1987), Kent & Tyler (1988, 1991), Dudley et al. (2009), or the survey paper Du¨mbgen et al.
(2015). It also makes it desirable to extend the concept outside the elliptical setup. Let-
ting Uθ,V be the multivariate sign defined as V
−1/2(X − θ)/‖V −1/2(X − θ)‖ if X 6= θ and
as 0 otherwise (throughout, A−1/2 is the inverse of A1/2), Tyler (1987) defined the shape
of P = PX as the matrix V (∈ Pk,tr) satisfying
E
(
Wθ,V
)
= 0, with Wθ,V = vec
(
Uθ,V U
′
θ,V − 1kIk
)
, (1.2)
where vec stacks the columns of a matrix on top of each other and where Ik denotes the
k-dimensional identity matrix. If P does not charge any hyperplane containing θ, then (1.2)
admits a unique solution V (∈ Pk,tr) that agrees with the true shape if P is elliptical with
location θ; see Tyler (1987), Kent & Tyler (1988) or Du¨mbgen (1998). In essence, (1.2)
identifies the shape V making the origin equal to the expectation of Wθ,V , that is, making
the origin most central in an L2-sense with respect to the distribution P
Wθ,V of Wθ,V . The
present chapter finds its source in the idea that, alternatively, one may define the shape of P
as the matrix V (∈ Pk,tr) making the origin most central in the, L1, halfspace depth sense,
that is, as the value of V maximising D(0, PWθ,V ). This leads to defining shape as the value
of V maximising the following shape depth.
Definition 1.1 (Tyler shape depth). Let P = PX be a probability measure over Rk and
fix V ∈ Pk,tr. (i) For any θ ∈ Rk, the fixed-θ shape depth of V with respect to P is
Dθ(V, P ) = D(0, P
Wθ,V ) = inf
u∈Sk2−1 P
[
u′Wθ,V ≥ 0
]
. (ii) The shape depth of V with re-
spect to P is D(V, P ) = DθP (V, P ), where θP is the Tukey median of P .
Whenever the argument of D(·, P ) is a vector (resp., a shape matrix), then the notation
refers to halfspace depth (resp., to Tyler shape depth). Of course, the terminology Tyler shape
depth refers to the use of the quantity Wθ,V from (1.2) to define the proposed shape depth.
The definition of Tyler shape depth in the unspecified location case calls for some comments.
For an unspecified location, it is natural to consider the location θ and shape V satisfying
both
E
(
Uθ,V
)
= 0 and E
(
Wθ,V
)
= 0; (1.3)
see Tyler (1987) and Hettmansperger & Randles (2002). In the elliptical setup, the re-
sulting location and shape still agree with those defined above for an elliptical distribu-
tion. Here, the corresponding L1-approach leads to considering the values of θ and V max-
imising D(0, PUθ,V ) + λD(0, PWθ,V ) for some λ > 0. Interestingly, the solution does not
depend on λ; the properties of halfspace depth indeed ensure that, for any V , the map-
ping θ 7→ D(0, PUθ,V ) is maximised at θP . Hence, for any λ, the L1-approach identifies the
location θP and the shape V maximising D(0, P
WθP ,V ). This justifies the “plug-in approach”
adopted in Definition 1.1 for the unspecified location case. Interestingly, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no formal proof that, under appropriate smoothness conditions on the
underlying probability measure, there exists a solution (θ, V ) of (1.3); this is why, as far as
theory is concerned, the plug-in approach is adopted in the M -estimation framework; see Tyler
(1987) and Hettmansperger & Randles (2002). The depth construction above has the advan-
tage that the plug-in approach and the joint location-scatter one provide the same depth-based
functionals.
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The above concept of shape depth raises many questions: does a deepest shape matrix exist
for any P? If it exists, does it coincide, under ellipticity assumptions, with the shape defined
in the elliptical case? What are the properties of Tyler shape depth and of the corresponding
depth regions Rθ(α, P ) = {V ∈ Pk,tr : Dθ(V, P ) ≥ α} and R(α, P ) = RθP (α, P )? Can one
perform inference based on the sample version of these concepts? Is the resulting ordering of
shape matrices of interest for applications? We answer these questions in this chapter. Depth
for a generic parameter has been discussed in Mizera (2002). To the best of our knowledge,
however, depth for covariance or scatter matrices has only been considered in Zhang (2002),
Chen et al. (2017) and Paindaveine & Van Bever (2017a), and only the latter work considers
depth for shape matrices. x
2 Main properties
In this section, we study the main properties of the fixed-θ Tyler shape depth and of the
corresponding depth regions. All proofs of results included in this chapter can be found in the
second section of the Appendix. Topological statements for subsets of Pk,tr and for functions
defined on Pk,tr will refer to the topology whose open sets are generated by balls of the
form B(V0, r) = {V ∈ Pk,tr : d(V, V0) < r}, where d is the geodesic distance that is usually
defined on Pk: with the usual logarithmic mapping on Pk, the distance d is defined through
d(Va, Vb) = ‖ log(V −1/2a VbV −1/2a )‖F , where ‖A‖F = {tr(AA′)}1/2 is the Frobenius norm of A
and where, for A =
∑k
`=1 λ`,Av`,Av
′
`,A ∈ Pk, we let logA =
∑k
`=1 log(λ`,A)v`,Av
′
`,A; see, e.g.,
Bhatia (2007). We start with the following continuity result.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Then, (i) V 7→
Dθ(V, P ) is upper semicontinuous on Pk,tr; (ii) the depth regionRθ(α, P ) is closed for any α ≥ 0;
(iii) if P is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then V 7→ Dθ(V, P )
is also lower semicontinuous, hence continuous, on Pk,tr.
We will say that a subset R of Pk,tr is bounded if and only if R ⊂ B(Ik, r) for some r > 0
(the fact that the distance d actually satisfies the triangle inequality allows to restrict to balls
centered at Ik). Defining tθ,P = supu∈Sk−1 P [u′(X − θ) = 0], we say that P is smooth at θ
if tθ,P = 0, that is, if P does not charge any hyperplane containing θ. We then have the
following boundedness result.
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Then, the depth
region Rθ(α, P ) is bounded and compact for any α > tθ,P .
The main reason to adopt the geodesic distance rather than the Frobenius one dF (V1, V2) =
‖V2 − V1‖F is that, unlike (Pk,tr, dF ), the metric space (Pk,tr, d) is complete; see, e.g., Propo-
sition 10 in Bhatia & Holbrook (2006). This is what allows to establish compacity in Theo-
rem 2.2, which in turn is the main ingredient for the following result stating the existence of
a deepest shape matrix.
Theorem 2.3. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. (i) If Rθ(tθ,P , P ) is
non-empty, then there exists a shape V∗ ∈ Pk,tr maximising Dθ(V, P ). In particular, (ii) if P
is smooth at θ, then such a deepest shape V∗ exists.
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The deepest shape matrix V∗ is a natural candidate for the (fixed-θ) shape matrix Vθ,P
of P . While the previous result guarantees existence in particular for absolutely continuous
probability measures, unicity is not guaranteed in general. Parallel to what is done for the
Tukey median θP , we then define the (fixed-θ) shape matrix of P as the barycentre of the
deepest shape region of P , that is, as the shape matrix Vθ,P satisfying
vecVθ,P =
∫
vecRθ(α∗,P )
v dv
/∫
vecRθ(α∗,P )
dv, (2.1)
where α∗ = maxV Dθ(V, P ). Two remarks are in order. First, the integrals in (2.1) exist and
are finite since vecPk,tr is a bounded subset of Rk2 (V 2ij ≤ ViiVjj ≤ k2 for any V = (Vij) ∈
Pk,tr). Second, the shape Vθ,P has maximal depth, which follows from the following convexity
result.
Theorem 2.4. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Then, (i) V 7→
Dθ(V, P ) is quasi-concave on Pk,tr, in the sense that
Dθ((1− t)Va + tVb, P ) ≥ min(Dθ(Va, P ), Dθ(Vb, P ))
for any Va, Vb ∈ Pk,tr and any t ∈ [0, 1]; (ii) the depth region Rθ(α, P ) is convex for any α ≥ 0.
This defines the (fixed-θ) shape of an arbitrary probability measure P under the extremely
mild condition that Rθ(tθ,P , P ) is non-empty. Of course, it is important that, under ellipticity,
this agrees with the elliptical definition of shape provided in the introduction. The following
Fisher consistency result confirms this is the case.
Theorem 2.5. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk with location θ0 and
shape V0. Then, Dθ0(V0, P ) ≥ Dθ0(V, P ) for any V ∈ Pk,tr, and, provided that P [{θ0}] < 1,
the equality holds if and only if V = V0. Letting Yk ∼ Beta(1/2, (k − 1)/2), the maximal
depth is Dθ0(V0, P ) = (1− P [{θ0}])P [Yk > 1/k].
The only role of the constraint P [{θ0}] < 1 in this result is to guarantee identifiability
of V0. Note that Lemma 2 in Paindaveine & Van Bever (2017b) implies that the maxi-
mal depth in Theorem 2.5 is monotone decreasing in k as soon as P [{θ0}] does not depend
on k, in which case the maximal depth converges as k goes to infinity. Since Yk has the
same distribution as Z21/(
∑k
`=1 Z
2
` ), where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zk)
′ is standard normal, the limit
is then equal to P [Z21 > 1] ≈ 0.317. The proof of Theorem 2.5 requires the following affine-
invariance/equivariance result.
Theorem 2.6. Let P = PX be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Then, for any
shape matrix V , any invertible k × k matrix A and any k-vector b,
DAθ+b
(
VA, P
AX+b
)
= Dθ(V, P
X) and RAθ+b(α, P
AX+b) =
{
VA : V ∈ Rθ(α, P )
}
,
where VA = kAVA
′/tr(AVA′) is the shape matrix proportional to AVA′.
This result, which is of independent interest, shows that the fixed-θ shape depth and
the corresponding regions behave well under affine transformations, hence in particular un-
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der changes of the measurement units. In the location setup, the corresponding affine-
invariance/equivariance property is one of the classical requirements for depth; see Prop-
erty (P1) in Zuo & Serfling (2000).
Tyler shape depth is a sign concept in the sense that it depends on the underlying random
vector X only through its multivariate sign Uθ,V . In the elliptical case, it follows that, as soon
as the distribution does not charge the center of the distribution, this depth is distribution-free
in the sense that it does not depend on the distribution of the underlying generating variate R,
hence on the fact that the elliptic distribution is Gaussian, t, etc. More precisely, we have the
following result, that plays an important role for inference based on Tyler shape depth; see
Section 4.
Theorem 2.7. Let P be an elliptical probability measure over Rk with location θ0 and
shape V0. Then, (i) for some h : Pk,tr → [0, 1] that does not depend on V nor on P ,
Dθ0(V, P ) = (1− P [{θ0}])h
(
k(V
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 )
tr(V −10 V )
)
;
(ii) for k = 2,
Dθ0(V, P ) = (1− P [{θ0}])P
[
Y2 ≥ 1
2
+
1
2
[
1− det
{
2V −10 V
tr(V −10 V )
}]1/2 ]
, (2.2)
with Y2 ∼ Beta(1/2, 1/2).
This result shows that, while depth in the elliptical case depends on P through V0 and P [{θ0}],
its dependence on P [{θ0}] does not have any impact on the induced ranking of shape matrices.
The explicit bivariate elliptical depth in (2.2) is compatible with all results of this section.
In particular, it is easy to check that, provided P [{θ0}] < 1, (2.2) is uniquely maximised
at V = V0 and that the corresponding maximal depth is the one provided in Theorem 2.5.
Boundedness of all depth regions R(α, P ), α > 0, can also be seen from (2.2): if d(V, I2) con-
verges to infinity, then d(V, V0) also does, which implies that the smallest eigenvalue of V
−1
0 V ,
hence also the depth in (2.2), converges to zero. This strengthens the general result in The-
orem 2.2, that was only ensuring that the regions R(α, P ), α > P [{θ0}], are bounded (note
indeed that tθ0,P = P [{θ0}] for an elliptical probability measure).
3 Consistency results
Whenever k-variate observations X1, . . . , Xn are available, the sample (fixed-θ) depth of a
shape matrix V may simply be defined as Dθ(V, Pn), where Pn denotes the empirical proba-
bility measure associated with X1, . . . , Xn. In this section, we state a Glivenko-Cantelli-type
result for this sample depth and investigate consistency of max-depth shape estimators. The
Glivenko-Cantelli result is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and let Pn denote the empirical
probability measure associated with a random sample of size n from P . Then, for any θ ∈ Rk,
supV ∈Pk,tr |Dθ(V, Pn)−Dθ(V, P )| → 0 almost surely as n→∞.
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We illustrate this result in the bivariate elliptical case associated with Theorem 2.7(ii).
Figure 1 provides, for three different bivariate normal probability measures P , contour plots
of
(V11, V12) 7→ Dθ(V, P ), with V =
(
V11 V12
V12 2− V11
)
as well as the empirical contour plots obtained from a random sample of size n = 800 drawn
from the corresponding distributions. Clearly, the results support the consistency in Theo-
rem 3.1.
Figure 1: (First row:) Contour plots of (V11, V12) 7→ Dθ(V, P ), for V =
(
V11 V12
V12 2−V11
)
, where P
is bivariate normal with location 0 and shape VA =
(
1 0
0 1
)
(left), VB ∝
(
4 0
0 1
)
(center) and VC ∝
c
(
3 1
1 1
)
(right). (Second row:) Contour plots for (V11, V12) 7→ D0(V, Pn), where Pn is the empirical
probability measure associated with a random sample of size n = 800 from the centered bivariate normal
with shape VA (left), VB (center), and VC (right). The “true” shapes V0,P (resp., sample deepest
shapes V0,Pn) are marked in red (resp., in blue).
In the previous section, the shape Vθ,P of the probability measure P was defined as the
barycentre of the collection of P -deepest shape matrices. In the empirical case, a natural
estimator is of course the corresponding shape matrix Vθ,Pn computed from the empirical
probability measure Pn associated with the sample at hand. Since empirical probability mea-
sures are not smooth at θ, existence of deepest shape matrices in the sample case does not
rely on Theorem 2.3; existence, however, merely follows from the fact that the only possible
values of Dθ(V, Pn) are of the form `/n, ` = 0, 1, . . . , n.
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Theorem 3.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and let Pn denote the empirical
probability measure associated with a random sample of size n from P . Fix θ ∈ Rk and
assume that Rθ(tθ,P , P ) is non-empty. Then, d(Vθ,Pn , Vθ,P )→ 0 almost surely as n→∞.
The only role of the assumption that Rθ(tθ,P , P ) is non-empty is to guarantee the existence
of the (fixed-θ) shape matrix Vθ,P of P . Again, this assumption is fulfilled in particular if P is
smooth at θ. Figure 1 also supports Theorem 3.2 since, in each sample considered, the sample
deepest shape is close to its population counterpart.
4 Depth-based tests for shape
We turn to hypothesis testing and focus on one-sample shape testing in the elliptical model.
More specifically, based on a random sample X1, . . . , Xn from a k-variate elliptical distribution
with known location θ and unknown shape V , we want to testH0 : V = V0 againstH1 : V 6= V0
at level α ∈ (0, 1), where V0 ∈ Pk,tr is fixed (V0 = Ik provides the problem of testing sphericity
against elliptical alternatives). From Theorem 2.5, a natural depth-based test, φD say, rejects
the null whenever Tθ,n = Dθ(V0, Pn) < tα,n, where Pn is the empirical distribution associated
with the random sample at hand and where tα,n denotes the null α-quantile of Tθ,n. Under
the mild assumption that P does not charge the center of the distribution, Tθ,n is distribution-
free under the null, which allows to approximate tα,n, via tˆα,n say, arbitrarily well through
simulations. The resulting depth-based test then rejects the null H0 at level α whenever
T (n) < tˆα,n.
Table 1 provides estimated values of the quantiles for different values of n (namely, n = 50,
200, 500, 103 and 104) and α = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2, both for d = 2 and d = 3. All
(finite-sample) critical values were estimated on the basis of 5, 000 independent samples. Note
that, due to the discreteness of the distribution of Q
(n)
S,D, some randomisation may be necessary
(particularly so for small n) in order to achieve exact α-level.
Table 1: Estimated critical values tˆα,n from m = 5, 000 independent k-dimensional standard normal
random samples (k = 2, 3), for various values of the nominal level α and sample size n.
k = 2 (k = 3)
α \ n 50 200 500 1, 000 10, 000
0.01 0.26 (0.14) 0.38 (0.28) 0.422 (0.334) 0.443 (0.360) 0.4824 (0.4031)
0.025 0.28 (0.16) 0.385 (0.29) 0.428 (0.340) 0.448 (0.364) 0.4837 (0.4044)
0.05 0.30 (0.18) 0.395 (0.295) 0.434 (0.344) 0.452 (0.368) 0.4848 (0.4056)
0.1 0.32 (0.18) 0.405 (0.305) 0.438 (0.350) 0.457 (0.371) 0.4862 (0.4070)
0.2 0.34 (0.20) 0.415 (0.315) 0.446 (0.356) 0.462 (0.376) 0.4879 (0.4084)
We performed two simulations in the bivariate case (k = 2). The first one considers the
problem of testing sphericity about the origin (V0 = I2, θ = 0) and compares the finite-sample
powers of φD with those of some competitors. For each value of ` = 0, 1, . . . , 6 we generated
M = 3, 000 independent random samples Xi, i = 1, . . . , n of size n = 500 from the normal
with location θ = 0 and shape
V`,ξ = I2 + `ξ
(
1 0.5
0.5 −1
)
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and from the corresponding elliptical Cauchy. The value ` = 0 corresponds to the null,
whereas ` = 1, . . . , 6 provide increasingly severe alternatives. We took ξ = 0.035 and 0.045 for
the normal and Cauchy samples in order to obtain roughly the same rejection frequencies in
both cases.
For each sample, we carried out five (fixed-θ) tests at nominal level 5%: (i) the test φD
rejecting the null if Tθ,500 > tˆα,500 = 0.434; (ii) the Gaussian test from John (1972)—more
precisely, its extension to elliptical distributions with finite fourth-order moments from Hallin
& Paindaveine (2006b); (iii)-(iv) the sign test and van der Waerden signed-rank test from
the same paper; (v) the test based on the MCDγ shape estimator with γ = 0.8 (to achieve
a good balance between efficiency and robustness) from Paindaveine & Van Bever (2014).
The tests (ii)-(v) were performed based on their asymptotic null distribution. The resulting
rejection frequencies in Figure 2 reveal that the depth-based test φD performs very similarly
to (although it may be slightly dominated by) the sign test in (ii), which is in line with the
sign nature of φD. Consequently, φD performs very well under heavy tails, where it beats all
other tests. As expected, the MCD test shows low empirical powers and the Gaussian test
collapses under heavy tails.
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Figure 2: Rejection frequencies, under bivariate normal (left) and elliptical Cauchy (right) densities,
of five tests of sphericity: the Gaussian test (red), the van der Waerden signed-rank test (orange), the
sign test (green), the depth-based test (dashed green), and the MCD-based test (blue). Results are based
on 3,000 replications and the sample size is n = 500. See Section 4 for details.
The second simulation compares the five tests above in terms of robustness when test-
ing H0 : V = V0, with V0 = diag(2, 1/2) and specified location θ = 0. We focused on “level
robustness” (He et al., 1990) under various contaminations. We considered mixture distribu-
tions PX(η) = (1− η)PX + ηP Y , with η = 0 (no contamination), 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25 or
0.3 (increasingly severe contaminations). Here, X is a bivariate, normal or elliptical Cauchy,
null random vector. The bivariate random vector Y determines the contamination pattern
and was chosen as follows: (i) non-uniform directional contamination: Y has the same dis-
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tribution as the vector obtained by rotating X about the origin by an angle pi/4 radiant; (ii)
uniform directional contamination: Y has the same elliptical distribution as X but for the
fact that its shape is V = I2; (iii) radial and uniform directional contamination: Y is obtained
by multiplying by four the vector Y in (ii). The uncontaminated distribution PX puts more
mass along the horizontal axis. In (i), the contamination is directional and typically shows
along the main bisector, whereas the contamination in (ii) is uniformly distributed over the
unit circle. As for (iii), the contamination combines the directional feature of (ii) with a radial
outlyingness.
For each combination of a distribution type (normal or Cauchy), of a contamination pattern
((i)-(iii)), and of a contamination level η (η = 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25 or 0.3), we generated
3, 000 independent random samples X(η)i, i = 1, . . . , n of size n = 200. The resulting rejection
frequencies are plotted in Figure 3 and reveal the very good robustness of the depth-based
test φD. In particular, φD always dominates its sign-based competitor. The MCD test seems
to dominate φD in some configurations but, as shown in the first simulation, exhibits very
low finite-sample powers. Finally, radial outliers strongly affect the Gaussian and van der
Waerden tests.
5 Comparison with parametric depth
In this section, we shortly comment on how Tyler shape depth compares with the generic
parametric depth concept proposed in Mizera (2002). Consider a random k-vector X with a
distribution P = Pϑ0 from the parametric family P =
{
Pϑ : ϑ ∈ Θ ⊂ R`
}
and let ϑ 7→ Fϑ(X)
be a measure of fit of the parameter value ϑ for an observation X. The Mizera (2002) tangent
depth of ϑ with respect to P = PX is then TD(ϑ, P ) = D(0, P∇ϑFϑ(X)), where P∇ϑFϑ(X)
stands for the distribution of ∇ϑFϑ(X) under P . As advocated, e.g., in Mizera & Mu¨ller
(2004) and Mu¨ller (2005), a likelihood-guided approach consists in taking Fϑ(X) = logLϑ(X),
where Lϑ(X) is the likelihood of X under Pϑ. For location and shape parameters, it is natural
to consider the elliptical likelihood
x 7→ Lθ,V,g(x) = ck,g
(detV )1/2
g
({(x− θ)′V −1(x− θ)}1/2), (5.1)
where θ ∈ Rk, V ∈ Pk,tr, g : R+0 → R+0 is a smooth monotone decreasing function and
ck,g is a normalising constant. Irrespective of V and g, the resulting tangent location depth
TD(θ, P ) = D(0, P∇θ logLθ,V,g(X)) coincides with the halfspace depth of θ with respect to P .
Describing the corresponding tangent shape depth requires the following notation. Let
vech(A) be the vector stacking the upper-diagonal entries of A on top of each other and
write vech0(A) for the dk-vector (dk = k(k + 1)/2 − 1) obtained by depriving vech(A) of its
first component. Further, let Bk be the dk × k2 matrix such that B′k(vech0A) = vecA for
any k × k symmetric matrix A with trace zero. Writing ∇V for the gradient with respect
to vech0(V ), the tangent shape depth of V with respect to P = P
X is then
TDθ,g(V, P ) = D(0, P
∇V logLθ,V,g(X)),
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Figure 3: Null rejection frequencies, as a function of the contamination level η, of the same five tests
(using the same colours) as in Figure 2, under bivariate normal (left) and elliptical Cauchy (right)
densities. The labels (i)-(iii) refer to the three contaminations patterns considered; see Section 4 for
details. Results are based on 3,000 replications and the sample size is n = 200.
where the score (see Hallin & Paindaveine, 2006a or Paindaveine, 2008)
∇V logLθ,V,g(X) = 12 Bk(V ⊗2)−1/2 vec
(
ϕg
(
dθ,V
)
dθ,V Uθ,V U
′
θ,V − 1kIk
)
involves the Mahalanobis distance dθ,V = {(X − θ)′V −1(X − θ)}1/2. Tangent shape depth
is much less satisfactory than its location counterpart : first, it depends on g in (5.1); for
instance, a Gaussian likelihood and a tν likelihood will provide different tangent shape depths.
Second, more importantly, the tangent deepest shape is not Fisher-consistent under ellipticity,
irrespective of g, as the following example shows. Let X be a bivariate normal random vector
with location θ0 = 0 and shape V0 = diag(3/4, 5/4). Then it can be showed (see Lemma B.7
in the Appendix) that, even when considering the tangent shape depth associated with the
“true” location θ and function g (i.e., the one obtained with θ = θ0 and g(r) = g0(r) =
exp(−r2/2) in (5.1)), one has TDθ0,g0(V0, PX) < TDθ0,g0(I2, PX), which implies that the
true shape V0 does not maximise V 7→ TDθ0,g0(V, PX). This clearly disqualifies tangent
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depth for shape parameters. For the sake of illustration, Figure 4 plots (an estimated version
of) TDθ0,g0(Va, P
X), for Va = diag(a, 2 − a), as a function of a ∈ (0, 2). Estimation was
obtained as follows: we generated M = 100 mutually independent random samples from the
distribution PX described above. Then, for every value ai = i/100, with i = 1, . . . , 199, we
estimated TDθ0,g0(Va, P
X) by averaging over the M = 100 samples available the respective
sample depths (obtained by taking the sample halfspace depth of the score vectors). Figure 4
indeed confirms that Fisher consistency does not hold in that instance.
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Figure 4: Plot of (estimated) TDθ0,g0(Va, P
X) as function of a ∈ (0, 2), where X is bivariate gaussian
with true shape Va0 , for a0 = 3/4.
6 The unspecified location case and a real-data example
The previous sections focused on the fixed-θ shape depth Dθ(V, P ). Most of the result extend,
with only minor modifications (if any), to the unspecified-location shape depth D(V, P ) =
DθP (V, P ) from Definition 1.1. Theorems 2.1 to 2.4 hold for any fixed θ and their unspecified-
θ versions are simply obtained by substituting θP for θ throughout. In particular, the existence
of an unspecified-location deepest shape matrix is guaranteed if P is smooth at θP , or, more
generally, if R(tθP ,P , P ) is non-empty. The same construction allows to identify a unique
representative VP of the collection of deepest shape matrices. Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.7
also readily extend to the unspecified-location case since θP = θ0 for any elliptical probability
measure P with location θ0. In particular, if P is elliptical with shape V0, then the unspecified-
θ shape depth D(V, P ) is uniquely maximised at V = V0 (as soon as the distribution is not
degenerate at a single point). In view of the affine equivariance of θP (i.e., θPAX+B = AθPX+b),
the affine-invariance/equivariance properties
D
(
VA, P
AX+b
)
= D(V, PX) and R(α, PAX+b) =
{
VA : V ∈ R(α, P )
}
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directly follow from Theorem 2.6 (see this result for the definition of VA). As a matter of
fact, only the consistency results in Theorems 3.1-3.2 require stronger assumptions (absolute
continuity) in the unspecified-location case compared to the specified-location one. More
precisely, we have
Theorem 6.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk that is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure and let Pn denote the empirical probability measure associ-
ated with a random sample of size n from P . Then, (i) supV ∈Pk,tr |D(V, Pn) −D(V, P )| → 0
almost surely as n→∞; (ii) d(VPn , VP )→ 0 almost surely as n→∞.
We illustrate the use of the unspecified-location Tyler shape depth on a real data example.
For each trading day between February 1st, 2015 and February 1st, 2017, we collected every
five minutes the Nasdaq Composite and S&P500 stock indices and computed their returns,
that is, the differences between two consecutive index values. The returns on a given day
form a bivariate dataset of usually 78 observations. The exact number of observations per day
varies due to some missing values and days with less than 70 bivariate returns were discarded.
The resulting dataset comprises n = 38489 observations distributed over D = 478 trading
days.
The analysis conducted here studies the joint behavior of the bivariate returns. Its goal
is to determine which trading days present an atypical pattern, different from the “global”
behavior of the volatility. Of course, an important source of atypicality is associated with the
overall scale of the bivariate returns that alternate between periods of high and low volatility.
Such deviations, however, can easily be detected by comparing, e.g., the trace of any scatter
measure on intraday data with that on the whole dataset. Therefore, we rather focus on
detecting atypicality in the shape of the joint volatility. In other words, we aim at detecting
days for which the ratios of the marginal volatilities or the correlation between the returns
much deviate from their global behavior.
To this end, let Vˆfull denote the unspecified-location Tyler shape M -estimate computed
from the full collection of n returns, that is, (the shape part in) the solution of the empirical
version of (1.3); see Tyler (1987) or Hettmansperger & Randles (2002). For each day d =
1, . . . , D, we evaluated the depth D(Vˆfull, Pd) of the global shape estimate with respect to
the empirical distribution Pd of the bivariate returns on day d. The reason why we base
this measure of (a)typicality on Vˆfull is twofold. First, Vˆfull is a robust shape estimate which
takes into account outliers that occurs naturally in the dataset (returns at the beginning of
each trading period are notoriously more volatile and should be downweighted in the shape
estimation procedure). Second, Vˆfull is very deep in the global series of returns (denoting as Pfull
the empirical distribution of the full collection of bivariate returns, we have D(Vˆfull, Pfull) =
0.4965), hence is an excellent proxy for the (global) deepest shape matrix, whose computation
seems to be a difficult task.
The left panel of Figure 5 presents the depth values D(Vˆfull, Pd) as a function of d =
1, . . . , D. Vertical lines mark major events affecting the shape of the volatility, while the two
greyed rectangles cover two periods during which the markets notoriously knew some atypical
returns. The first period follows the devaluation of the Yuan on August 11th, 2015 which saw
rapid changes in the stock markets, including large devaluations on the “Black Monday” of
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August 24th (marked in orange). The second period covers the beginning of 2016, which was
hit by slump in oil prices, making stocks relying on oil very volatile compared to non oil-based
ones. This resulted in atypical shape behavior during the fortnight spanning January 22 -
February 9 (this last day is marked in blue, and is known to have the sharpest loss for the
S&P500 index). The other events are (3) the decision of the European Central Bank on March
10th, 2016 (in green) to extend quantitative easing thereby slashing interest rates (known to
have had a significant positive impact on both Nasdaq and S&P500, but more pronounced for
the latter), (4) the positive impact on the financial stocks following Fed officials’ comments
on the possibility of rate hike made on May 27, 2016 (in red), (5) the slump in the S&P500
Futures prices on August 15th, 2016 (in purple), and (6) the aftermath of Donald Trump’s
election at the US presidency on November 9th (in teal). All events are associated with days
known to have atypical volatilities and are seen to have a low shape depth value. Some other
major financial events – such as OPEC refusing to reduce oil production in early 2015 or the
aftermath of the Brexit vote on June 24, 2016 (midway between events (4) and (5)) – had an
effect on the overall size of the bivariate returns but not on their shape, which explains that
the corresponding days are not flagged as overly atypical by Tyler shape depth.
For the sake of comparison, we also computed the halfspace shape depth HD(Vˆfull, Pd) (see
Section 8 in Chapter I) of the global estimate for each day d. The right panel of Figure 5
provides the plot of D(Vˆfull, Pd) versus HD(Vˆfull, Pd) for d = 1, . . . , D. The plot shows a
clear positive association (correlation between the two variables is 0.6413). The following two
remarks are, however, in order. First, halfspace shape depth values seem to have a higher
concentration than Tyler’s. This is due to the fact that the former maximises a concept of
scatter depth in scale and has, possibly, more leeway to find scatter estimates better suited
to the data. Indeed, a decrease in volatility in one of the marginals might be balanced by
considering a scatter with a smaller scale and hence keep a large depth value. A byproduct
of this is the fact that, when evaluating halfspace shape depth, the (difficult) maximisation
step in scale seems to be crucial in correctly computing the depth ranking of the data (small
deviations can indeed cause changes in this ranking). More importantly, while events (1) to (3)
receive low depth with respect to both concepts, only Tyler shape depth succeeds in flagging
days associated with events (4) to (6) as “outlying”.
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Figure 5: (Left:) Plot of D(Vˆfull, Pd) as a function of d. Events (1) to (6) are described in Section 6.
(Right:) Plot of D(Vˆfull, Pd) vs HD(Vˆfull, Pd) for each trading day d. Events from the left panel are
highlighted using the same colour.
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Final comments and perspectives
In this manuscript, we developed and studied several depth notions for dispersion parame-
ters. The first one, HDP (Σ) (and the related shape and concentration concepts) is based on
halfspace considerations. The second, Dθ(V, P ) is restricted to shapes and parallels Tyler’s M
estimator of shape while allowing comparison between various shapes. The geometric struc-
ture of the parameter spaces played a crucial role in understanding the properties of the depth
regions and, in turn, of the depth functions. In particular, Riemannian topology was a key
ingredient in proving existence of deepest scatters, shape and concentration matrices. We
close this thesis with several comments on the various concepts introduced.
In Chapter I, we thoroughly investigated the structural properties of a concept of scatter
halfspace depth linked to those proposed in Zhang (2002) and Chen et al. (2017). While we
tried doing so under minimal assumptions, alternative scatter halfspace depth concepts may
actually require even weaker assumptions, but they typically would make the computational
burden heavier in the sample case. As an example, one might alternatively define the scatter
halfspace depth of Σ(∈ Pk) with respect to P as
HDsc,altP (Σ) = sup
θ∈Rk
HDscP,θ(Σ), (6.1)
where HDscP,θ(Σ) is the scatter halfspace depth associated with the constant location functional
at θ. This alternative scatter depth concept satisfies a uniform consistency result such as the
one in Theorem 2.2 without any condition on P , whereas the scatter halfspace depth HDscP,T (Σ)
in (2.1) requires that P is smooth (see Theorem 2.2). In the sample case, however, evaluation
of HDsc,altPn (Σ) is computationally much more involved than HD
sc
Pn,T
(Σ). Alternative concen-
tration and shape halfspace depth concepts may be defined along the same lines and will show
the same advantages/disadvantages. compared to those proposed in this chapter.
Another possible concept of scatter halfspace depth bypasses the need to choose a location
functional T by exploiting a pairwise difference approach; see Zhang (2002) and Chen et al.
(2017). In our notation, the resulting scatter depth of Σ with respect to P = PX is
HDsc,UP (Σ) = HD
sc
PX−X˜ ,0(Σ), (6.2)
where X˜ is an independent copy of X and where 0 denotes the origin of Rk. On one hand,
the sample version of (6.2) is a U -statistic of order two, which will increase the computational
burden compared to the sample version of (2.1). On the other hand, uniform consistency
results for (6.2) (which here follow from Glivenko-Cantelli results for U -processes, such as
the one in Corollary 3.3 from Arcones & Gine´, 1993) will again hold without any assump-
tion on P , which is due to the fact that, as already mentioned, the smoothness assumption
in Theorem 2.2 is superfluous when a constant location functional T is used. At first sight,
thus, the pros and cons for (6.2) are parallel to those for (6.1), that is, weaker distributional
assumptions are obtained at the expense of computational ease. However, (6.2) suffers from
a major disadvantage: it does not provide Fisher consistency at the elliptical model (see (Q2)
in Section 5). This results from the fact that if P = PX is elliptical with location θ and
scatter Σ, then PX−X˜ is elliptical with location 0 and scatter cPΣ, where the scalar factor cP
depends on the type of elliptical distribution: for multinormal and Cauchy elliptical distri-
butions, e.g., cP = 2 and 4, respectively, so that if one replaces X − X˜ with (X − X˜)/
√
2
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to achieve Fisher consistency at the multinormal, then Fisher consistency will still not hold
at the Cauchy. Actually, the maximiser of HDsc,UP (Σ) is useless as a measure of scatter for
the original probability measure P , as its interpretation requires knowing which type of ellip-
tical distribution P is. This disqualifies the pairwise difference scatter depth, as well as the
companion concentration depth. Note, however, that the corresponding shape depth will not
suffer from this Fisher consistency problem since the normalisation of scatter matrices into
shape matrices will get rid of the scalar factor cP .
As both previous paragraphs suggest and as it is often the case with statistical depth,
computational aspects are key for the application of the proposed depths. Evaluating (good
approximations of) the scatter halfspace depth HDscPn,T (Σ) of a given Σ can of course be done
for very small dimensions k = 2 or 3 by simply sampling the unit sphere Sk−1. Even for
such small dimensions, however, computing the halfspace deepest scatter is non-trivial: while
scatter halfspace depth relies on a low-dimensional (that is, k-dimensional) projection-pursuit
approach, identifying the halfspace deepest scatter indeed requires exploring the collection of
scatter matrices Pk, that is of higher dimension, namely of dimension k(k+1)/2. Fortunately,
the fixed-location scatter halfspace depth — hence, also its T -version proposed here after
appropriate centering of the observations — can be computed in higher dimensions through the
algorithm proposed in Chen et al. (2017), where the authors performed simulations requiring
to compute the deepest scatter matrix for dimensions and sample sizes as large as 10 and 2000,
respectively. Their implementation of this algorithm is available as an R package at https:
//github.com/ChenMengjie/DepthDescent.
The concept of scatter halfspace depth also makes sense when the parameter space is the
compactification of Pk, that is, is the collection Pk of k × k symmetric positive semi-definite
matrices. Interestingly, it is actually easier to investigate the properties of scatter halfspace
depth over Pk than over Pk. The F -continuity and F -boundedness results in Theorems 3.1-3.2
extend, mutatis mutandis, to Pk. Unlike (Pk, dF ), the metric space (Pk, dF ) is complete, so
that the regions RscP,T (α) are then F -compact for any α > 0. Consequently, a trivial adaptation
of the proof of Theorem 4.3 allows to show that there always exists a halfspace deepest scatter
matrix in Pk. It is fortunate that these neat results can be established by considering the
F -distance only, as the geodesic distance, that is unbounded on Pk×Pk, could not have been
considered here. Of course, in many applications, Pk remains the natural parameter space
since many multivariate statistics procedures will require inverting scatter matrices. In such
applications, it will be of little help to practitioners that the deepest halfspace scatter matrix
belongs to Pk \ Pk, which explains why our detailed investigation focusing on Pk is of key
importance.
Perspectives for future research are rich and diverse. The proposed halfspace depth con-
cepts for scatter, concentration and shape can be extended to other scatter functionals of
interest. In particular, halfspace depths that are relevant for PCA could result from the “pro-
file depth” approach in Section 7. For instance, the T -“first principal direction” halfspace
depth of β(∈ Sk−1) with respect to the probability measure P over Rk can be defined as
HD1
stpd
P,T (β) = sup
Σ∈Pk,1,β
HDscP,T (Σ), with Pk,1,β := {Σ ∈ Pk : Σβ = λ1(Σ)β}.
The halfspace deepest first principal direction is a promising robust estimator of the true
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underlying first principal direction, at least under ellipticity. Obviously, the depth of any
other principal direction, or the depth of any eigenvalue, can be defined accordingly. Another
direction of research is to explore inferential applications of the proposed depths. Clearly, point
estimation is to be based on halfspace deepest scatter, concentration or shape matrices; Chen
et al. (2017) partly studied this already for scatter in high dimensions. Hypothesis testing is
also of primary interest. In particular, a natural test for H0 : Σ = Σ0, where Σ0 ∈ Pk is fixed,
would reject the null for small values of HDscPn,T (Σ0). For shape matrices, a test of sphericity
would similarly reject the null for small values of HDsh,SPn,T (Ik). These topics are beyond the
scope of this manuscript.
We conclude with a comparison between the shape depth concepts introduced in both
chapters. In its specified-θ version, halfspace shape depth is obtained as HDθ(V, P ) =
supσ2>0HD
sc
θ (σ
2V, P ), where HDscθ (·, P ) is the companion concept of halfspace depth for (un-
normalised) scatter matrices. The halfspace shape depth HDθ(V, P ) therefore requires a (deli-
cate) maximisation in σ2 of the halfspace scatter depth, that itself requires a projection-pursuit
optimisation in Rk. In comparison, Tyler shape depth has the advantage to be intrinsically a
depth for shape matrices. A possible drawback of Tyler shape depth, however, is that it in
principle requires to evaluate halfspace (location) depth in Rk2 , which is computationally pro-
hibitive even for relatively small dimensions k. Interestingly, it can be showed that Tyler shape
depth only requires evaluating halfspace depth in Rdk (recall that we let dk = k(k + 1)/2− 1
above). This is proved in Theorem B.1, which closes the Appendix.
From a computational point of view, thus, Tyler shape depth competes well for k = 2
and 3 with its halfspace counterpart; the latter, however, would dominate Tyler shape depth
in this respect for larger dimensions k. Most importantly, a strong advantage of Tyler shape
depth over its halfspace competitor is its distribution-freeness (Theorem 2.7), which results
from the sign nature of the concept. As illustrated in Section 4 of Chapter II, distribution-
freeness allows to perform inference on Tyler shape depth in the elliptical framework. This
cannot be done with the halfspace shape depth that turns out to crucially depend on the type
of elliptical distribution at hand.
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A Proofs from Chapter I
This first section of the Appendix collects all proofs from Chapter I. In the proofs below, we
will often use the fact that
HDscP,T (Σ) = infu
min
(
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σu ], P [|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σu ])
= min
(
inf
u
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σu ], inf
u
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σu ]),
where all infima are over the unit sphere Sk−1 of Rk.
A.1 Proofs from Section 2
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix A ∈ GLk and b ∈ Rk. By using the affine-equivariance of T (that
is, TPA,b = ATP + b) and letting uA := A
′u/‖A′u‖, we obtain
HDscPA,b,T (AΣA
′)
= inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P
[|u′A(X − TP )| ≤ √u′AΣA′u ], P [|u′A(X − TP )| ≥ √u′AΣA′u ])
= inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P
[|u′A(X − TP )| ≤√u′AΣuA ], P [|u′A(X − TP )| ≥√u′AΣuA ])
= HDscP,T (Σ),
where the last equality follows from the fact that the mapping u 7→ uA is a one-to-one trans-
formation of Sk−1.
We now establish the explicit scatter halfspace depth expression (2.7) in the independent
Cauchy case. For that purpose, consider again a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xk)
′ with
independent Cauchy marginals. Using the fact that, for any non-negative real numbers a`, ` =
1, . . . , k, the random variables
∑k
`=1 a`X` and (
∑k
`=1 a`)X1 then share the same distribution,
we obtain that, denoting by ‖x‖1 =
∑k
`=1 |x`| the L1-norm of x = (x1, . . . , xk)′,
P
[|u′X| ≤ √u′Σu ] = P [‖u‖1 |X1| ≤ √u′Σu ] = 2Ψ(√u′Σu‖u‖1
)
− 1,
where Ψ is the Cauchy cumulative distribution function. Therefore, if T is centro-equivariant,
we obtain
HDscP,T (Σ) = min
(
2Ψ
(
inf
u∈Sk−1
√
u′Σu
‖u‖1
)
− 1, 2− 2Ψ
(
sup
u∈Sk−1
√
u′Σu
‖u‖1
))
= 2 min
(
Ψ
(
min
v
√
v′Σv
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(maxv √v′Σv )
)
,
where the minimum and maximum in v are over the unit L1-sphere {v ∈ Rk : ‖v‖1 = 1}. The
formula (2.7) then follows from the following result.
Lemma A.1. For any Σ ∈ Pk, the maximal and minimal values of v′Σv when v runs over
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the L1-sphere {v ∈ Rk : ‖v‖1 =
∑k
i=1 |vi| = 1} are max(diag(Σ)) and 1/maxs(s′Σ−1s),
respectively, where maxs is the maximum over s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k.
Proof of Lemma A.1. We start with the following considerations. In dimension k, the L1-
sphere can be parametrised as
vs,t = (s1t1, s2t2, . . . , sk−1tk−1, sk(1− t1 − . . .− tk−1))′,
where s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k and (t1, . . . , tk−1) ∈ Simplk−1 := {(t1, . . . ,
tk−1) : t1 ≥ 0, . . . , tk−1 ≥ 0, t1 + . . . + tk−1 ≤ 1}. Clearly, symmetry of the L1-sphere and of
the function to be maximised/minimised allows to restrict to sk = 1. Now, for any given s of
the form (s1, . . . , sk−1, 1), consider the function
fs : Simplk−1 → R
t = (t1, . . . , tk−1) 7→ v′s,tΣvs,t.
This function is twice differentiable, with a gradient ∇fs(t) whose ith component is
∂
∂ti
fs(t) = (0, ..., 0, si, 0, . . . ,−1)Σvs,t + v′s,tΣ(0, ..., 0, si, 0, . . . ,−1)′
= 2(0, ..., 0, si, 0, . . . ,−1)Σvs,t
and a Hessian matrix Hs(t) whose (i, j)-entry is
∂2
∂titj
fs(t) = 2(0, ..., 0, si, 0, . . . ,−1)Σ(0, ..., 0, sj , 0, . . . ,−1)′.
Now, for any z ∈ Rk−1,
z′Hs(t)z = 2(s1z1, ..., skzk,−z1 − . . .− zk)Σ(s1z1, ..., skzk,−z1 − . . .− zk)′ ≥ 0,
with equality if and only if z = 0. Therefore, fs is strictly convex over Simplk−1.
Let us start with the maximum. For a given s, strict convexity of fs implies that the
maximum of fs can only be achieved at ei,k−1, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, where ei,` stands for the ith
vector of the canonical basis of R`, or at 0(∈ Rk−1). Since fs(ei,k−1) = Σii, i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
and fs(0) = Σkk, it follows that the maximal value of fs over Simplk−1 is max(diag(Σ)).
Since this is the case for any s, we conclude that the maximum of v′Σv over the L1-sphere is
itself max(diag(Σ)).
Let us then turn to the minimum. The minimum of fs, when extended into a (still strictly
convex) function defined on Rk−1, is the solution of the gradient conditions
(0, ..., 0, si, 0, . . . ,−1)Σvs,t = 0, i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
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Writing simply ek = ek,k for the kth vector of the canonical basis of Rk and letting
Ss =

s1 −1
. . .
...
sk−1 −1
 ,
these gradient conditions rewrite SsΣ(ek + S
′
st) = 0 (recall that we restricted to sk = 1), and
their unique solution in Rk−1 is tmins := −(SsΣS′s)−1SsΣek.
It will be useful below to have a more explicit expression of tmins . Note that the gradient
conditions above state that Σ(ek + S
′
st
min
s ) is in the null space of Ss. Since this null space is
easily checked to be {λs : λ ∈ R}, this implies that ek + S′stmins = λΣ−1s for some λ ∈ R.
Premultiplying both sides of this equation by s′, we obtain 1 = λs′Σ−1s, which yields λ =
1/(s′Σ−1s). Thus,
ek + S
′
st
min
s =
1
s′Σ−1s
Σ−1s. (A.1)
In the first k − 1 components, this yields (after multiplication by si)
(tmins )i =
sie
′
iΣ
−1s
s′Σ−1s
, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, (A.2)
while the kth component provides (still with sk = 1)
1−
k−1∑
i=1
(tmins )i =
e′kΣ
−1s
s′Σ−1s
=
ske
′
kΣ
−1s
s′Σ−1s
· (A.3)
Strict convexity of fs implies that its minimal value over Rk−1 is fs(tmins ). By using (A.1),
this minimal value takes the form
fs(t
min
s ) = v
′
s,tmins
Σvs,tmins = (ek + S
′
st
min
s )
′Σ(ek + S′st
min
s ) =
1
s′Σ−1s
·
Now, consider an arbitrary sign k-vector s∗ that maximises s′Σ−1s among the 2k−1 corre-
sponding sign vectors s to be considered (the last component of s is still fixed to one). Assume
for a moment that tmins∗ is in the interior of Simplk−1. Since it is the minimal value of fs∗
over Rk−1, fs∗(tmins∗ ) = 1/(s
′∗Σ−1s∗) of courses minimises fs∗ over Simplk−1. Pick then another
sign vector s. By construction, 1/(s′∗Σ−1s∗) is smaller than or equal to fs(tmins ) = 1/(s′Σ−1s),
which, as the minimal value of fs when extended to Rk−1, can only be smaller than or equal
to the minimal value of fs over Simplk−1. Therefore, 1/(s′∗Σ−1s∗) is then the minimal value
of v′Σ−1v over the unit L1-sphere.
It thus remains to show that tmins∗ indeed belongs to the interior of Simplk−1. Equivalently
(in view of (A.2)-(A.3)), it remains to show that s∗ie′iΣ
−1s∗ > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. Assume then
that s∗`e′`Σ
−1s∗ ≤ 0 for some `. Defining s∗∗ as the vector obtained from s∗ by only changing
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the sign of its `th component, that is, putting s∗∗ := s∗ − 2s∗`e`, we have
s′∗∗Σ
−1s∗∗ − s′∗Σ−1s∗ = (s∗ − 2s∗`e`)′Σ−1(s∗ − 2s∗`e`)− s′∗Σ−1s∗
= −4s∗`e′`Σ−1(s∗ − s∗`e`) = −4s∗`e′`Σ−1s∗ + 4e′`Σ−1e` > 0,
which contradicts the maximality property of s∗.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 requires Lemmas A.2-A.4 below. Before proceeding, we introduce
the inner and outer “slabs”
H inu,c := {x ∈ Rk : |u′x| ≤ c} and Houtu,c := {x ∈ Rk : |u′x| ≥ c}.
Henceforth, the superscript “in/out” is to be read as “in (resp., out)”. We will further
write B(θ, r) for the ball {x ∈ Rk : ‖x− θ‖ < r} and B¯(θ, r) for its closure.
Lemma A.2. Let P,Q be two probability measures over Rk. Define
HD
in/out
P,T (Σ) := inf
u∈Sk−1
P [TP + Σ
1/2H in/outu ],
with H
in/out
u := H
in/out
u,1 . Then, for any Σ ∈ Pk,
|HDin/outP,T (Σ)−HDin/outQ,T (Σ)|
≤ sup
C∈Cin/out
|P [C]−Q[C]|+ sup
C∈Cin/out0
|P [TQ + C]− P [TP + C]|,
where we let Cin/out := {θ + H in/outu,c : (θ, u, c) ∈ Rk × Sk−1 × R+0 } and Cin/out0 := {H in/outu,c :
(u, c) ∈ Sk−1 × R+0 }.
Proof of Lemma A.2. We prove only the “in” result, since the proof of the “out” result is
entirely similar. First assume that HDinP,T (Σ) ≥ HDinQ,T (Σ). Then, for any ε > 0, there
exists u0 = u0(Σ, Q, ε) such that Q[TQ + Σ
1/2H inu0 ] ≤ HDinQ,T (Σ) + ε, so that
|HDinP,T (Σ)−HDinQ,T (Σ)| = HDinP,T (Σ)−HDinQ,T (Σ)
≤ P [TP + Σ1/2H inu0 ]−Q[TQ + Σ1/2H inu0 ] + ε
≤ P [TQ + Σ1/2H inu0 ]−Q[TQ + Σ1/2H inu0 ]
+P [TP + Σ
1/2H inu0 ]− P [TQ + Σ1/2H inu0 ] + ε
≤ sup
C∈Cin
|P [C]−Q[C]|+ sup
C∈Cin0
|P [TQ + C]− P [TP + C]|+ ε.
Similarly, if HDinP,T (Σ) ≤ HDinQ,T (Σ), then, for any ε > 0, there exists u1 = u1(Σ, P, ε) such
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that P [TP + Σ
1/2H inu1 ] ≤ HDinP,T (Σ) + ε, so that
|HDinP,T (Σ)−HDinQ,T (Σ)| = HDinQ,T (Σ)−HDinP,T (Σ)
≤ Q[TQ + Σ1/2H inu1 ]− P [TP + Σ1/2H inu1 ] + ε
≤ Q[TQ + Σ1/2H inu1 ]− P [TQ + Σ1/2H inu1 ]
+P [TQ + Σ
1/2H inu1 ]− P [TP + Σ1/2H inu1 ] + ε
≤ sup
C∈Cin
|P [C]−Q[C]|+ sup
C∈Cin0
|P [TQ + C]− P [TP + C]|+ ε.
Since, in both cases, the result holds for any ε > 0, the result is proved.
Lemma A.3. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and K be a compact subset of Rk. For
any c > 0, let sKP (c) := sup(θ,u)∈K×Sk−1 P [|u′(X − θ)| ≤ c] and write sKP := sKP (0). Then (i)
sKP (c)→ sKP as c >→ 0 and (ii) sKP = P [u′0(X − θ0) = 0] for some (θ0, u0) ∈ K × Sk−1.
Proof of Lemma A.3. Clearly, sKP (c) is increasing in c over [0,∞), which guarantees that s˜KP :=
lim
c
>→0 s
K
P (c) exists and satisfies s˜
K
P ≥ sKP . Now, fix an arbitrary decreasing sequence (cn)
converging to 0 and consider a sequence ((θn, un)) in K × Sk−1 such that
P [|u′n(X − θn) ≤ cn] ≥ sKP (cn)− (1/n).
Compactness of K×Sk−1 guarantees the existence of a subsequence ((θn` , un`)) that converges
in K × Sk−1, to (θ0, u0) say. Clearly, without loss of generality, we can assume that (u′n`u0)
is an increasing sequence and that ‖θn` − θ0‖ is a decreasing sequence (if that is not the case,
one can always extract a further subsequence which meets these monotonicity properties). Let
then B¯` := B¯(θ0, ‖θn` − θ0‖) and C` := {u ∈ Sk−1 : u′u0 ≥ u′n`u0}. Clearly, B¯` and C` are
decreasing sequences of sets, with ∩`B¯` = {θ0} and ∩`C` = {u0}. Therefore,
lim
`→∞
r` := lim
`→∞
P [X ∈ ∪θ∈B¯` ∪u∈C` {x = θ + y : |u′y| ≤ cn`}]
= P [u′0(X − θ0) = 0].
Now, for any `, r` ≥ P [|u′n`(X − θn`)| ≤ cn` ] ≥ sKP (cn`) − (1/n`), which implies that sKP ≥
P [|u′0(X − θ0)| = 0] ≥ s˜KP . Therefore, s˜KP = sKP = P [|u′0(X − θ0)| = 0].
Lemma A.4. Let P be a smooth probability measure over Rk and fix θ0 ∈ Rk. Then
sup
(u,c)∈Sk−1×R+0
|P [θ +H in/outu,c ]− P [θ0 +H in/outu,c ]| → 0
as θ → θ0.
Proof of Lemma A.4. We start with the “in” result. Fix ε > 0. Pick c1 > 0 large enough
to have P [B(θ0, c1/2)] ≥ 1 − (ε/2). Pick then c0 ∈ (0, c1) such that sB¯(θ0,2c1)P (c0) < ε/2
for any c ∈ (0, c0] (existence of such a c0 is guaranteed by Lemma A.3 and the smoothness
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assumption on P ). Then,
sup
(u,c)∈Sk−1×R+0
|P [θ +H inu,c]− P [θ0 +H inu,c]| = max
(
Qin0,c0 , Q
in
c0,c1 , Q
in
c1,∞
)
,
where Qin0,c0 , Q
in
c0,c1 and Q
in
c1,∞ are the suprema of |P [θ + H inu,c] − P [θ0 + H inu,c]| over u ∈ Sk−1
and, respectively, c ∈ (0, c0], c ∈ (c0, c1] and c ∈ (c1,∞). Now, fix δ ∈ (0,min(c0, c1/2))
and let θ ∈ B(θ0, δ).
(i) The choice of c0 implies
Qin0,c0 ≤ sup
u∈Sk−1
P [θ +H inu,c0 ] + sup
u∈Sk−1
P [θ0 +H
in
u,c0 ]
≤ 2 sup
(θ,u)∈B¯(θ0,2c1)×Sk−1
P [θ +H inu,c0 ] ≤ ε. (A.4)
(ii) Let u ∈ Sk−1 and c ≥ c0. Assume, without loss of generality, that u′(θ − θ0) ≥ 0 (the
case u′(θ − θ0) ≤ 0 proceeds similarly). The set θ +H inu,c rewrites
θ +H inu,c = {θ + x : |u′x| ≤ c} = {θ0 + y : |u′y − (u′(θ − θ0))| ≤ c}.
Therefore,
|P [θ +H inu,c]− P [θ0 +H inu,c]|
≤ P
[
{θ0 + y : −c ≤ u′y ≤ −c+ u′(θ − θ0)}
]
+P
[
{θ0 + y : c ≤ u′y ≤ c+ u′(θ − θ0)}
]
≤ P
[
{θ0 + y : −c ≤ u′y ≤ −c+ δ}
]
+P
[
{θ0 + y : c ≤ u′y ≤ c+ δ}
]
. (A.5)
(iia) For u ∈ Sk−1 and c0 < c ≤ c1, set θ1 = θ0 − cu + δu/2 and θ2 = θ0 + cu + δu/2. It
holds {θ0 + y : −c ≤ u′y ≤ −c + δ} = {θ1 + x : |u′x| ≤ δ/2} and {θ0 + y : c ≤ u′y ≤ cδ} =
{θ2 +x : |u′x| ≤ δ/2}. Since sB¯(θ0,2c1)P (δ/2) ≤ sB¯(θ0,2c1)P (c0) < ε/2 and ‖θ`−θ0‖ ≤ c+δ/2 < 2c1
(` = 1, 2), (A.5) yields
Qinc0,c1 ≤ 2 sup
(θ,u)∈B¯(θ0,2c1)×Sk−1
P
[
{θ + x : |u′x| ≤ δ/2}
]
≤ ε. (A.6)
(iib) For u ∈ Sk−1 and c > c1, the sets {θ0+y : −c ≤ u′y ≤ −c+δ} and {θ0+y : c ≤ u′y ≤ c+δ}
lie outside the ball B(θ0, c1/2) since −c + δ < −c + (c1/2) < −c1/2 and c > c1 > c1/2,
respectively. Therefore, it follows from (A.5) that
Qinc1,∞ ≤ 2P
[
Rk \B(θ0, c1/2)] ≤ ε. (A.7)
According to (A.4), (A.6) and (A.7), all three quantities Qin0,c0 , Q
in
c0,c1 and Q
in
c1,∞ are bounded
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by ε as soon as ‖θ − θ0‖ < δ, which concludes the proof of the “in” result.
The proof of the “out” result proceeds similarly. For the same choices of c0, c1 and δ, and
the respective suprema Qout0,c0 , Q
out
c0,c1 and Q
out
c1,∞, it holds
Qoutc1,∞ ≤ sup
u∈Sk−1
P [θ +Houtu,c1 ] + sup
u∈Sk−1
P [θ0 +H
out
u,c1 ]
≤ 2 sup
(θ,u)∈B¯(θ0,c1/2)×Sk−1
P
[
Rk \B(θ0, c1/2)
] ≤ ε.
Moreover, the inequality Qout0,c0 ≤ ε follows from the fact that
|P [θ +Houtu,c ]− P [θ0 +Houtu,c ]| ≤ P [θ +H inu,c0 ] + P [θ0 +H inu,c0 ]
for c ≤ c0. Finally, it can be proved that Qoutc0,c1 ≤ ε along the exact same lines as above. The
“out” result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The collection H of all halfspaces in Rk is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class;
see, e.g., page 152 of Van der Vaart & Wellner (1996). Hence, Lemma 2.6.17 of the same
implies that HuH := {H1∩H2 : H1, H2 ∈ H} and HunionsqH := {H1∪H2 : H1, H2 ∈ H} are also
Vapnik-Chervonenkis classes. Consequently, using henceforth the notation from Lemma A.2,
Cin(⊂ H uH) and Cout(⊂ H unionsqH) are themselves Vapnik-Chervonenkis classes, which implies
that
sup
C∈Cin
|Pn[C]− P [C]| → 0 and sup
C∈Cout
|Pn[C]− P [C]| → 0 (A.8)
almost surely as n→∞. Also, since TPn → TP almost surely as n→∞, Lemma A.4 entails
sup
C∈Cin0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]| → 0 and sup
C∈Cout0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]| → 0 (A.9)
almost surely as n→∞.
Now, by using Lemma A.2, we obtain that, for any Σ ∈ Pk,
|HDscPn,T (Σ)−HDscP,T (Σ)|
= |min(HDinPn,T (Σ), HDoutPn,T (Σ))−min(HDinP,T (Σ), HDoutP,T (Σ))|
≤ max (|HDinPn,T (Σ)−HDinP,T (Σ)|, |HDoutPn,T (Σ)−HDoutP,T (Σ)|)
≤ max
(
sup
C∈Cin
|Pn[C]− P [C]|+ sup
C∈Cin0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]|,
sup
C∈Cout
|Pn[C]− P [C]|+ sup
C∈Cout0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]|
)
.
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Consequently,
sup
Σ∈Pk
|HDscPn,T (Σ)−HDscP,T (Σ)|
≤ max
(
sup
C∈Cin
|Pn[C]− P [C]|+ sup
C∈Cin0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]|,
sup
C∈Cout
|Pn[C]− P [C]|+ sup
C∈Cout0
|P [TPn + C]− P [TP + C]|
)
,
which, in view of (A.8) and (A.9), establishes the result.
We close this section by proving that the Tukey median θP is strongly consistent without
any assumption on P .
Lemma A.5. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and Pn denote the empirical measure
associated with a random sample of size n from P . Then θPn → θP almost surely as n→∞.
Proof of Lemma A.5. For any θ ∈ Rk and any probability measureQ over Rk, denote byHDlocQ (θ)
the location halfspace depth of θ with respect to Q. Recall that we defined θQ as the barycen-
tre of M locQ = {θ ∈ Rk : HDlocQ (θ) = maxη∈Rk HDlocQ (η)}. It is well known that θ 7→ HDlocQ (θ)
is upper semicontinuous; see, e.g., Lemma 6.1 in Donoho & Gasko (1992). In general, this
function is not uniquely maximised at θQ. However, it is easy to define a modified depth func-
tion θ 7→ HDlocQ,mod(θ) that is still upper semicontinuous, agrees with θ 7→ HDlocQ (θ) on Rk/M locQ ,
and for which θQ is the unique maximiser. In view of the uniform consistency of location half-
space depth (see, e.g., (6.2) and (6.6) in Donoho & Gasko, 1992), the result then follows from
Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 14.3 in Kosorok (2008).
A.2 Proofs from Section 3
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) Fix u ∈ Sk−1. Since H inu := {x ∈ Rk : |u′x| ≤ 1} is a closed
subset of Rk, the mapping P 7→ P [H inu ] is upper semicontinuous for weak convergence. Now,
Slutzky’s lemma entails that, as dF (Σ,Σ0)→ 0, the measure defined by B 7→ P [TP + Σ1/2B]
converges weakly to the one defined by B 7→ P [TP +Σ1/20 B]. Therefore, Σ 7→ P [TP +Σ1/2H inu ]
is upper F -semicontinuous at Σ0. Since H
out
u := {x ∈ Rk : |u′x| ≥ 1} is also a closed subset
of Rk, the same argument shows that Σ 7→ P [TP +Σ1/2Houtu ] is upper F -semicontinuous at Σ0.
Therefore
Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) = min
(
inf
u∈Sk−1
P [TP + Σ
1/2H inu ], inf
u∈Sk−1
P [TP + Σ
1/2Houtu ]
)
,
is upper F -semicontinuous (recall that the infimum of a collection of upper semicontinuous
functions is upper semicontinuous).
(ii) The result directly follows from the fact that RscP,T (α) is the inverse image of [α,+∞)
by the upper F -semicontinuous function Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ).
(iii) Fix a sequence (Σn) in Pk converging to Σ0 with respect to the Frobenius distance.
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With the same notation as in the proof of (i), note that, for any Σ,
HDscP,T (Σ) = inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P [TP + Σ
1/2H inu ], P [TP + Σ
1/2Houtu ]
)
.
For any n, pick then un(∈ Sk−1) such that
min
(
P [TP + Σ
1/2
n H
in
un ], P [TP + Σ
1/2
n H
out
un ]
)
≤ HDscP,T (Σn) +
1
n
·
Compactness of Sk−1 implies that we can extract a subsequence (un`) of (un) that converges
to u0(∈ Sk−1). Writing I[C] for the indicator function of the set C, the dominated convergence
theorem then yields that
P [TP + Σ
1/2
n`
H inun`
]− P [TP + Σ1/20 H inu0 ]
=
∫
Rk
(I[TP + Σ1/2n` H
in
un`
]− I[TP + Σ1/20 H inu0 ]) dP → 0
as ` → ∞ (the smoothness assumption on P guarantees that I[TP + Σ1/2n` H inun` ] − I[TP +
Σ
1/2
0 H
in
u0 ] → 0 P -almost everywhere). Proceeding in the same way, we obtain that P [TP +
Σ
1/2
n` H
out
un`
]− P [TP + Σ1/20 Houtu0 ]→ 0 as `→∞. Consequently,
lim inf
n→∞ HD
sc
P,T (Σn) = lim infn→∞ min
(
P [TP + Σ
1/2
n H
in
un ], P [TP + Σ
1/2
n H
out
un ]
)
= lim inf
`→∞
min
(
P [TP + Σ
1/2
n`
H inun`
], P [TP + Σ
1/2
n`
Houtun`
]
)
= min
(
P [TP + Σ
1/2
0 H
in
u0 ], P [TP + Σ
1/2
0 H
out
u0 ]
)
≥ HDscP,T (Σ0).
We conclude that, if P is smooth at Tp, then Σ→ HDscP,T (Σ) is also lower F -semicontinuous,
hence F -continuous.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix α > 0. Note that λ1(Σ) ≥ ‖Σ‖F /
√
k ≥ (‖Σ−Ik‖F−‖Ik‖F )/
√
k for
any Σ ∈ Pk. Therefore, denoting by v1(Σ) an arbitrary unit eigenvector associated with λ1(Σ),
we have that, for any Σ /∈ BF (Ik, r),
HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σu ]
≤ P [|v′1(Σ)(X − TP )| ≥
√
λ1(Σ)] ≤ P
[
‖X − TP ‖ ≥ (r−1)
1/2
k1/4
]
,
which can be made strictly smaller than α for r large enough. This confirms that, for r large
enough, RscP,T (α) is included in the ball BF (Ik, r), hence is F -bounded.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (i) With Σt = (1− t)Σa + tΣb, we clearly have that, for any u ∈ Sk−1,
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min(u′Σau, u′Σbu) ≤ u′Σtu ≤ max(u′Σau, u′Σbu). This entails that, for any u ∈ Sk−1,
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σtu ]
≥ min(P [|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σau ], P [|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σbu ])
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb))
and
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σtu ]
≥ min(P [|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σau ], P [|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σbu ])
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)).
The result follows. (ii) If both Σa,Σb ∈ RscP,T (α), then Part (i) of the result entails that, for
any t ∈ [0, 1], HDscP,T (Σt) ≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) ≥ α, so that Σt ∈ RscP,T (α).
A.3 Proofs from Section 4
For the sake of completeness, we prove the following result.
Lemma A.6. Let R be a g-bounded subset of Pk. Then R is totally g-bounded, that is, for
any ε, there exist Σi, i = 1, . . . ,m = m(ε) such that R ⊂ ∪mi=1Bg(Σi, ε).
Proof of Lemma A.6. As a mapping from the metric space (Sk, dF ) (recall that dF denotes
the Frobenius distance) to the metric space (Pk, dg), A 7→ exp(A) is continuous; see the
proof of Proposition 10 in Bhatia & Holbrook (2006). Denoting, for any A ∈ Sk, as vech(A)
the vector obtained by stacking the upper-diagonal entries of A on top of each other, the
mapping v 7→ vech−1(v) from (Rk(k+1)/2, dE) (equipped with the usual Euclidean distance dE)
to (Sk, dF ) is trivially continuous, so that the mapping f : (Rk(k+1)/2, dE) → (Pk, dg) : v 7→
f(v) := exp(vech−1(v)) is also continuous.
Now, fix ε > 0, pick r > 0 such that R is included in the closed ball B¯ := B¯g(Ik, r) :=
{Σ ∈ Pk : dg(Σ, Ik) ≤ r}, and consider the resulting open covering {Bg(Σ, ε) : Σ ∈ B¯} of B¯.
From continuity, C := {f−1(Bg(Σ, ε)) : Σ ∈ B¯} is an open covering of the closed set f−1(B¯)
in Rk(k+1)/2. It is easy to check that, for any Σ ∈ B¯, λ1(Σ) ≤ exp(r/
√
k), so that f−1(B¯)
is bounded, hence compact. Therefore, a finite subcovering {f−1(Bg(Σi, ε)) : i = 1, . . . ,m}
of f−1(B¯) can be extracted from C, which provides the desired finite covering {Bg(Σi, ε) : i =
1, . . . ,m} of B¯, hence of R, with open g-balls of radius ε.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Assume first that sP,T < 1/2 and fix ε > 0. We will then prove
that RscP,T (sP,T + ε) is g-bounded by showing that, for r > 0 large enough, it is included in the
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g-ball Bg(Ik, r). To do so, first note that (4.1) entails
dg(Σ, Ik) =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(log λi(Σ))2 ≤
√
k max(| log λ1(Σ)|, | log λk(Σ)|)
=
√
k max(log λ1(Σ), log λ
−1
k (Σ)). (A.10)
Therefore, Σ /∈ Bg(Ik, r) implies that (i) λ1(Σ) > exp(r/
√
k) or (ii) λk(Σ) < exp(−r/
√
k) (or
both). In case (i),
HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ √u′Σu ]
≤ P [|v′1(Σ)(X − TP )| ≥
√
λ1(Σ)]
≤ P [|v′1(Σ)(X − TP )| ≥ exp(r/2
√
k)]
≤ P [‖X − TP ‖ ≥ exp(r/2
√
k)],
which can be made smaller than ε (hence, smaller than sP,T +ε) for r large enough. In case (ii),
we have that, using the notation sKP (·) from Lemma A.3,
HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ √u′Σu ]
≤ P [|v′k(Σ)(X − TP )| ≤ λ1/2k (Σ)]
≤ s{TP }P (λ1/2k (Σ)) ≤ s{TP }P (exp(−r/2
√
k)),
which, in view of Lemma A.3(i), can be made smaller than sP,T + ε for r large enough. We
conclude that, for α > sP,T , R
sc
P,T (α) is g-bounded, hence also (Lemma A.6) totally g-bounded.
Since it is also g-closed (which follows from Theorem 4.1(ii)), it is g-compact (recall from
Section 4 that, in a complete metric space, any closed and totally bounded set is compact).
Finally, if sP,T ≥ 1/2, then, with u0 ∈ Sk−1 such that P [|u′0(X − TP )| = 0] = sP,T
(existence is guaranteed in Lemma A.3(ii); take K = {TP } there), we have HDscP,T (Σ) ≤
P [|u′0(X − TP )| ≥
√
u′0Σu0] ≤ P [|u′0(X − TP )| > 0] = 1 − sP,T , so that RscP,T (α) is empty for
any α > 1− sP,T = αP,T .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. By assumption, α∗P,T = supΣ∈Pk HD
sc
P,T (Σ) ≥ αP,T since RscP,T (αP,T ) is
non-empty. If α∗P,T = αP,T , then the result holds since the maximal depth α∗P,T is achieved at
any scatter matrix in the non-empty set RscP,T (αP,T ). Assume then that α∗P,T > αP,T . Fix δ >
0 such that α∗P,T − δ > αP,T , so that RscP,T (α∗P,T − δ) is g-compact (Theorem 4.2). For any
positive integer n, it is possible to pick a scatter matrix Σn with HD
sc
P,T (Σn) ≥ α∗P,T − (δ/n).
The g-compactness of RscP,T (α∗P,T − δ) implies that there exists a subsequence (Σn`) that g-
converges in RscP,T (α∗P,T − δ), to Σ∗ say. For any ε ∈ (0, δ), all terms of (Σn`) are eventually
in the g-closed set RscP,T (α∗P,T − ε), so that its g-limit Σ∗ must also belong to RscP,T (α∗P,T − ε).
For any such ε, we thus have α∗P,T −ε ≤ HDscP,T (Σ∗) ≤ α∗P,T , which proves that HDscP,T (Σ∗) =
α∗P,T .
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The proof of Theorem 4.4 requires the following preliminary result.
Lemma A.7. Fix Σ ∈ Pk with max(diag(Σ)) ≤ 1. Then maxs s′Σ−1s ≥ k (where maxs is
the maximum over s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k), with equality if and only if Σ = Ik.
Proof of Lemma A.7. We prove the result by induction. Clearly, the result holds for k = 1.
Assume then that the result holds for k. Writing
Σ =
(
Σ− v
v′ Σk+1,k+1
)
and s =
(
s−
sk+1
)
,
the classical formula for the inverse of a block partitioned matrix yields
s′Σ−1s = s′−Σ
−1
− s− +
(s′−Σ
−1
− v − sk+1)2
Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v
= s′−Σ
−1
− s− + 1 +
(s′−Σ
−1
− v − sk+1)2 − (Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v)
Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v
· (A.11)
By induction assumption, there exists s− such that
s′Σ−1s ≥ k + 1 + (s
′−Σ
−1
− v − sk+1)2 − (Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v)
Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v
· (A.12)
Now, irrespective of s−, choosing sk+1 = −sign(s′−Σ−1− v) yields
(s′−Σ
−1
− v − sk+1)2 − (Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v)
= (s′−Σ
−1
− v)
2 + 2|s′−Σ−1− v|+ v′Σ−1− v + 1− Σk+1,k+1 ≥ 0,
since Σk+1,k+1 ≤ 1. Jointly with (A.12), this provides maxs s′Σ−1s ≥ k + 1.
Now, assume that maxs s
′Σ−1s = k + 1. We consider two cases. (a) maxs− s′−Σ
−1
− s− > k.
Pick an arbitrary s∗− such that s′∗−Σ
−1
− s∗− > k. Then, with s∗ = (s′∗−, s∗,k+1)′, we have
s′∗Σ
−1s∗ > k + 1 +
(s′∗−Σ
−1
− v − s∗,k+1)2 − (Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v)
Σk+1,k+1 − v′Σ−1− v
·
Choosing again s∗,k+1 = −sign(s′∗−Σ−1− v) makes the third term of the righthand side non-
negative, which implies that maxs s
′Σ−1s > k + 1, a contradiction. (b) maxs− s′−Σ
−1
− s− = k.
By induction assumption, we must then have Σ− = Ik. For any s = (s′−, sk+1)′, (A.11) thus
yields
s′Σ−1s = s′−s− +
(s′−v − sk+1)2
Σk+1,k+1 − v′v = k +
(s′−v − sk+1)2
Σk+1,k+1 − v′v ·
Since maxs s
′Σ−1s = k + 1, we must have that
1 = max
s
(s′−v − sk+1)2
Σk+1,k+1 − v′v =
(1 +
∑k
`=1 |v`|)2
Σk+1,k+1 − v′v =:
c
d
·
Since c ≥ 1 and d ≤ 1 (recall that Σk+1,k+1 ≤ 1), this imposes that c = d = 1, which leads
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to v = 0 and Σk+1,k+1 = 1. Jointly with Σ− = Ik, this shows that we must have Σ = Ik+1,
which establishes the result.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. First note that, with Σ∗ =
√
kIk, (2.7) yields
HDscP,T (Σ∗) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(
k−1/4
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(k1/4)) = 2pi arctan (k−1/4)
and fix an arbitrary Σ ∈ Pk. If max(diag(Σ)) >
√
k, then
HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ 2
(
1−Ψ(√max(diag(Σ)))) < 2(1−Ψ(k1/4)) = HDscP,T (Σ∗). (A.13)
If max(diag(Σ)) ≤ √k, then Lemma A.7 yields
max
s
s′Σ−1s = k−1/2 max
s
s′(k−1/2Σ)−1s ≥ k1/2,
so that
HDscP,T (Σ) ≤ 2
(
Ψ
(
1/max
s
√
s′Σ−1s
)− 12)
≤ 2(Ψ(k−1/4)− 12) = HDscP,T (Σ∗). (A.14)
We conclude that HDscP,T (Σ∗) ≥ HDscP,T (Σ) for any Σ ∈ Pk. Now, assume that HDscP,T (Σ) =
HDscP,T (Σ∗) for some Σ ∈ Pk. If max(diag(Σ)) >
√
k, we can only have HDscP,T (Σ) <
HDscP,T (Σ∗), as showed in (A.13). Thus we must have max(diag(Σ)) ≤
√
k, and by assump-
tion, all inequalities in (A.14) should be equalities. In view of Lemma A.7, this implies
that k−1/2Σ = Ik, which establishes the result.
A.4 Proofs from Sections 5 and 6
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We start with the case θ0 = 0 and Σ0 = Ik, for which
min(P
[|u′X| ≤ √u′Σu ], P [|u′X| ≥ √u′Σu ])
= min(P [|X1| ≤
√
u′Σu], P [|X1| ≥
√
u′Σu])
for any u ∈ Sk−1, so that (note that the affine equivariance of TP entails that TP = 0)
HDscP,T (Σ) = inf
z∈Sp(Σ)
min(P [X21 ≤ z], P [X21 ≥ z])
≤ min(P [X21 ≤ 1], P [X21 ≥ 1]) = HDscP,T (Ik),
where the equality holds if and only if Sp(Σ) ⊂ IMSD[X1]. The result for a general location θ0
and scatter Σ0 readily follows from affine invariance and the identity Sp(AB) = Sp(BA).
(ii) By definition, if IMSD[Z1] is a singleton, then this singleton must be {1}. Consequently,
if HDscP,T (Σ) = HD
sc
P,T (Σ0), then Part (i) of the result entails that λk(Σ
−1
0 Σ) = λ1(Σ
−1
0 Σ) = 1.
This implies that Σ−10 Σ = Ik, which establishes the result.
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We turn to the proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 6.1, that require the following preliminary
results for the elliptical case (Lemma A.8) and for the independent Cauchy case (Lemma A.9).
Lemma A.8. For any Σa,Σb ∈ Pk and t ∈ [0, 1], let Σ˜t := Σ1/2a
(
Σ
−1/2
a Σb
Σ
−1/2
a
)t
Σ
1/2
a and Σ∗t := ((1−t)Σ−1a +tΣ−1b )−1. Then (i) λ1(Σ∗t ) ≤ λ1(Σ˜t) ≤ max(λ1(Σa), λ1(Σb))
and (ii) λk(Σ˜t) ≥ λk(Σ∗t ) ≥ min(λk(Σa), λk(Σb)).
Proof of Lemma A.8. (i) With the usual order on positive semidefinite matrices (A ≤ B iff B−
A is positive semidefinite), the (weighted) harmonic-geometric-arithmetic inequality (see, e.g.,
Lemma 2.1(vii) in Lawson & Lim, 2013)
Σ∗t ≤ Σ˜t ≤ Σt := (1− t)Σa + tΣb (A.15)
holds for any t ∈ [0, 1]. This implies that
λ1(Σ
∗
t ) ≤ λ1(Σ˜t) ≤ λ1(Σt). (A.16)
Indeed, if, e.g., the second inequality in (A.16) does not hold (the argument for the first
inequality is strictly the same), then, denoting as v˜1t an arbitrary eigenvector associated
with λ1(Σ˜t), we have v˜
′
1tΣ˜tv˜1t = λ1(Σ˜t) > λ1(Σt) ≥ v˜′1tΣtv˜1t, which contradicts (A.15).
Hence, (A.16) holds and provides
λ1(Σ
∗
t ) ≤ λ1(Σ˜t) ≤ max
u∈Sd−1
u′((1− t)Σa + tΣb)u
≤ (1− t) max
u∈Sd−1
u′Σau+ t max
u∈Sd−1
u′Σbu
= (1− t)λ1(Σa) + tλ1(Σb)
≤ max(λ1(Σa), λ1(Σb)),
as was to be showed. (ii) Proceeding in a similar way as above, it is readily showed that (A.15)
implies that λk(Σ˜t) ≥ λk(Σ∗t ). Using this, we obtain
λk(Σ˜t) ≥ λk(Σ∗t ) = λ−11 ((Σ∗t )−1)
=
(
max
u∈Sd−1
u′((1− t)Σ−1a + tΣ−1b )u
)−1 ≥ ((1− t)λ1(Σ−1a ) + tλ1(Σ−1b ))−1
=
(
(1− t)λ−1k (Σa) + tλ−1k (Σb)
)−1 ≥ min(λk(Σa), λk(Σb)),
since any weighted harmonic mean of two real numbers is a convex linear combination of
these.
Lemma A.9. For any Σa,Σb ∈ Pk and t ∈ [0, 1], let Σ˜t := Σ1/2a
(
Σ
−1/2
a Σb
Σ
−1/2
a
)t
Σ
1/2
a and Σ∗t := ((1− t)Σ−1a + tΣ−1b )−1. Then,
max(diag(Σ∗t )) ≤ max(diag(Σ˜t)) ≤ max(max(diag(Σa)),max(diag(Σb))) (A.17)
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and
max
s
s′Σ˜−1t s ≤ maxs s
′(Σ∗t )
−1s ≤ max (max
s
s′Σ−1a s,maxs s
′Σ−1b s
)
(A.18)
(where maxs is the maximum over s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ {−1, 1}k), so that both the mappings Σ 7→
max(diag(Σ)) and Σ 7→ maxs s′Σ−1s are geodesic and harmonic quasi-convex.
Proof of Lemma A.9. The result in (A.17) readily follows from the fact that the weighted
harmonic-geometric-arithmetic inequality Σ∗t ≤ Σ˜t ≤ (1− t)Σa + tΣb yields (Σ∗t )`` ≤ (Σ˜t)`` ≤
(1 − t)(Σa)`` + t(Σb)`` ≤ max((Σa)``, (Σb)``) for any ` = 1, . . . , k. Turning to (A.18), the
harmonic-geometric inequality implies that Σ˜−1t ≤ (Σ∗t )−1, which readily yields
maxs s
′Σ˜−1t s ≤ maxs s′(Σ∗t )−1s. Consequently, it only remains to prove the second inequality
in (A.18). To do so, choose an arbitrary s∗ such that maxs s′(Σ∗t )−1s = s′∗(Σ∗t )−1s∗. Then
max
s
s′(Σ∗t )
−1s = s′∗(Σ
∗
t )
−1s∗ = s′∗
(
(1− t)Σ−1a + tΣ−1b
)
s∗
≤ (1− t) max
s
s′Σ−1a s+ tmaxs s
′Σ−1b s
≤ max (max
s
s′Σ−1a s,maxs s
′Σ−1b s
)
, (A.19)
which establishes the result.
We can now prove Theorems 5.2 and 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. (i) We start by considering the case where P is an elliptical probability
measure over Rk with location θ0 and scatter Σ0, where we first prove the result for θ0 = 0
and Σ0 = Ik. Then we have
HDscP,T (Σ˜t) = inf
u∈Sk−1
min
(
P
[|u′X| ≤√u′Σ˜tu ], P [|u′X| ≥√u′Σ˜tu ])
= min
(
inf
u∈Sk−1
P [|X1| ≤
√
u′Σ˜tu], inf
u∈Sk−1
P [|X1| ≥
√
u′Σ˜tu]
)
= min(P [|X1| ≤ λ1/2k (Σ˜t)], P [|X1| ≥ λ1/21 (Σ˜t)]). (A.20)
Since Lemma A.8 entails that
P [|X1| ≤ λ1/2k (Σ˜t)] ≥ P [|X1| ≤ min(λ1/2k (Σa), λ1/2k (Σb))]
= min(P [|X1| ≤ λ1/2k (Σa)], P [|X1| ≤ λ1/2k (Σb)])
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb))
and
P [|X1| ≥ λ1/21 (Σ˜t)] ≥ P [|X1| ≥ max(λ1/21 (Σa), λ1/21 (Σb))]
= min(P [|X1| ≥ λ1/21 (Σa)], P [|X1| ≥ λ1/21 (Σb)])
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)),
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the result for θ0 = 0 and Σ0 = Ik follows from (A.20).
We now prove the result in the elliptical case with arbitrary values of θ0 and Σ0. To this
end, let A = Σ
−1/2
0 and note that the square roots (in Pk) of Υa := AΣaA′ and Υb := AΣbA′ are
of the form Υ
1/2
a = AΣ
1/2
a Oa and Υ
1/2
b = AΣ
1/2
b Ob, for some k×k orthogonal matrices Oa, Ob.
Consequently,
Υ˜t := AΣ˜tA
′ = AΣ1/2a (Σ
−1/2
a ΣbΣ
−1/2
a )
tΣ1/2a A
′
= Υ1/2a O
′
a(OaΥ
−1/2
a ΥbΥ
−1/2
a O
′
a)
tOaΥ
1/2
a = Υ
1/2
a (Υ
−1/2
a ΥbΥ
−1/2
a )
tΥ1/2a
describes a geodesic path from Υa to Υb. Since the result holds at P0 = PA,−Aθ0 (where the
notation PA,b was defined on page 16 of the main manuscript), affine invariance then entails
that
HDscP,T (Σ˜t) = HD
sc
P0,T (Υ˜t) ≥ min(HDscP0,T (Υa), HDscP0,T (Υb))
= min(HDscP,T (Σa), HD
sc
P,T (Σb)),
as was to be showed.
We now turn to the case where the probability measure P over Rk has independent Cauchy
marginals. Fix Σa,Σb ∈ Pk and consider the geodesic path Σ˜t, t ∈ [0, 1], from Σa to Σb. Recall
that
HDscP,T (Σ) = 2 min
(
Ψ
(
1/max
s
√
s′Σ−1s
)− 12 , 1−Ψ(√max(diag(Σ)) )),
where Ψ stands for the Cauchy cumulative distribution function; see (2.7). Lemma A.9 readily
entails that
2− 2Ψ(√max(diag(Σ˜t)) )
≥ min (2− 2Ψ(√max(diag(Σa)) ), 2− 2Ψ(√max(diag(Σb)) ))
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)). (A.21)
Lemma A.9 also provides maxs s
′Σ˜−1t s ≤ max(maxs s′Σ−1a s,maxs s′Σ−1b s), which rewrites
1/max
s
(s′Σ˜−1t s)1/2 ≥ min(1/maxs (s′Σ−1a s)1/2, 1/maxs (s′Σ−1b s)1/2).
This implies that
2Ψ
(
1/max
s
(s′Σ˜−1t s)1/2
)− 1
≥ min (2Ψ(1/max
s
(s′Σ−1a s)1/2
)− 1, 2Ψ(1/maxs (s′Σ−1b s)1/2 )− 1)
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)). (A.22)
From (A.21)-(A.22), it readily follows that HDscP,T (Σ˜t) ≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa),
HDscP,T (Σb)), which concludes the proof of Part (i).
(ii) Let then P be an arbitrary probability measure over Rk satisfying Part (i) of the result.
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For any Σa,Σb ∈ RscP,T (α), we then have HDscP,T (Σ˜t) ≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) ≥ α, so
that Σ˜t ∈ RscP,T (α).
Proof of Theorem 6.1. In view of the remark given right before the statement of the theorem,
it is sufficient to show that, at the probability measures P considered, Σ 7→ HDscP,T (Σ) is
harmonic quasi-concave. The proof is then entirely similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. In
the elliptical case, the affine-invariance argument is based on the identity Υ∗t := AΣ∗tA′ =
((1− t)Υ−1a + tΥ−1b )−1, with Υa := AΣaA′ and Υb := AΣbA′.
A.5 Proofs from Section 7
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We may restrict to the case where HDsh,SP,T (V ) > αP,T (indeed, the
assumptions ensure that HDsh,SP,T (V ) ≥ αP,T and that the result holds if HDsh,SP,T (V ) = αP,T ).
For any α > αP,T , consider then Iα := Iα,P,T (V ) := {σ2 ∈ R+0 : σ2V ∈ RscP,T (α)} = {σ2 ∈
R+0 : HDscP,T (σ2V ) ≥ α}. The convexity of RscP,T (α) (Theorem 3.3(ii)) implies that Iα is an
interval. Since α > αP,T , Theorem 4.2 shows that R
sc
P,T (α) is g-bounded, which implies there
exist ηα > 0 and Mα > ηα such that Iα ⊂ [ηα,Mα]. Since, moreover, Theorem 3.1 implies
that σ2 7→ HDscP,T (σ2V ) is upper semicontinuous, Iα is also closed, hence (still for α > αP,T )
compact.
Now, fix δ > 0 such that HDsh,SP,T (V )−δ > αP,T . For any n, pick then σ2n in the (non-empty)
interval I
HDsh,SP,T (V )−(δ/n)
. The resulting sequence (σ2n) is in the compact set IHDsh,SP,T (V )−δ
, hence
admits a subsequence (σ2n`) converging in R
+
0 , to σ
2
V , say. Fix then an arbitrary ε ∈ (0, δ).
For ` large enough, all σ2n` belong to the closed set IHDsh,SP,T (V )−ε
, so that σ2V also belongs
to I
HDsh,SP,T (V )−ε
. This shows that HDsh,SP,T (V )− ε ≤ HDscP,T (σ2V V ) ≤ HDsh,SP,T (V ). Since ε can be
taken arbitrarily small, the result is proved.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. From Theorem 2.1, we readily obtain
HDsh,SPA,b,T (AVA
′/S(AVA′)) = sup
σ2>0
HDscPA,b,T (σ
2AVA′/S(AVA′))
= sup
σ2>0
HDscPA,b,T (σ
2AVA′) = sup
σ2>0
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) = HDsh,SP,T (V ),
which establishes the result.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Consider arbitrary probability measures P,Q on Rk. Fix V ∈ PSk and
assume (without loss of generality) that HDsh,SP,T (V ) ≤ HDsh,SQ,T (V ). Then, for any ε > 0, there
exists σ2ε > 0 such that HD
sh,S
Q,T (V ) ≤ HDscQ,T (σ2εV ) + ε, so that
|HDsh,SP,T (V )−HDsh,SQ,T (V )| = HDsh,SQ,T (V )−HDsh,SP,T (V )
≤ HDscQ,T (σ2εV ) + ε−HDscP,T (σ2εV ) ≤ sup
Σ∈Pk
|HDscP,T (Σ)−HDscQ,T (Σ)|+ ε.
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Since this holds for any ε > 0 and since V is arbitrary, we have that
sup
V ∈PSk
|HDsh,SP,T (V )−HDsh,SQ,T (V )| ≤ sup
Σ∈Pk
|HDscQ,T (Σ)−HDscP,T (Σ)|.
The result then follows from Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.4. (i) Fix a shape matrix V0 ∈ Rsh,SP,T (αP,T ) and assume, ad absurdum,
that there exists a sequence (Vn) in PSk that g-converges (resp., F -converges) to V0 and such
that
lim sup
n→∞
HDsh,SP,T (Vn) > HD
sh,S
P,T (V0).
Extracting a subsequence if necessary, we can fix ε > 0 small enough to have HDsh,SP,T (V0)+ε <
HDsh,SP,T (Vn) for any n. Fix then, for any n, σ
2
n > 0 such that HD
sc
P,T (σ
2
nVn) > HD
sh,S
P,T (Vn)−ε/2,
which yields
HDscP,T (σ
2
nVn) > HD
sh,S
P,T (V0) + ε/2 ≥ αP,T + ε/2. (A.23)
Now, we can assume without loss of generality that Vn belongs to a neighbourhood of V0 that
is g-compact in PSk (P ). Since (A.23) implies that σ2nVn belongs, for any n, to the g-bounded
(Theorem 4.2) scatter depth region RscP,T (αP,T +ε/2), the sequence (σ
2
n) then stays away from 0
and ∞ (that is, the σ2n’s belong to a common compact set of R+0 ). Consequently, there exists
a subsequence (σ2n`) such that (σ
2
n`
Vn`) g-converges (resp., F -converges) to σ
2
0V0, say. In view
of (A.23), we therefore found ε > 0 such that, for any `,
HDscP,T (σ
2
n`
Vn`) > HD
sh,S
P,T (σ
2
0V0) + ε/2,
where (σ2n`Vn`) g-converges (resp., F -converges) to σ
2
0V0, which contradicts the scatter depth
upper semicontinuity result in Theorem 4.1 (resp., in Theorem 3.1). (ii) The result follows from
the fact that RshP,T (α) is the inverse image of [α,+∞) by the upper F - and g-semicontinuous
function V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ). (iii) Since the supremum of lower semicontinuous functions is a
lower semicontinuous function, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1(iii) yield that V 7→ HDsh,SP,T (V ) is lower-
semi continuous. The result then follows from Part (i) and the fact that the smoothness of P
at TP implies that R
sh,S
P,T (αP,T ) = R
sh,S
P,T (0) = PSk .
The proof of Theorem 7.5 requires the following lemma.
Lemma A.10. Let S be a scale functional, that is a mapping from Pk to R+0 that satisfies
the properties (i)-(iii) on page 31 of the main manuscript. Then, λk(V ) ≤ 1 ≤ λ1(V ) for
any V ∈ PSk .
Proof of Lemma A.10. (a) Writing the factorisation of V as V = O diag(λ1(V ), . . . ,
λk(V ))O
′, where O is a k × k orthogonal matrix, it holds
λk(V )Ik = O diag(λk(V ), . . . , λk(V ))O
′ ≤ V ≤ O diag(λ1(V ), . . . , λ1(V ))O′ = λ1(V )Ik
(where A ≤ B still means that B − A is positive semidefinite), the properties of a scale
functional yield λk(V ) = S(λk(V )Ik) ≤ S(V ) ≤ S(λ1(V )Ik) = λ1(V ).
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Proof of Theorem 7.5. We start with the proof of the result for sP,T < 1/2 and g-boundedness.
We fix ε > 0 and intend to prove that Rsh,SP,T (sP,T + ε) is g-bounded by showing that, for r > 0
large enough, it is included in the g-ball Bg(Ik, r). To do so, fix a shape matrix V (∈ PSk )
that does not belong to Bg(Ik, r) (r is to be chosen later). In view of (A.10), we then have (i)
λ1(V ) > exp(r/
√
k) or (ii) λk(V ) < exp(−r/
√
k) (or both).
We start with case (i). Fix (so far, arbitrarily) σ20 > 0. Then for any σ
2 ∈ (0, σ20],
Lemma A.10 entails that (denoting by vk(V ) an arbitrary unit vector associated with λk(V ))
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ σ√u′V u ]
≤ P [|v′k(V )(X − TP )| ≤ σλ1/2k (V )]
≤ P [|v′k(V )(X − TP )| ≤ σ0] ≤ s{TP }P (σ0), (A.24)
where we used the notation sKP (·) introduced in Lemma A.3. By using this lemma, pick
then σ20 > 0 such that s
{TP }
P (σ0) < s
{TP }
P + (ε/2) = sP,T + (ε/2). Denoting by v1(V ) an
arbitrary unit vector associated with λ1(V ), we then have that, for any σ
2 ∈ [σ20,∞),
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ σ√u′V u ]
≤ P [|v′1(V )(X − TP )| ≥ σλ1/21 (V ) ]
≤ P [|v′1(V )(X − TP )| ≥ σ0 exp(r/2√k)]
≤ P [‖X − TP ‖ ≥ σ0 exp(r/2√k)], (A.25)
which, for r large enough, can be made smaller than ε/2 (hence, smaller than sP,T + (ε/2)).
For r large enough, thus, (A.24)-(A.25) guarantee that HDsh,SP,T (V ) = supσ2>0HD
sc
P,T (σ
2V ) <
sP,T + ε, as was to be showed.
We then turn to case (ii). By picking σ0 large enough, we have that, for any σ
2 ∈ [σ20,∞),
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≥ σ√u′V u ]
≤ P [|v′1(V )(X − TP )| ≥ σλ1/21 (V ) ]
≤ P [|v′1(V )(X − TP )| ≥ σ0]
≤ P [‖X − TP ‖ ≥ σ0] < ε/2, (A.26)
where we used Lemma A.10. For any σ2 ∈ (0, σ20], we then have
HDscP,T (σ
2V ) ≤ inf
u∈Sk−1
P
[|u′(X − TP )| ≤ σ√u′V u ]
≤ P [|v′k(V )(X − TP )| ≤ σλ1/2k (V )]
≤ P [|v′k(V )(X − TP )| ≤ σ0 exp(−r/2
√
k)]
≤ s{TP }P (σ0 exp(−r/2
√
k) < sP,T + (ε/2), (A.27)
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for r large enough. Thus, for r large enough, (A.26)-(A.27) still yield that HDsh,SP,T (V ) =
supσ2>0HD
sc
P,T (σ
2V ) < sP,T + ε, as was to be showed. We thus conclude that, for α > sP,T ,
Rsh,SP,T (α) is g-bounded (its g-compacity then follows from the same argument as in the proof
of Theorem 4.2).
The proof for F -boundedness (still for sP < 1/2) follows along the same lines and is actually
simpler since only one of both cases (i)-(ii) above is to be considered. Recall indeed that, as
seen in the proof of Theorem 3.2, V /∈ BF (Ik, r) implies that λ1(V ) > (r−1)/k1/2, so that the
same reasoning as in case (i) above allows to show that for any ε > 0, there exists r = r(ε) such
that V /∈ B(Ik, r) implies HDsh,SP,T (V ) < sP,T + ε. This establishes that Rsh,SP,T (α) is F -bounded
for α > sP,T .
Finally, if sP,T ≥ 1/2, then, with u0 ∈ Sk−1 such that P [|u′0(X−TP )| = 0] = sP,T (existence
is guaranteed in Lemma A.3(ii), with K = {TP }), we have HDscP,T (σ2V ) ≤ P [|u′0(X − TP )| ≥
σ
√
u′0V u0 ] ≤ P [|u′0(X − TP )| > 0] = 1− sP,T for any σ2 > 0, so that HDsh,SP,T (V ) ≤ 1− sP,T .
Therefore, Rsh,SP,T (α) is empty for any α > 1− sP,T = αP,T .
Proof of Theorem 7.6. The proof follows along the exact same lines as that of Theorem 4.3,
hence is not reported here.
Proof of Theorem 7.7. (i) For any V ∈ PSk , Theorem 5.1(i) readily implies that HDsh,SP,T (V ) =
supσ2>0HD
sc
P,T (σ
2V ) ≤ HDscP,T (Σ0). Since HDscP,T (Σ0) = HDscP,T (S(Σ0)V0) ≤ HDsh,SP,T (V0), the
result follows. (ii) Before proceeding, note that since P is an elliptical probability measure
with location θ0, the affine-equivariance of T implies that TP = θ0. Ellipticity further entails
that sP,T = P [{θ0}]. Moreover, we must have sP,T < 1/2 (otherwise, P [|Z1| = 0] ≥ P [{θ0}] =
sP,T ≥ 1/2, so that 0 ∈ IMSD[Z1], a contradiction). Now, assume, ad absurdum, that there
exists V ∈ PSk \ {V0} with HDsh,SP,T (V ) = HDsh,SP,T (V0). Since HDsh,SP,T (V0) = HDscP,T (Σ0) ≥
1/2, we must have HDsh,SP,T (V ) ≥ 1/2. Since αP,T = sP,T < 1/2, there exists σ2 > 0 such
that HDscP,T (σ
2V ) ≥ sP . Therefore, Theorem 7.1 ensures that HDsh,SP,T (V ) = HDscP,T (σ2V V ) for
some σ2V > 0. We therefore have
HDscP,T (σ
2
V V ) = HD
sh,S
P,T (V ) = HD
sh,S
P,T (V0) = HD
sc
P,T (Σ0) = HD
sc
P,T (S(Σ0)V0).
Theorem 5.1(ii) then yields that Sp((S(Σ0))
−1/2σV V
−1/2
0 V
1/2) ⊂ IMSD[Z1]. Since, by assump-
tion, IMSD[Z1] = {1}, V −1/20 V 1/2 must be proportional to the identity matrix, which implies
that V = V0.
Proof of Theorem 7.8. (i) Consider the scale functional Str and fix ε > 0. By definition, there
exist positive real numbers σ2a and σ
2
b such that
HDscP,T (σ
2
aVa) ≥ HDsh,StrP,T (Va)− ε and HDscP,T (σ2bVb) ≥ HDsh,StrP,T (Vb)− ε.
Consider then the linear path Σt = (1−t)Σa+tΣb from Σa = σ2aVa to Σb = σ2bVb. Letting h(t) =
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tσ2b/((1− t)σ2a + tσ2b ), the Str-shape matrix associated with Σt is
k
tr[Σt]
Σt =
k
tr[(1− t)σ2aVa + tσ2bVb]
((1− t)σ2aVa + tσ2bVb)
=
k
tr[(1− h(t))Va + h(t)Vb] ((1− h(t))Va + h(t)Vb) = Vh(t).
Since h : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a one-to-one mapping, Theorem 3.3 yields that
HDsh,StrP,T (Vt, P ) = HD
sh,Str
P,T
( k
tr[Σh−1(t)]
Σh−1(t), P
)
≥ HDscP,T (Σh−1(t))
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) ≥ min(HDsh,StrP,T (Va), HDsh,StrP,T (Vb))− ε,
for any t ∈ [0, 1]. Since this holds for any ε > 0, Part (i) of the result is proved for S = Str.
The proof for S = S11 is along the exact same lines, hence is omitted. As for Part (ii), it
strictly follows like Part (ii) of Theorem 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.9. (i) Fix ε > 0. By definition, there exist σ2a > 0 and σ
2
b > 0 such that
HDscP,T (σ
2
aVa) ≥ HDsh,SdetP,T (Va)− ε and HDscP,T (σ2bVb) ≥ HDsh,SdetP,T (Vb)− ε.
Consider then the geodesic path Σ˜t = Σ
1/2
a
(
Σ
−1/2
a ΣbΣ
−1/2
a
)t
Σ
1/2
a from Σa = σ
2
aVa to Σb = σ
2
bVb.
Then, since det Σ˜t = (det Σa)
1−t(det Σb)t, it is easy to check that the Sdet-shape matrix
associated with Σ˜t is (det Σ˜t)
−1/kΣ˜t = V
1/2
a
(
V
−1/2
a VbV
−1/2
a
)t
V
1/2
a =: V˜t. Therefore, using
Theorem 5.2, we obtain
HDsh,SdetP,T (V˜t) ≥ HDscP,T ((det Σ˜t)1/kV˜t) = HDscP,T (Σ˜t)
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) ≥ min(HDsh,SdetP,T (Va), HDsh,SdetP,T (Vb))− ε.
Part (i) of the result follows since ε > 0 is arbitrary above. As for Part (ii), it is obtained
again as in Part (ii) of Theorem 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.10. (i) Fix ε > 0. By definition, there exist positive real numbers σ2a
and σ2b such that
HDscP,T (σ
2
aVa) ≥ HDsh,S
∗
tr
P,T (Va)− ε and HDscP,T (σ2bVb) ≥ HD
sh,S∗tr
P,T (Vb)− ε.
Consider then the harmonic path Σ∗t = ((1− t)Σ−1a + tΣ−1b )−1 from Σa = σ2aVa to Σb = σ−2b Vb.
Then, letting h(t) = tσ−2b /((1− t)σ−2a + tσ−2b ), the S∗tr-shape matrix associated with Σ∗t is
tr[(Σ∗t )−1]
k
Σ∗t = ((1− t)σ−2a + tσ−2b ) ((1− t)σ−2a V −1a + tσ−2b V −1b )−1
=
(
(1− h(t))V −1a + h(t)V −1b
)−1
=: V ∗h(t).
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Since h : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a one-to-one mapping, we obtain that, for any t ∈ [0, 1],
HD
sh,S∗tr
P,T (V
∗
t ) = HD
sh,S∗tr
P,T
( tr[(Σ∗h−1(t))−1]
k
Σ∗h−1(t)
)
≥ HDscP,T (Σ∗h−1(t))
≥ min(HDscP,T (Σa), HDscP,T (Σb)) ≥ min(HDsh,S
∗
tr
P,T (Va), HD
sh,S∗tr
P,T (Vb))− ε.
Since this holds for any ε > 0, Part (i) of the result is proved. Part (ii) strictly follows like
Part (ii) of Theorem 5.2.
B Proofs from Chapter II
Proofs from Chapter II are detailed in this section. Many of the subsequent results require
the following lemma.
Lemma B.1. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Write CMθ,V =
{
x ∈ Rk\
{θ} : (uxθ,V )′Muxθ,V ≥ 1k tr(M)
}
and C˜Mθ,V =
{
x ∈ Rk : (uxθ,V )′Muxθ,V ≥ 1k tr(M)
}
, where uxθ,V is
defined as V −1/2(x− θ)/‖V −1/2(x− θ)‖ if x 6= θ and as 0 otherwise. Then, for any V ∈ Pk,tr
and any r ∈ R,
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
C˜Mθ,V
]
= inf
M∈Mallk,F
P
[
C˜Mθ,V
]
= inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
CMθ,V
]
= inf
M∈Mrk
P
[
CMθ,V
]
,
whereMallk (resp.,Mrk) collects the k×k symmetric matrices with arbitrary trace (resp., with
trace r) and where Mallk,F is the collection of matrices in Mallk with Frobenius norm one.
Proof of Lemma B.1. It directly follows from the definition of Tyler shape depth that
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
v∈Rk2
P
[{
x ∈ Rk : v′vec (uxθ,V (uxθ,V )′ − 1kIk) ≥ 0
}]
.
When v runs over Rk2 , the matrix M satisfying v = vec(M ′) runs over the collection Nk of
k × k matrices. Since (uxθ,V )′Muxθ,V = (uxθ,V )′{(M +M ′)/2}uxθ,V for any M ∈ Nk, this yields
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Nk
P
[{
x ∈ Rk2 : tr[M{uxθ,V (uxθ,V )′ − 1kIk}] ≥ 0}]
= inf
M∈Nk
P
[
C˜Mθ,V
]
= inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
C˜Mθ,V
]
. (B.1)
Letting I[A] be equal to one if condition A holds and to zero otherwise, this provides
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
(
P
[
CMθ,V
]
+ P [{θ}]I[tr(M) ≤ 0]) = inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
CMθ,V
]
, (B.2)
where we have used the fact that P
[
CMθ,V
]
is unchanged when M is replaced with M + λIk
for any λ ∈ R. The same invariance property explains that the infimum over Mallk in (B.2)
may be replaced with an infimum over Mrk for any r. Finally, the result for Mallk,F follows
from (B.1) by noting that C˜λMθ,V = C˜
M
θ,V for any λ > 0 and that M = 0 cannot provide the
infimum in (B.1). The proof is complete.
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B.1 Proofs from Section 2
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) Fix M ∈ Mallk and consider C˜M = C˜M0,Ik , where C˜Mθ,V was defined
in Lemma B.1. Since C˜M is closed, the mapping P 7→ P [C˜M ] is upper semicontinuous
for weak convergence. Now, Slutzky’s lemma entails that, as d(V, V0) → 0, the measure
defined by B 7→ P [θ + V 1/2B] converges weakly to the one defined by B 7→ P [θ + V 1/20 B].
Therefore, V 7→ P [θ + V 1/2C˜M ] = P [C˜Mθ,V ] is upper semicontinuous at V0. From Lemma B.1,
we then obtain that
V 7→ Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
P [C˜Mθ,V ],
is upper semicontinuous (as the infimum of a collection of upper semicontinuous functions). (ii)
The result follows from the fact that the depth region Rθ(α, P ) is the inverse image of [α,∞)
by the upper semicontinuous function V 7→ Dθ(V, P ). (iii) Fix a sequence (Vn) in Pk,tr such
that d(Vn, V0) → 0. In view of Lemma B.1 again, we can, for any n, pick Mn(∈ Mallk,F )
such that P [C˜Mnθ,Vn ] ≤ Dθ(Vn, P ) + 1n . Compactness of Mallk,F ensures that we can extract a
subsequence (Mn`) of (Mn) that converges to M0(∈ Mallk,F ). Writing I[B] for the indicator
function of the set B, the dominated convergence theorem then yields that
P [C˜
Mn`
θ,Vn`
]− P [C˜M0θ,V0 ] =
∫
Rk
(I[C˜Mn`θ,Vn` ]− I[C˜
M0
θ,V0
]) dP → 0
as ` → ∞ (the absolute continuity assumption on P guarantees that I[C˜Mn`θ,Vn` ] − I[C˜
M0
θ,V0
] → 0
P -almost everywhere). Consequently,
lim inf
n→∞ Dθ(Vn, P ) = lim infn→∞ P [C˜
M
θ,Vn ] = lim inf`→∞
P [C˜
Mn`
θ,Vn`
] = P [C˜M0θ,V0 ] ≥ Dθ(V0, P ).
We conclude that, if P is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
then V → Dθ(V, P ) is also lower semicontinuous, hence continuous.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 requires the following result.
Lemma B.2. Let P be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Write uxθ = (x−θ)/‖x−
θ‖ if x 6= θ and 0 otherwise. For any c ≥ 0, further let tθ,P (c) = supv∈Sk−1 P [|v′uXθ | ≤ c], so
that tθ,P = tθ,P (0) = supv∈Sk−1 P [v′(X − θ) = 0]. Then, tθ,P (c)→ tθ,P as c→ 0.
Proof of Lemma B.2. Since tθ,P (c) is increasing in c over [0,∞) and is larger than or equal
to tθ,P for any positive c, we have that t˜θ,P = limc→0 tθ,P (c) exists and is such that t˜θ,P ≥ tθ,P .
Now, fix a decreasing sequence (cn) converging to 0 and consider an arbitrary sequence (vn)
such that
P [|v′nuXθ | ≤ cn] ≥ tθ,P (cn)− (1/n).
Since Sk−1 is compact, we can consider a subsequence (vn`) that converges to v0(∈ Sk−1);
without loss of generality, we can of course assume that this subsequence is such that (v′0vn`)
is an increasing sequence. Let then C` = {v ∈ Sk−1 : v′0v ≥ v′0vn`}. Clearly, C` is a decreasing
sequence of sets with ∩`C` = {v0}, so that
lim
`→∞
P [uXθ ∈ ∪v∈C`{|v′y| ≤ cn`}] = P [uXθ ∈ {|v′0y| ≤ 0}] = P [|v′0uXθ | = 0].
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Now, for any `, we have P [uXθ ∈ ∪v∈C`{|v′y| ≤ cn`}] ≥ P [|v′n`uXθ | ≤ cn` ] ≥ tθ,P (cn`)− (1/n`),
which implies that tθ,P ≥ P [|v′0uXθ | = 0] ≥ t˜θ,P .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix V ∈ Pk,tr and denote as λ1(V ) (resp., λk(V )) the largest (resp.,
smallest) eigenvalue of V (possible ties are unimportant below). Letting v1(V ) and vk(V ) be
arbitrary corresponding unit eigenvectors, Lemma B.1 provides (with MV = v1(V )v
′
1(V ) ∈
Mallk )
Dθ(V, P ) ≤ P
[
(uXθ,V )
′MV uXθ,V ≥ 1k tr(MV ), X 6= θ
]
= P
[
kλ−11 (V ){v′1(V )(X − θ)}2 ≥ ‖V −1/2(X − θ)‖2, X 6= θ
]
≤ P
[
‖V −1/2(X − θ)‖2 ≤ k‖X − θ‖2, X 6= θ
]
= P
[‖V −1/2uXθ,Ik‖2 ≤ k, uXθ 6= 0],
where we used the inequality λ1(V ) ≥ 1 (which follows from the constraint tr(V ) = k) and
where usθ is defined in Lemma B.2. Therefore,
Dθ(V, P ) ≤ P
[
λ1(V
−1)(v′1(V )u
X
θ )
2 ≤ k] ≤ tθ,P ((kλk(V ))1/2). (B.3)
Now, ad absurdum, take ε > 0 such that Rθ(tθ,P + ε, P ) is unbounded. This implies that
there exists a sequence (Vn) in Pk,tr satisfying Dθ(Vn, P ) ≥ tθ,P + ε for any n and for
which d(Vn, Ik)→∞. Since λ1(Vn) < tr[Vn] = k, we must have that λk(Vn)→ 0. Lemma B.2
and (B.3) then imply that Dθ(Vn, P ) < tθ,P + ε for n large enough, a contradiction. Conse-
quently, Rθ(α, P ) is bounded for any α > tθ,P .
Now, Lemma A.6 above readily implies that a bounded subset of Pk,tr is also totally
bounded, in the sense that, for any ε > 0, it can be covered by finitely many balls of the
form B(V, ε) = {V˜ ∈ Pk,tr : d(V˜ , V ) < ε}. Part (i) of the result and Theorem 2.1(ii) thus
entail that, for any α > tθ,P , the region Rθ(α, P ) is closed and totally bounded. The result
then follows from the completeness of the metric space (Pk,tr, d).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let α∗ = supV ∈Pk,tr Dθ(V, P ). By assumption, Rθ(tθ,P , P ) is non-
empty. Thus, α∗ ≥ tθ,P and the result holds if α∗ = tθ,P . We may therefore assume
that α∗ > tθ,P . For any n, pick then Vn in Rθ((α∗ − 1/n)+, P ), where u+ = max(u, 0).
Fix ε ∈ (0, α∗ − tθ,P ). For n large enough, all terms of the sequence (Vn) belong to the
compact set Rθ(α∗ − ε, P ); see Theorem 2.2. Thus, there exists a subsequence (Vnk) that
converges in Rθ(α∗ − ε, P ), to V∗ say. For any ε′ ∈ (0, ε), all (Vnk) eventually belong to the
closed set Rθ(α∗ − ε′, P ), so that V∗ ∈ Rθ(α∗ − ε′, P ). Therefore, α∗ − ε′ ≤ Dθ(V∗, P ) ≤ α∗
for any such ε′, which establishes the result.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 requires the following preliminary result.
Lemma B.3. For any y ∈ Rk and any k × k symmetric matrix M , the mapping V 7→
tr(MV )y′V −1y is quasi-convex, that is, for any Va, Vb ∈ Pk,tr and any t ∈ [0, 1], tr(MVt)y′V −1t y ≤
max{tr(MVa)y′V −1a y, tr(MVb)y′V −1b y}, with Vt = (1− t)Va + tVb.
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Proof of Lemma B.3. We treat two cases separately. (i) Assume first that tr(MVa)tr(MVb) >
0. Write
Vt
tr(MVt)
= (1− st) Va
tr(MVa)
+ st
Vb
tr(MVb)
, with st =
t tr(MVb)
(1− t)tr(MVa) + t tr(MVb) ·
Since st ∈ [0, 1], the (weighted) harmonic-arithmetic matrix inequality (see, e.g., Lemma 2.1(vii)
in Lawson & Lim, 2013) then shows that, for any y ∈ Rk,
y′
{
Vt
tr(MVt)
}−1
y ≤ y′
[
(1− st)
{
Va
tr(MVa)
}−1
+ st
{
Vb
tr(MVb)
}−1]
y
≤ max
[
y′
{
Va
tr(MVa)
}−1
y, y′
{
Vb
tr(MVb)
}−1
y
]
,
as was to be showed. (ii) Assume then that tr(MVa)tr(MVb) ≤ 0. Without loss of generality,
assume that tr(MVa) ≤ 0 and tr(MVb) ≥ 0. If tr(MVa) = tr(MVb) = 0, then tr(MVt) = 0 for
any t and the result trivially holds. Hence, we may assume that tr(MVa) 6= 0 or tr(MVb) 6= 0,
which implies that tr[MVt0 ] = 0 for a unique t0 ∈ [0, 1]. From continuity, pick then δ ∈
(0, 1− t0) such that, for any t ∈ [t0, t0 + δ),
tr(MVt)y
′V −1t y ≤ tr(MVb)y′V −1b y
≤ max{tr(MVa)y′V −1a y, tr(MVb)y′V −1b y}.
By applying Part (i) of the proof with Vt0+δ and Vb, we obtain that, for any t ∈ [t0 + δ, 1],
tr(MVt)y
′V −1t y ≤ max{tr(MVt0+δ)y′V −1t0+δy, tr(MVb)y′V −1b y}
≤ max{tr(MVa)y′V −1a y, tr(MVb)y′V −1b y}.
Since tr(MVt)y
′V −1t y ≤ 0 ≤ max{tr(MVa)y′V −1a y, tr(MVb)y′V −1b y} for any t ∈ [0, t0], the
result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (i) Write Vt = (1 − t)Va + tVb, where Va, Vb ∈ Pk,tr and t ∈ [0, 1] are
fixed. First note that, letting d2θ(V ) = (X − θ)′V −1(X − θ), Lemma B.1 yields
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
(X − θ)′V −1/2MV −1/2(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(M)d2θ(V ), X 6= θ
]
= inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
(X − θ)′M(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(MV )d2θ(V ), X 6= θ
]
. (B.4)
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Writing again Vt = (1− t)Va + tVb, Lemma B.3 thus yields that, for any M ∈Mallk ,
P
[
(X − θ)′M(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(MVt)d2θ(Vt), X 6= θ
]
≥ P [(X − θ)′M(X − θ) ≥ 1k max{tr(MVa)d2θ(Va), tr(MVb)d2θ(Vb)}, X 6= θ]
= min
(
P
[
(X − θ)′M(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(MVa)d2θ(Va), X 6= θ
]
,
P
[
(X − θ)′M(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(MVb)d2θ(Vb), X 6= θ
])
≥ min(Dθ(Va, P ), Dθ(Vb, P )).
The result then follows from (B.4). (ii) If Va, Vb ∈ Rθ(α, P ), then Part (i) of the result entails
that Dθ((1 − t)Va + tVb, P ) ≥ min{Dθ(Va, P ), Dθ(Vb, P )} ≥ α, so that (1 − t)Va + tVb ∈
Rθ(α, P ).
The proof of Theorem 2.5 requires both following lemmas.
Lemma B.4. Let P be elliptical over Rk with location 0 and shape Ik. Then, D0(Ik, P ) =
(1−P [{0}])P [U21 > 1/k], where U = (U1, . . . , Uk)′ is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere
Sk−1.
Lemma B.5. Let P be elliptical over Rk with location 0 and shape Ik. Then, for any
V ∈ Pk,tr \ {Ik}, D0(V, P ) < (1 − P [{0}])P [U21 > 1/k], where U = (U1, . . . , Uk)′ is uniformly
distributed over Sk−1.
Proof of Lemma B.4. In the spherical setup considered, we have that, for any M ∈Mallk ,
P
[
X ′MX
‖X‖2 ≥
1
k
tr(M), X 6= 0
]
= P
[
U ′MU ≥ 1k tr(M)
]
P [X 6= 0],
where U = (U1, . . . , Uk)
′ is uniform over Sk−1. Lemma B.1 then entails that
D0(Ik, P ) = (1− P [{0}]) inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
U ′MU ≥ 1k tr(M)
]
.
DecomposingM intoOΛO′, whereO is a k×k orthogonal matrix and where Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λk)
is a diagonal matrix, this yields
D0(Ik, P ) = (1− P [{0}]) inf
λ∈Rk
P
[ k∑
`=1
λ`U
2
` ≥
1
k
k∑
`=1
λ`
]
= (1− P [{0}]) inf
λ∈Rk
P
[ k∑
`=1
λ`
(
U2` −
1
k
)
≥ 0
]
=: (1− P [{0}]) inf
λ∈Rk
p(λ).
By using successively the facts that p(0) = 1 and p(λ) = p(λ/‖λ‖) for any λ ∈ Rk \ {0}, we
obtain
D0(Ik, P ) = (1− P [{0}]) inf
λ∈Rk\{0}
p(λ) = (1− P [{0}]) inf
λ∈Sk−1
p(λ). (B.5)
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The result then follows from Theorem 2 from Paindaveine & Van Bever (2017b), that states
that the last infimum in (B.5) is equal to P [U21 > 1/k].
Proof of Lemma B.5. Fix V ∈ Pk,tr and let X be a random k-vector with P = PX . Write V =
OΛO′, where O is a k × k orthogonal matrix and Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λk) is a diagonal matrix
with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λk. Affine invariance (see Theorem 2.6) entails that
D0(V, P
X) = D0
(
O′V O,PO
′X) = D0(Λ, PX).
Denoting by e1 the first vector of the canonical basis of Rk
2
, we then have
D0(V, P
X) = D0
(
Λ, PX
) ≤ P [e′1vec(U0,ΛU ′0,Λ − 1kIk) ≥ 0] = P [((U0,Λ)1)2 − 1k ≥ 0]
= P
[
((U0,Λ)1)
2 − 1k ≥ 0, X 6= 0
]
= P
[
λ−11 X
2
1 ≥ 1k
∑k
`=1λ
−1
` X
2
` , X 6= 0
]
≤ P [X21 ≥ 1k∑k`=1X2` , X 6= 0] = P [X21/‖X‖2 ≥ 1k , X 6= 0] = P [X 6= 0]P [U21 ≥ 1k ],(B.6)
where U = (U1, . . . , Uk)
′ is uniform over Sk−1. To have D0(V, PX) = P [X 6= 0]P
[
U21 ≥ 1k
]
,
the inequality in (B.6) needs to be an equality, which requires that λ` = λ1 for all `, hence
that V = Ik.
It follows from Rousseeuw & Struyf (2004) that if P is elliptical with location θ, then MP =
{θ}, so that, under ellipticity, the Tukey median is Fisher consistent for θ (i.e., θP = θ). We
can now prove Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Lemmas B.4-B.5 establish the result in the spherical case associated
with θ0 = 0 and V0 = Ik. For general values of θ0 and V0, note that Y = V
−1/2
0 (X − θ0) is
elliptical with location 0, shape Ik, and satisfies P [Y = 0] = P [X = θ0]. By affine invariance,
Dθ0(V, P
X) = D0
(
kV
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0
tr(V
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 )
, P Y
)
≤ D0(Ik, P Y ) = D0
(
kV
−1/2
0 V0V
−1/2
0
tr(V
−1/2
0 V0V
−1/2
0 )
, P Y
)
= Dθ0(V0, P
X),
with equality if and only if kV
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 /tr(V
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 ) = Ik, that is, if and only if
V = V0.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. In the proof of Theorem 2.4, we showed that
Dθ(V, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
(X − θ)′V −1/2MV −1/2(X − θ) ≥ 1k tr(M)(X − θ)′V −1(X − θ), X 6= θ
]
.
Using the fact that V
1/2
A = k
1/2AV 1/2O/{tr(AVA′)}1/2 for some k × k orthogonal matrix O
(recall that V
1/2
A stands for the symmetric positive definite square root of VA), this readily
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yields
DAθ+b(VA, P ) = inf
M∈Mallk
P
[
(X − θ)′V −1/2OMO′V −1/2(X − θ)
≥ 1k tr(OMO′)(X − θ)′V −1(X − θ), X 6= θ
]
= Dθ(V, P ),
as was to be showed. The affine-equivariance property of the depth regions readily follows.
The proof of Theorem 2.7 requires the following lemma.
Lemma B.6. For any v1, v2 such that v
2
1 + v
2
2 < 1, we have
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 + |v2|
≤ (1− v
2
1)
1/2 + |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
≤ 1 + (v
2
1 + v
2
2)
1/2
1− (v21 + v22)1/2
·
Proof of Lemma B.6. The first inequality is straightforward. For v1, v2 such that v
2
1 + v
2
2 < 1,
let V be the positive definite matrix defined as
V =
(
1 + v1 v2
v2 1− v1
)
.
Since√
1− v21 + v2√
1− v21 − v2
= (detV )−1(
√
1− v21 + v2)2 = (detV )−1
(
1− v21 + v22 + 2v2
√
1− v21
)
and
1 +
√
v21 + v
2
2
1−
√
v21 + v
2
2
= (detV )−1(1 +
√
v21 + v
2
2)
2 = (detV )−1(1 + v21 + v
2
2 + 2
√
v21 + v
2
2),
the second inequality simplifies to v2
√
1− v21 ≤ v21 +
√
v21 + v
2
2. If v2 ≤ 0, the proof is complete,
so let us focus on the case v2 > 0. After taking squares, the simplified inequality further yields
v22(1− v21) ≤ v41 + (v21 + v22) + 2v21
√
v21 + v
2
2 ⇔ v22 − v21v22 ≤ v41 + v21 + v22 + 2v21
√
v21 + v
2
2
⇔ −v21v22 ≤ v41 + v21 + 2v21
√
v21 + v
2
2
⇔ 0 ≤ v41 + v21v22 + v21 + 2v21
√
v21 + v
2
2
⇔ 0 ≤ v21(v21 + 1)2 + 2v21
√
v21 + v
2
2,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. (i) If P = PX is elliptical with location θ0 and shape V0, then V
−1/2
0 (X−
θ0) is equal in distribution to RU , where U is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere Sk−1
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and is independent of the nonnegative random variable R. Theorem 2.6 then yields
Dθ0(V, P
X) = D0
(
kV
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0
tr(V
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 )
, PRU
)
. (B.7)
Now, for any V˜ ∈ Pk,tr, Lemma B.1 entails that
D0(V˜ , P
RU ) = inf
M∈M0k
P
[
U ′V˜ −1/2MV˜ −1/2U ≥ 0, R > 0] (B.8)
= P [R > 0] inf
M∈M0k
P
[
U ′V˜ −1/2MV˜ −1/2U ≥ 0] = P [R > 0]D0(V˜ , PU ).
Combining with (B.7), we obtain
Dθ0(V, P
X) = (1− PX [{θ0}])D0
(
kV
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0
tr(V
−1/2
0 V V
−1/2
0 )
, PU
)
,
which establishes Part (i) of the result. (ii) Assume that P = PX is bivariate standard normal
and fix V ∈ P2,tr. We aim at evaluating
D0(V, P
X) = inf
M∈M0k
P
[
X ′V −1/2MV −1/2X ≥ 0]; (B.9)
see (B.8). To do so, it will be convenient to parametrise V as in Lemma B.6 and the matrix M
from as
V =
(
1 + v1 v2
v2 1− v1
)
and M = m1
(
1 m2
m2 −1
)
,
with v21 + v
2
2 < 1 and m1 6= 0 (note indeed that m1 = 0 makes the probability in (B.9) equal
to one, which cannot be the infimum). Decomposing V −1/2MV −1/2 into OΛO′, where O is
a 2 × 2 orthogonal matrix and where Λ = diag(λ1(V −1M), λ2(V −1M)), with λ1(V −1M) ≥
λ2(V
−1M), involves the eigenvalues of V −1M (equivalently, of V −1/2MV −1/2), we have
D0(V, P ) = inf
(m1,m2)∈R0×R
P
[
λ1(V
−1M)X21 + λ2(V
−1M)X22 ≥ 0
]
, (B.10)
where X = (X1, X2)
′ is still bivariate standard normal. Since λ1(−V −1M) = −λ2(V −1M) for
any M ∈ M0k (we will show below that λ2(V −1M) < 0 < λ1(V −1M) for any M ∈ M0k), we
have
D0(V, P ) = min
(
inf
(m1,m2)∈R+0 ×R
P
[
λ1(V
−1M)X21 + λ2(V
−1M)X22 ≥ 0
]
, (B.11)
inf
(m1,m2)∈R+0 ×R
P
[
λ1(V
−1M)X21 + λ2(V
−1M)X22 ≤ 0
])
,
which allows us to restrict to positive values of m1. A direct computation shows that, for m1 >
0,
λ1(V
−1M) =
m1
detV
[− (v1 +m2v2) + {(v1 +m2v2)2 + (1 +m22) detV }1/2 ] > 0
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and
λ2(V
−1M) =
m1
detV
[− (v1 +m2v2)− {(v1 +m2v2)2 + (1 +m22) detV }1/2 ] < 0.
Since f(m2) = −λ2(V −1M))/λ1(V −1M) does not depend on m1, (B.11) leads to
D0(V, P ) = min
(
P
[
X21
X22
≥ sup
m2∈R
f(m2)
]
, P
[
X21
X22
≤ inf
m2∈R
f(m2)
])
= P
[
X21
X22
≥ max
(
sup
m2∈R
f(m2) , 1 / inf
m2∈R
f(m2)
)]
. (B.12)
It is easy to check that f is differentiable over R with a derivative of the form cv1,v2(m2)(v2−
v1m2), where cv1,v2(m2) > 0 for any m2, and that
f(±∞) = lim
m2→±∞
f(m2) =
√
1− v21 ± v2√
1− v21 ∓ v2
·
We treat the cases v1 = 0 and v1 6= 0 separately.
(a) Assume that v1 = 0. If v2 = 0, then V = I2 and Theorem 2.5 establishes the result.
If v2 6= 0, then f has no critical point and
sup
m2∈R
f(m2) = max
(
f(−∞), f(∞)) = 1 + |v2|
1− |v2| and infm2∈R f(m2) = min
(
f(−∞), f(∞)) = 1− |v2|
1 + |v2| ,
so that (B.12) yields
D0(V, P )=P
[
X21
X22
≥ 1 + |v2|
1− |v2|
]
=P
[
X21
X22
≥ 1 + (1− detV )
1/2
1− (1− detV )1/2
]
=P
[
Y2 ≥ 1
2
+
1
2
{
1−det(V )}1/2],
where we have used the fact that if Z has a F (1, 1) Fisher-Snedecor distribution, then Z/(1+Z)
has a Beta(1/2, 1/2) distribution.
(b) Assume now that v1 6= 0. Then the only critical point of f is mcrit2 = v2/v1, so that,
irrespective of the fact that this critical point is a local minimum/maximum of f ,
sup
m2∈R
f(m2) = max
(
f(−∞), f(∞), f(mcrit2 )
)
= max
(
(1− v21)1/2 + |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
,
Sign(v1) + (v
2
1 + v
2
2)
1/2
Sign(v1)− (v21 + v22)1/2
)
and
inf
m2∈R
f(m2) = min
(
f(−∞), f(∞), f(mcrit2 )
)
= min
(
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 + |v2|
,
Sign(v1) + (v
2
1 + v
2
2)
1/2
Sign(v1)− (v21 + v22)1/2
)
.
Lemma B.6 yields
sup
m2∈R
f(m2) =
(1− v21)1/2 + |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
I[v1 < 0] +
1 + (v21 + v
2
2)
1/2
1− (v21 + v22)1/2
I[v1 > 0]
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and
inf
m2∈R
f(m2) =
−1 + (v21 + v22)1/2
−1− (v21 + v22)1/2
I[v1 < 0] +
(1− v21)1/2 − |v2|
(1− v21)1/2 + |v2|
I[v1 > 0],
hence also
max
(
sup
m2∈R
f(m2) , 1 / inf
m2∈R
f(m2)
)
=
1 + (v21 + v
2
2)
1/2
1− (v21 + v22)1/2
=
1 + (1− det(V ))1/2
1− (1− det(V ))1/2 ·
Therefore, (B.12) finally provides
D0(V, P ) = P
[
X21
X22
≥ 1 + (1− detV )
1/2
1− (1− detV )1/2
]
= P
[
Y2 ≥ 1
2
+
1
2
{
1− det(V )}1/2x].
This proves the result for the case where P is bivariate standard normal. The general result
then follows from Part (i) of the Theorem.
B.2 Proofs from Sections 3 and 5
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let P and Q be two probability measures over Rk and fix V ∈ Pk,tr.
Fix ε > 0 and assume, without loss of generality, that Dθ(V, P ) ≤ Dθ(V,Q). Lemma B.1
entails that there exists M0 ∈ M0k such that P
[
CM0θ,V
] ≤ Dθ(V, P ) + ε, where we still use the
notation CMθ,V =
{
x ∈ Rk \ {θ} : (uxθ,V )′Muxθ,V ≥ 1k tr(M)
}
. Consequently, using Lemma B.1
again,
|Dθ(V,Q)−Dθ(V, P )| = Dθ(V,Q)−Dθ(V, P )
≤ Q[CM0θ,V ]− P [CM0θ,V ]+ ε ≤ sup
C∈Cθ
|Q[C]− P [C]|+ ε,
with Cθ = {CMθ,V : M ∈ M0k, V ∈ Pk,tr}. Since this holds for any ε > 0 and for any V ∈ Pk,tr,
we have
sup
V ∈Pk,tr
|Dθ(V,Q)−Dθ(V, P )| ≤ sup
C∈Cθ
|Q[C]− P [C]|.
It thus only remains to show that Cθ is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class. To do so, note that CMθ,V ={
x ∈ Rk \ {θ} : (x − θ)′V −1/2MV −1/2(x − θ) ≥ 0}, so that Cθ ⊂ {Dθ,A ∩ (Rk \ {θ}) : A ∈
Mallk }, with Dθ,A =
{
x ∈ Rk : (x − θ)′A(x − θ) ≥ 0}. Theorem 4.6 from Dudley (2014)
implies that {Dθ,A : A ∈ Mallk } is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class Dθ. It then follows from
Lemma 2.6.17(ii) in Van der Vaart & Wellner (1996) that {Dθ,A ∩ (Rk \ {θ}) : A ∈ Mallk },
hence also Cθ, is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Recall from (2.1) that Vθ,P is defined as the barycentre of Rθ(α∗, P ),
with α∗ = maxV Dθ(V, P ). The mapping V 7→ Dθ(V, P ) is upper semicontinuous (Theo-
rem 2.1) and constant over Rθ(α∗, P ). Clearly, it is easy to define a mapping V 7→ D˜θ(V, P )
that is upper semicontinuous, agrees with V 7→ Dθ(V, P ) in the complement of Rθ(α∗, P ), and
for which Vθ,P is the unique maximiser. By using Theorem 3.1, the result then follows from
Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 14.3 in Kosorok (2008).
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The proof of Theorem 6.1(i) is long and technical, but follows along the same lines as the
proof of Theorem 2.2 from Chapter I. As for the proof of Theorem 6.1(ii), it is strictly the
same as that of Theorem 3.2. We therefore omit the proof of Theorem 6.1.
We finish with proving the non Fisher consistency of Mizera’s tangent depth, as explained
in Section 5.
Lemma B.7. Let P be the distribution of a bivariate normal random vector with mean θ0 =
02, scale σ0 = tr(Σ)/2 = 1, Gaussian radial density g = φ and shape V3/4, where Va =
diag(a, 2− a). Then D(V3/4, P ) < D(V1, P ), where I2 denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix.
Proof of Lemma B.7. Parallel to the proof of Theorem B.1 above, it can be showed that,
denoting Wa =
(
2X1X2,
X22
(2−a)2 −
X21
a2
− ( 12−a − 1a))′ and using ϕg(z) = z and σS = 1, it holds
D(Va, P ) = HD(02, PWa).
We start by computing the depth of V1 = I2 , on the basis of W1. The spherical symmetry
of the random vector Z = (Z1, Z2)
′ = (X1/
√
a0, X2/
√
2− a0)′ yields
D(V1, P ) = HD(02, PW1) = inf
w∈R2
P [w′W1 ≥ 0]
= inf
w∈R2
P [Z ′QwZ ≥ 0] = inf
w∈R2
P [λw+Z
2
1 + λ
w
−Z
2
2 ≥ 0], (B.13)
where λw± = (1− a0)w2 ±
√
(2a0 − a20)w21 + w22 are the eigenvalues of
Qw :=
(
−a0w2
√
a0(2− a0)w1√
a0(2− a0)w1 (2− a0)w2
)
.
The last infimum in (B.13) can be taken over all w vectors of the form w = w(θ) =
(cos(θ)/
√
2a0 − a20, sin(θ))′, for θ ∈ [0, 2pi]. For these w(θ), one has λw± = (1 − a0) sin(θ) ± 1,
and the infimum is obtained for sin θ = −1, which corresponds to w = (0,−1)′. The depth
of V1 = I2 is therefore given by
D(V1, P ) = P
[
a0Z
2
1 + (a0 − 2)Z22 ≥ 0
]
=: ca0(1). (B.14)
Turning to the depth of Va0 , we of course have that
D(Va0 , P ) ≤ P [(Wa0)2 ≤ 0] = P
[
a0Z
2
2 + (a0 − 2)Z21 ≤ (2a0 − 2)
]
=: ca0(a0),
where Z = (Z1, Z2)
′ is as above. By conditioning on Z22 , one can show that
ca0(1) = 1−
∫ ∞
0
F
((2− a0)z
a0
)
f(z) dz
and
ca0(a0) =
∫ ∞
2−2a0
2−a0
F
((2a0 − 2) + (2− a0)z
a0
)
f(z) dz,
where F ( · ) and f( · ) are the cdf and pdf of the χ21 distribution, respectively. For a0 = .75, this
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yields that D(Va0 , P ) ≤ ca0(a0) ≈ .3732 is indeed strictly smaller than D(V1, P ) = ca0(1) ≈
.4196.
We finish this section by proving the following result on the dimensionality reduction
available in computing Tyler shape depth.
Theorem B.1. Let P = PX be a probability measure over Rk and fix θ ∈ Rk. Then,
Dθ(V, P )=D(0, P
W˜θP ,V )=infu∈Sdk−1P
[
u′W˜θ,V ≥ 0
]
, with W˜θ,V =vech0
(
Uθ,V U
′
θ,V − 1kIk
)
.
Proof of Theorem B.1. Write Lθ,V = Uθ,V U
′
θ,V − 1kIk. Since (Lθ,V )11 = −
∑k
`=2(Lθ,V )``, there
exists a (dk + 1)× dk full-rank matrix H0 such that vech(Lθ,V ) = H0 vech0(Lθ,V ). Therefore,
there exists a k2 × dk full-rank matrix H (one can take H = DH0, where D is the usual
duplication matrix) such that Wθ,V = vec(Lθ,V ) = HW˜θ,V . It follows that
Dθ(V, P ) = D(0, P
Wθ,V ) = inf
u∈Rk2
P
[
u′Wθ,V ≥ 0
]
= inf
u∈Rk2
P
[
(H ′u)′ W˜θ,V ≥ 0
]
= inf
v∈Rdk
P
[
v′W˜θ,V ≥ 0
]
= D(0, P W˜θ,V ),
where we used the fact that H ′ has full column rank.
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